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Abstract
This thesis addresses the nature of magnetic phases and phase transitions in a number
of classical spin systems in which the magnetic behavior is governed by lattice geometry,
the range of interactions and dimensional confinement.
The work presented here is underpinned by the use of classical Monte Carlo meth-
ods incorporating both long-range exchange and dipolar contributions to the magnetic
Hamiltonian. These numerical simulations are used not only to test the theoretical
concepts presented in this thesis, but also as a means for arriving at a more detailed
understanding of the results of previous experimental studies.
Results are presented for a frustrated Ising model on a pyrochlore lattice (closely
related to spin ice), along with studies of proximity effects in magnetic multilayers. The
first of these systems reveal a previously unknown magnetic phase – a monopole crystal
– which is shown to exist against a background spin liquid phase. The coexistence of
these apparently mutually exclusive phases is shown to result from magnetic moment
fragmentation. Studies of the proximity effect demonstrate the effects of magnetic
induction at the interface between a single layer of a strong magnet and a thin layer
of a weaker magnet. It is shown here that the transition temperature of both layers
is enhanced by this interaction, with the effect in the stronger magnetic layer being a
result of an increased effective thickness. Similar proximity effects are examined in the
context of a magnetic trilayer exhibiting the exchange spring effect.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The magnetic properties of a magnetic system are generally dependent on three factors:
1) the direction of the magnetic moments of individual atoms/ions, 2) the magnitude
of these magnetic moments and 3) the strength of interaction between the magnetic
moments in the system. Spin models provide a framework within which the direction
and interaction of magnetic moments (otherwise referred to as spins) may be described
and quantified. With this information, one can model the magnetic behaviour of the
system.
1.1 An overview of magnetic theory
A moving charge is an electric current and one travelling in a circular motion forms a
current loop, which yields a magnetic field. The field produced from the charge moving
around in a current loop of radius, r, and current, I, is otherwise known as a magnetic
moment, ul, expressed as,
ul = Ipir
2 (1.1)
with the units A m2 (see figure 1.1). This is the magnetic moment found for a current
generated by one electron orbiting a fixed centre of mass, however, this becomes more
complex for many-electron systems. In the subsequent account, I provide a brief sum-
mary of the theory of magnetism. The reader is referred to Blundell [1] and Kittel [2]
for a more in-depth explanation.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Figure 1.1: A simple schematic of a magnetic moment produced from a single electron
(light blue circle) orbiting a nucleus. Also indicated are the vectors of the electron: the
angular momentum, l, the linear momentum, p and the instantaneous position r.
An electron in motion around a nucleus, has an angular momentum. From a classical
perspective, the angular momentum l is defined by the cross product of the linear
momentum, p and the instantaneous position r:
l = r× p =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
i j k
x y z
px py pz
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ,
This is such that l is perpendicular to the plane that the electron is rotating in. The
magnetic moment is also perpendicular to the plane of rotation and it can be deduced
that the angular momentum and the magnetic moment are associated. The magnetic
moment of the electron is antiparallel to the angular momentum and directly propor-
tional according to the relationship:
ul = γl (1.2)
where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio and is negative due to the negative charge on an
electron.
Upon substitution of I = q/t into equation 1.1, where t = 2pir/v, another classi-
cal definition of the angular momentum, l = mevr can be substituted to obtain the
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following expression:
ul = Ipir
2 = − e
2me
l (1.3)
for an electron of electrical charge, −e, and mass me moving in a circular orbit around
a nucleus assumed to be stationary. From equations (1.2) and (1.3), an expression for
the gyromagnetic ratio can be obtained:
γ = − e
2me
. (1.4)
In quantum mechanics, the magnitude of the quantised orbital angular momentum
is given by l =
√
l(l + 1)~ so that ul = − e2me
√
l(l + 1)~. This gives rise to another
quantity known as the Bohr magneton, µB, so that,
ul = −
√
l(l + 1)µB (1.5)
µB =
e~
2me
. (1.6)
The Bohr magneton, µB, is used as a unit to describe the size of a magnetic moment.
Its definition is the magnitude of the magnetic dipole moment of an orbiting electron
with a quantised angular momentum of ~ and has the value µB = 9.2732×10−24 A m2 [3].
The orbital angular momentum is fixed along an axis ml~, where ml can take the
values l, l − 1, ...,−l. The ml states are degenerate until some perturbation is applied
such as a magnetic field in what is known as the Zeeman effect. This effect was key in
discovering spin angular momentum, which is described later in the text.
Before considering the effect of an applied magnetic field on a magnetic moment,
it is important to note the subtle difference in the magnetic induction, B, in units
of Tesla, and the magnetic field strength, H, in units of A m−1. When in a vacuum
state, these quantities only differ by a constant µ0 = 4pi × 10−7 H m−1, which is the
permeability of free space. However, for a magnetic solid, H is the driving magnetic
influence from external currents in a material independent of the material response,
whilst B is characterised by currents in the material and externally that generate a
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magnetic field. Therefore in a magnetic solid, B and H are related by,
B = µ0(H + M) (1.7)
where M is the magnetisation, which plays a major role in the projects in this report,
and is defined as the magnetic moment per unit volume.
The energy, E, of a magnetic moment in a field B is,
E = −u ·B (1.8)
The magnetic moment couples to the magnetic field and precesses about it, consequently
possessing a torque G that is given by:
G = u×B. (1.9)
The torque is equal to the rate of change of angular momentum and hence the magnetic
moment must precess about the magnetic field as this allows the angular momentum
to change direction without changing its magnitude. Therefore, the magnetic moment
does not tend toward the magnetic field B but precesses around it with an angle, θ and
Larmor frequency, ωL,
ωL = γB (1.10)
Had there been no angular momentum, the magnetic moment would have tended to-
wards the magnetic induction B, though it is only a non-uniform magnetic field that
can exert a force on a magnetic moment.
It is very important in ferromagnets that the applied magnetic fields are distin-
guished from the internal fields of the magnetic solid. If the applied magnetic fields are
defined by Ba and Ha, then these fields applied to a magnetic solid will not be the same
magnitude as those within the solid Bi and Hi, since the magnetic moments within the
solid would produce their own magnetic field and vary in the solid. To correct for this
requires the demagnetising tensor, Nd, so that
Hi = Ha − NdM (1.11)
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where −NdM = Hd is the demagnetising field, and
Bi = Ba + µ0(1− Nd)M (1.12)
The demagnetising field refers to a source of magnetisation which forms perpendic-
ular to the plane of magnetisation within the material, particularly if there is some
anisotropy. This is accounted for by Nd, which is a matrix that is dependent on the
shape of a material.
To further develop an understanding of magnetic theory one needs to take into
account that an electron possesses another momentum other than the orbital angular
momentum. This intrinsic angular momentum is known as “spin” and is the point
where classical theory meets quantum theory.
The spin component, s, can take the values ms~, where ms is between s, s − 1,
..., −s. Therefore the intrinsic spin angular momentum is quantised just like the orbital
angular momentum but it can additionally take half integer values. For an electron,
s = 1
2
, so the possible orientation this spin could have is either ms = +
1
2
or ms = −12 .
The electron also has an associated spin magnetic moment as shown in equation 1.13,
but unlike γ in the ul = γl relationship, the constant of proportionality between us and
s is not easily calculated and must be obtained from experiment or relativistic quantum
theory [4].
us = −gsµB~ s (1.13)
The constant is −gsµB/~ where gs is required as the g-factor for the spin and has a
value of 2.0023 (independent of B) [2, 5], making the constant almost twice as large
as γ. However the g-factor can take various values when considered in many-electron
atoms as shown below, due to the contributions of both L and S.
Spin-orbit coupling is when the spin and orbital angular momenta interact and the
quantum number, J (denoted in this thesis as J ), can be obtained by J = |L+S|, |L+
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S − 1|, ..., |L− S|. The magnetic moment operator then becomes:
u = −gJµB
~
J (1.14)
where the Lande´ g-factor, gJ , is given by,
gJ =
3J (J + 1) + S(S + 1)− L(L+ 1)
2J (J + 1) (1.15)
(Note: the change to upper case letters for L and S is to take into account many-
electron systems which consider the total of the angular momenta and spin momenta,
respectively). The spin-orbit coupling gives rise to different mJ states, which take the
values J ,J − 1, ...,−J . However, in a zero magnetic field each state with a given
value of J is (2J + 1)-fold degenerate. Placing atoms into a uniform magnetic field,
will perturb the (2J + 1)-fold degenerate ground states into non-degenerate mJ states
known as anomalous Zeeman splitting.
Only the electrons in the outer electron shell contribute to whether an atom/ion
is magnetic, as these may have net angular momenta†. For the systems described in
this thesis, the ions have uncompensated spins (unpaired electrons) and hence have a
non-zero magnetic moment. This is characteristic of paramagnets and ferromagnets.
In a paramagnet there is a tendency for the magnetic moments to align parallel to an
applied field in order to minimise the energy and maximise the overall magnetisation.
However, this tendency to align competes with thermal disorder and hence there is an
inverse relationship of the magnetic susceptibility, χT (a response function of a magnet)
to the temperature [6]. When the applied field is removed, the net magnetisation falls
to zero again.
A ferromagnet has a spontaneous magnetic moment even in the absence of an applied
magnetic field, which is known as the saturation moment, and this occurs because of
the exchange interaction, J , otherwise thought of as the exchange field. The exchange
†Considering materials in the absence of an applied magnetic field.
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interaction is a consequence of the symmetrisation postulates of the electron wave-
functions, the Pauli exclusion principle (i.e. that no two electrons can have the same
quantum numbers) and the concept of electrostatic interactions between two charges
(i.e. same sign charges cost energy being in close proximity to one another and cost
less energy when further apart) [7]. To describe electron exchange in atoms, one must
know that the wavefunction of a set of electrons consists of a spatial and spin part.
For example, taking the simple case of two electrons (i.e. fermions), electron 1 and
electron 2 with spatial and spin identities a and b will have the overall wavefunction
Φ(a, b) = Φ(r1s1, r2s2) = φ1(a)φ2(b). Swapping the electrons must cause a change in
the sign of the total wavefunction of the pair of electrons since for fermions, the overall
wavefunction must be antisymmetric with respect to the exchange of identical fermions.
Therefore, Φ(a, b) = −Φ(b, a). The pair of electrons with spins s1 and s2, both with a
value of one half, have an overall spin, S, which can either be S = s1 +s2 or S = s1−s2,
which gives S = 1, a triplet state, or S = 0, a singlet state. Singlet states are antisym-
metric and triplet states are symmetric. Therefore, since the overall wavefunction must
be antisymmetric and the singlet state has an antisymmetric spin state S = 0, then its
spatial part must be symmetric, and a triplet state has a symmetric spin state S = 1,
hence it must have an antisymmetric spatial state. Taking the difference of the energy
for these two states decides which spin state is preferred in a crystal by [1]:
J =
ES − ET
2
(1.16)
where ES and ET are the energy of the singlet and the triplet states, respectively.
Though equation 1.16 has been determined in a two electron case, the equation and
understanding applies for many-electron systems, as long as the total wavefunction of
the many-electron system is antisymmetric under exchange coupling.
According to equation 1.16, for ES < ET , then J < 0 and the singlet state is
preferred, which means that the spins align antiparallel to one another to obtain a zero
net magnetisation and the system is known as an antiferromagnet. If ES > ET such
that J > 0, then the triplet state is favoured so the spins remain aligned spontaneously
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as is the case for a ferromagnet, with the electrons in different orbitals. Interorbital
spin exchange dynamics has only recently been observed experimentally for the first
time using ultracold 173Yb fermions [8].
1.2 The thermodynamics of phase transitions
Phase transitions are discussed extensively throughout this thesis and therefore this
section is dedicated to introducing the key concepts.
A phase is a homogeneous state [9] whereby all its physical properties are uniform
throughout. A material undergoes a phase transition from one phase to another when
the thermodynamic densities change [10]. Thermodynamic densities are, e.g. the molar
volume, the entropy and the thermodynamic potentials (U , G, F and H), which are
defined later in this section. Variation in the thermodynamic fields (e.g. temperature
and pressure) does not imply a phase transition has occurred, rather these quantities
determine if a system is in thermal equilibrium. There are two types of phase transition
as classified by Ehrenfest (1880-1933): first order or second order transitions [11]. These
are distinguished by identifying which order of derivative of the Gibbs free energy with
respect to either the temperature or pressure, has a discontinuity.
The differential of G is given by:
dG = −SdT + V dp+
∑
µdn (1.17)
where µ is the chemical potential of a single component and n is the amount of this
component. Taking the first derivative of G with respect to T or p gives,
S = −
(∂G
∂T
)
p,n
and V =
(∂G
∂p
)
T,n
(1.18)
and the second derivatives are known as the response functions – the heat capacity Cp
and the isothermal compressibility κT :
Cp = −T
(∂2G
∂T 2
)
p,n
and κT = − 1
V
(∂2G
∂p2
)
T,n
(1.19)
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For first order transitions, the discontinuity occurs in the first derivative of the free
energy at a specific temperature, whilst the discontinuity occurs in the second derivative
of the free energy for second order transitions at the critical temperature. Knowing this,
the first and second order phase transitions can be identified and summarised by figure
1.2.
(a) First order
(b) Second order
Figure 1.2: First (a) and second (b) order behaviour:- Gibbs free energy, G, volume,
V and heat capacity, C, as a function of temperature. These properties are effectively
zeroth, first and second order derivatives of the Gibbs free energy, respectively. Images
replicated from reference [11].
The two types of phase transition are more appropriately described as discontinuous
or continuous rather than first and second order. This is because Ehrenfest’s descrip-
tion only takes into account the discontinuities in thermodynamic potentials and not
the divergences recognised in continuous, critical transitions [12]. A discontinuous tran-
sition corresponds to shifting from one local minimum in the Gibbs potential to another
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corresponding to distinct states in the thermodynamic space. This is in contrast to a
continuous transition where the two states are neighbouring in thermodynamic space.
This can be represented on a plot of the Gibbs potential vs molar volume as shown in
the insets of figure 1.3.
Figure 1.3: Phase diagram of water (pressure vs temperature) showing the three
states- solid, liquid and gas. The coexistence line A-B represents a line of sublimation/
deposition transitions, A-D represents a line of melting/ freezing transition and A-C
represents condensation/ evaporation transitions. Point A is the triple point, where all
three phases coexist, whilst point C is the critical point. The transitions along the A-C
line are first order. Beyond the critical point C, the system is in the single supercritical
phase. The insets show plots of the Gibbs free energy vs molar volume corresponding
to (pi, Ti) along the A-C coexistence line, indicated by round circles.
It is easier to describe these transitions using the phase diagram of water as shown
in figure 1.3. Crossing the coexistence line between the liquid and gas phase of water
corresponds to a first order phase transition. Either side of the coexistence curve one
of the minima is lower in energy corresponding to the more stable phase. Increasing
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the temperature and pressure along the liquid-gas coexistence line (along the direction
A → C in figure 1.3), a decrease in the separation of local minima of the Gibbs free
energy is observed so that the two states are closer in the thermodynamic configuration
space. Point C is a critical point where the two minima coalesce, such that the two-
phase coexistence terminates and is represented in a plot of the Gibbs-molar volume
in figure 1.3 with a flat-bottomed single minimum. This demonstrates that there is no
restoring force from the critical state [13] (since force ∝ (∂G/∂Vm)) and hence divergent
fluctuations are observed for this second order transition. Beyond the critical point,
there is a theoretical single minimum where the coexistence line is extrapolated [13]
and is shown in figure 1.3 representing the one-phase supercritical fluid.
1.2.1 Critical phenomena
Critical phenomena are exclusive to second order phase transitions and arise due to
the flattening of the thermodynamic potential at the critical point. The phenomena
encompass the fact that thermodynamic functions become singularities at the critical
temperature leading to interesting properties of the system.
Theories developed by Lev Landau [14] lead the way when discussing phase transi-
tions and though all were not quantitatively true, because of deviations from classical
theory, the concepts are still pillars in the field. Landau recognised that all second order
transitions should have an order parameter (OP), which is zero at high temperatures
and non-zero at low temperatures (0 ≤ OP ≤ 1) [13]. In the liquid-gas transition, the
order parameter commonly chosen to be the density difference ρ − ρc where ρ is the
density and ρc is the critical density, whilst the order parameter in magnetic systems
is the magnetisation [15]. The order–disorder transition occurs at the critical temper-
ature, Tc, which as previously shown has a flattened critical isotherm in the plot of G
vs Vm and a divergence in the second derivatives of the Gibbs potential (response func-
tions). Another way of identifying when the critical temperature is reached, is when
the order parameter of the system becomes zero. For a magnetic material, this is when
the spontaneous magnetisation becomes zero as a function of T at zero applied field.
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For magnetic systems, the order parameter M(T ), the heat capacity C(T ) and the
susceptibility χ(T ) can be described by power laws in the vicinity of a critical point.
The power law corresponding to each physical property is listed below. These equa-
tions describe the divergence in C, χ and ξ (the correlation length) and the vanishing
of the magnetisation, m (lower case m is used conventionally for discussing numerical
methods, which is the magnetisation per spin explained further in chapter 3).
ξ =| τ |−ν (1.20)
χ =| τ |−γ (1.21)
C =| τ |−α (1.22)
m =| τ |β (1.23)
m =| H |1/δ (1.24)
Here h is the magnetic field and τ is the reduced temperature given by:
τ =
∣∣∣∣(T − Tc)Tc
∣∣∣∣ . (1.25)
Hence, τ = 0 implies T = Tc. All the relationships of the thermodynamic quantities to
the critical exponents are the same whether approaching Tc from above or below except
β whereby the relationship only holds for T < Tc.
These exponents give rise to a classification for systems at critical points, known as
the universality class. The universality class is determined by the space-time dimension
and the symmetries of the order parameter [16], i.e. the spatial and, for magnetic
systems, spin dimensionality of the system. For instance, section 1.4.1 includes a table
of β values, which are used to determine the universality class of a system. The ability
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to classify different systems into the same universality class is independent of their
macroscopic thermodynamics but is rather based on the statistical mechanical concept
of correlations, discussed in the next section.
1.2.2 Correlations and finite size effects
The correlation between spins can be described by the two-point spin correlation func-
tion, Gc,
Gc = 〈sisj〉 − 〈si〉〈sj〉 (1.26)
where si and sj are the spin vectors of spin i and neighbouring spin j, separated by
a distance rij. As indicated, this is averaged for all pairs of spins in the system. To
lower the energy, in a ferromagnet for example, spins will generally align and hence
be strongly correlated [9]. However, the entropy above the critical temperature of a
ferromagnet opposes this and the correlation length of the spins, ξ, is finite. When
the critical temperature is approached from high temperatures the system prepares to
order from the disordered state and once Tc is reached there is no typical length scale
of the correlation length and hence in the thermodynamic limit, the correlation length
diverges. ξ diverges by the power law shown in equation 1.21, which has consequences
for the susceptibility as described below. In a ferromagnet, ξ becomes finite again at
temperatures below Tc as ξ measures the distance over which deviations occur from the
spontaneous magnetisation [17].
The susceptibility is proportional to the two-point spin correlation between spins,
as shown in equation 1.27 [18], where βT = 1/kBT (conventionally denoted as β).
χ ∼ βT Gc. (1.27)
Since ξ diverges at the critical temperature with an inverse power law rather than
decaying exponentially with distance, the correlations at all length scales are equally
important ensuring χ also diverges.
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Finite size effects occur when the critical fluctuation of spins diverge in a finite
size system, such that L < ξ, where L is the dimension length of the system. For
temperatures far from Tc this effect is not a problem since generally L > ξ [12]. Figure
1.4 shows the consequences of finite size effects. There is a pronounced curvature of
the order parameter for T > Tc, shown in figure 1.4 (a) in a plot of M vs T , whilst the
quantities mentioned in section 1.2.1, which would usually diverge, demonstrate a “cut
off” and a small shift in the peak at Tc (figure 1.4 (b)).
(a) (b)
Figure 1.4: A schematic of critical behaviour in finite systems compared with the
thermodynamic limit. The “curved tail” in (a) the magnetisation and the “cut off”
in the divergence of (b) the susceptibility as a function of temperature are artefacts of
finite size effects. Figure 1.4 (b) is a modified image from reference [19].
The scenario of an infinite system size, where the instabilities of the energy of the
system become negligible [20], is known as the thermodynamic limit. There is no sup-
pression of the divergence in the thermodynamic quantities when L ≈ ξ → ∞. The
effects of finite size may be manifest in experimental systems where the thermodynamic
limit is not experimentally accessible. However much of the time experimental systems
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do exist in an effective thermodynamic limit and representing such systems in numer-
ical simulations is a challenge. The best method of mitigating finite size effects is to
obtain results for the thermodynamic quantities for increasing system sizes (linearly in
dimension L) and extrapolate for L =∞ [12]. This is known as finite size scaling.
1.2.3 Fluid and magnetic phase transitions
There exist magnetic analogues of the thermodynamic relations familiar to us from
studying fluid systems. The comparison between the thermodynamics of magnetic
and fluid systems is particularly clear when considering pressure versus density and
magnetisation versus field isotherms (see figure 1.5). These isotherms will be explained
later in this section.
Figure 1.5: The critical behaviour in (a) a ferromagnetic-paramagnetic phase transi-
tion and (b) a liquid-gas transition where ρG is the gas density, ρL is the liquid density
and ρc and pc are the critical density and pressure, respectively. Isotherms in each figure
are shown for temperatures above, at and below the critical temperature, Tc. There are
very clear similarities between these systems with a discontinuous transition for T < Tc
and a continuous transition for T = Tc. Images are taken from reference [21].
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The mapping [22],
p −→ H (1.28)
V −→ −M (1.29)
where p is the pressure exerted on the fluid system and V is the volume of the fluid sys-
tem, provides a straightforward derivation of physical quantities for magnetic systems
from their fluid analogues. For instance, the two thermodynamic potentials of most
interest in this thesis are the Gibbs free energy, G and the Helmholtz free energy, F .
In a one-component fluid system, the differentials of G and F are expressed as:
dG = −SdT + V dp+
∑
µ dn (Gibbs free energy) (1.30)
dF = −SdT − pdV +
∑
µ dn (Helmholtz free energy) (1.31)
where n is the amount of the pure substance, µ is its chemical potential and S is the
entropy. The decrease of the Gibbs and Helmholtz free energy indicate a spontaneous
process both at constant temperature and at constant pressure or volume, respectively
[23]. With the mapping in expressions 1.28 and 1.29, dG and dF in the magnetic
analogy can easily be derived as,
dG = −SdT −MdH +
∑
µ dn (Gibbs free energy) (1.32)
dF = −SdT +HdM +
∑
µ dn (Helmholtz free energy) (1.33)
Other physical quantities which can be derived include the heat capacity and the isother-
mal and isentropic response functions. Rather than CV and Cp in a fluid, these become
CH and CM for a magnet; rather than the compressibilities, κT and κS, for a fluid, they
become the susceptibilities, χT and χS, for a magnet.
In fluids, p and V have an inverse relationship, where a decrease in the volume
increases the pressure. This is shown by κT ,
κT = − 1
V
(∂V
∂p
)
T
. (1.34)
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In contrast, an increase in the magnetic field applied to the system will cause a corre-
sponding increase in the magnetisation in ferromagnetic systems. This is shown by the
isothermal magnetic susceptibility, χT , which was discussed earlier,
χT =
(∂M
∂H
)
T
. (1.35)
Note that the magnetic susceptibility is dimensionless with both M and H having SI
units A m−1. Sometimes the susceptibility is denoted as χv or χm to represent the vol-
ume or molar susceptibility, since the susceptibility is actually defined as the magnetic
moment induced by a magnetic field H per unit volume. There is much confusion in
the literature with the use of B instead of H in the definition of χ. Use of B would
only be appropriate if in a vacuum, where B = µ0H and using cgs units, where µ0 is
unity, otherwise the SI units of B are kg A−1 s−2 and the substitution would not yield
a dimensionless susceptibility.
There is another fluid-magnet mapping, given by [22]:
ρ− ρc −→M (1.36)
µ− µc −→ H (1.37)
where ρ and µ are the density and chemical potential of the fluid system respectively
and the subscript c indicates the respective property at the critical point. This is a
more appropriate transformation, according to Stanley [24], as the chemical potential
is the thermodynamic variable conjugate to the density (via the number of particles)
and the density difference ρ− ρc is the order parameter.
M(H) and p(ρ) isotherms
The order parameter, ρ − ρc, vanishes as T → T+c (to approach Tc with a decreasing
temperature), such that ρ→ ρc. In this case,
κT = − 1
V
(∂V
∂p
)
T
≡ 1
ρ
(∂ρ
∂p
)
T
. (1.38)
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The critical isotherm in a plot of ρ vs p (in figure 1.5 (b)) has a point of inflection and
hence κT becomes infinite. The behaviour of the response function in the critical region
can be expressed as
κT = (T − Tc)−γ (1.39)
which diverges when the critical exponent γ is greater than zero.
In the magnetic system, Tc can be approached from above or below, (T → T+c or
T → T−c respectively) with χT expressed as,
χT = (T − Tc)−γ (1.40)
when H = 0 and where χT diverges for γ > 0. This corresponds to the critical isotherm
with a point of inflection in the plot of M vs H (in figure 1.5 (b)).
The isotherms for fluid and magnetic systems in the vicinity of a critical point are
functionally similar (see figure 1.5). The liquid-gas transition is first order for the points
on the coexistence curve (T < Tc), but at the critical point (T = Tc), the transition
becomes second order, such that ρ−ρc diminishes continuously. The order of transitions
for the respective isotherms are the same for the magnetic system. When T > Tc in
a ferromagnet, the system is in the paramagnetic region and M ∝ H for small fields.
When T < Tc, the material is magnetised even when H = 0 and this is the ferromagnetic
region (see figure 1.6(a)). If a field is applied when the system is in this phase, then
the magnetic moments will align with the field. When T = Tc, small fluctuations in
the magnetic field, cause the susceptibility to become infinite because the correlation
length has all length scales, hence a continuous phase transition at this temperature.
The plot of H −T for a ferromagnet in figure 1.6(a) is analogous to the p−T curve for
a fluid shown in figure 1.6(b).
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.6: (a) H vs T for a ferromagnetic-paramagnetic phase transition and (b) p
vs T for a liquid-gas transition. Below the critical temperature, Tc, both the magnetic
and fluid system have a line of first order phase transitions. The point indicated at Tc
is where this first order line terminates and second order phase transition occurs for
T = Tc. In (a), the magnet has a spontaneous magnetisation (m 6= 0) for T < Tc and
m = 0 above Tc. For a non-zero applied magnetic field, the magnetisation is in the
direction of the field (m > 0 or m < 0).
1.3 Magnetic interactions
The spins on a lattice can interact with each other in several ways. Examples include:-
exchange interactions (otherwise known as J-coupling), which is via the electrons in
bonds; dipolar interactions, caused by the magnetic moment of the spins being large
enough to give rise to a sizeable dipole-dipole coupling; and Coulombic interactions,
which consider the interaction between emergent magnetic charges that are formed in
the lattice. Both dipolar and Coulombic interactions are direct (through space) and
long ranged and will be discussed further in section 4.
Direct exchange interactions between nearest neighbours (NN), give rise to the sim-
plest Hamiltonian that is used to evaluate the energy of a classical spin system. Equa-
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tion 1.41 shows the conventional Heisenberg Hamiltonian, which is the energy for an
isotropic spin system with zero applied magnetic field [25] and with the J term, rep-
resenting the strength of interaction between the spins. In this case, the equation is
presented such that J < 0 or J > 0 depending on whether the system is antiferromag-
netic or ferromagnetic, respectively, as explained in section 1.1).
H = −J
∑
〈ij〉
si · sj (1.41)
The summation in the equation is over all nearest neighbour pairs of spins. Other
Hamiltonians, such as dipolar, are developed from the NN exchange Hamiltonian.
1.3.1 Mean field theory: no explicit interactions
The transitions undergone by the systems studied in this thesis are generally second
order, continuous, changing from an ordered ferromagnetic state to a disordered param-
agnetic state or vice versa. Mean field theory is the earliest method used for describing
such transitions [26] and is therefore a reasonable place to start. It is a simple method
that does not directly consider fluctuations or correlations of spins in the system. Below
is a brief example for the mean field theory for the Ising model, otherwise known as the
Weiss molecular field theory [27].
Mean field theory can be described as an infinite dimensional approach [28] as all
spins in the system experience an identical average exchange field produced by all the
other spins in the system. It is, as a result, recursive in nature. Analytically, this
approximation is shown starting with the Hamiltonian:
H = −J
∑
〈ij〉
σiσj −H
∑
i
σi (1.42)
where σi = ±1 is the pseudo spin for spins i and σj, the pseudo spin of the neighbours,
j. Pseudo spins can be used when describing Ising spins as these either have one of two
orientations denoted by ±1. The applied magnetic field is given by H. At a certain
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temperature the expectation value of the magnetisation, m, is given by:
〈σi〉 = m. (1.43)
So that for a particular spin, σ0 [27],
H(σ0) = −σ0(zJm+H)− Jσ0
∑
j
(σj −m), (1.44)
where z is the coordination number of σ0. Mean field theory neglects the terms which
include correlations between neighbouring spins and so the second term of equation 1.44
is disregarded, hence giving rise to the approximation of the mean field. The intensive
m is then simply equal to the average value of any given spin,
m = 〈σ0〉 = 〈σj〉. (1.45)
This assumes that the configurations of the spins do not deviate very much from the
average or that sufficient spins contribute to the effective field so that individual spin
fluctuations about the average cancel out. The average value of the magnetisation can
then be shown as [28]:
m = tanh
[ 1
kBT
(zJm+ h)
]
. (1.46)
Weiss [29] was the first to propose mean field theory, which relates strongly to
Landau’s theory of phase transitions. Landau uses the Helmholtz free energy as a
function of the order parameter in order to determine the magnetisation at different T
when H = 0 [30]. This is achieved by describing the free energy in terms of a power
series of m given by:
F (m) = F0 + α(T )m
2 + βm4 + ... (1.47)
such that F0 and β are constants and α(T ) is dependent on T as indicated. The be-
haviour of F (m) as a function of m for three different T at H = 0 is shown in figure
1.7, where the temperatures correspond to T < Tc, T = Tc and T > Tc (these are
similar to the plots of G vs Vm shown in the insets of the water phase diagram in figure
1.3). When T < Tc, the system is said to have broken symmetry by which the spins
in the system order in one of two preferential directions. These two configurations are
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Figure 1.7: Landau free energy vs magnetisation for the 2d Ising system showing how
α, a function of T , affects the free energy when h = 0. When α < 0, the system has two
minima, which correspond to two degenerate ordered states antiparallel to one another.
When α = 0, the minima coalesce to a single flat minimum with finite curvature. When
α > 0, a single minimum is obtained at m = 0, where the system is paramagnetic [31].
degenerate but the magnetisation is either positive or negative (i.e. either −m(T ) or
+m(T )). Unlike the fluid example presented in section 1.2, the two degenerate phases
cannot coexist. The sign of the magnetisation can easily be chosen by setting H 6= 0
in which case the spins will point in the direction dictated by the field.
When T = Tc, the minimum at m = 0 in figure 1.7 becomes broad and flat so that
(∂2F/∂m2)m=0 → 0. This relates to equation 1.46 since only m = tanh[m] satisfies this
condition and hence Tc = zJ/kB. The critical temperature in the mean field approxima-
tion, therefore only depends upon the exchange constant and the coordination number
of the lattice. The theory usually makes an over estimation of the critical temperature
(due to the neglect of fluctuations) [30]. This can differ by up to a factor of 2 of the
critical temperatures in low-dimensional systems [26]. The accuracy of the method in-
creases with dimensionality and coordination number and is more appropriately applied
further from the critical region [26].
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1.3.2 Direct exchange interactions
The fundamental concept underlying nearest neighbour exchange interactions is the
symmetry of the total wavefunction of electrons swapping either the spin or spatial
part between electrons in neighbouring atoms (explained in section 1.1). For exchange
interaction between atoms, it is more favourable to have a greater orbital overlap be-
tween two atoms and to form bonds. The concept of a particle in a box (PIB) can be
used to rationalise this [1]. If the box in which a particle is able to move around is
small, then the kinetic energy (and hence, the total energy of the system), is higher
since energy is inversely proportional to the length of the box squared, L2. By creating
a bond between the atoms, the energy is minimised since the size of the “box” in which
a particle can move is larger and therefore the electrons can easily move between the
two atoms.
A bonding molecular orbital is spatially symmetric and therefore singlet states are
favoured such that spins preferentially align antiparallel to one another [1]. Antibonding
molecular orbitals are spatially antisymmetric and less energetically favourable. Direct
exchange is therefore most effective when there is sufficient orbital overlap between the
atoms for bonding to occur and produce antiferromagnetism. However, in reality rare
earth metals have poor orbital overlap whilst transition metals, though comparatively
better than rare earths, do not always have sufficient orbital overlap also[1]. Therefore,
indirect exchange interactions via itinerant electrons are more often considered.
1.3.3 Indirect exchange interactions
There are several models of indirect exchange interactions, however I will focus on the
three most common: Superexchange, Ruderman, Kittel, Kasuya and Yosida (RKKY)
and Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) interactions. DM and RKKY interactions are of par-
ticular interest when describing the form of interactions in magnetic multilayers (a
system studied in chapter 5) [32–37]. The concept of superexchange is complimentary
to DM interactions and therefore is introduced first.
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Superexchange
Superexchange occurs as a consequence of non-neighbouring magnetic ions exchanging
electrons via a mediating non-magnetic ion. This type of interaction usually enables
antiferromagnetic coupling, such as in crystalline MnO, but can also mediate ferro-
magnetic coupling [1]. Once again, minimising the kinetic energy is key, but rather
than effectively increasing L2 as in direct exchange, this minimisation results from the
ground state mixing with excited states, enabling the electrons to delocalise over the
whole system. Superexchange is therefore dependent on the overlap of the orbitals
of the non-magnetic ion with those of the magnetic ions and is why the angle of the
Mn-O-Mn bonds are so important in determining the type of coupling in crystalline
MnO.
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM)
DM interactions are similar to superexchange which also undergo a mixing of ground
and excited states in an antiferromagnet. Rather than the interaction of a non-magnetic
ion with a magnetic ion, DM interactions involve two adjacent magnetic ions which must
have a broken space-inversion symmetry between them [38]. DM interactions arise due
to spin-orbit interactions [39], where the strength of DM is linearly proportional to
the spin-orbit coupling [40]. An excited state is produced by the spin-orbit coupling
within one of the magnetic ions which then interacts with the ground state of the other
magnetic ion via an exchange interaction. This is given the name anisotropic exchange
or Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya.
Figure 1.8: Schematic of a spin spiral generated from DM interactions. Image modified
from reference [41].
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DM interactions promote weak ferromagnetism, as the anisotropic term added to
the conventional Heisenberg Hamiltonian is:
HDM =
∑
〈ij〉
Dij · (si × sj) (1.48)
which cants the spins perpendicular to the spin axis of an antiferromagnetic system [42].
The canting of spins results in a spin system with non-colinear magnetic order, known
as a spin spiral (see figure 1.8). In equation 1.48, si is the vector of the spin on magnetic
ion i and sj is the vector of the spin on the neighbouring magnetic ion j and Dij is
the DM vector. The DM vector is obtained from a combination of the second order
perturbation of the spin-orbit coupling and the antiferromagnetic interaction, whilst its
direction is determined by the symmetry of the crystal structure [43]. DM interactions
particularly play a role when the inversion symmetry of the crystal is broken [39, 41],
which is the case at the surface of a material (see section 1.5.1).
Ruderman, Kittel, Kasuya and Yosida (RKKY)
RKKY interactions occur via conduction electrons (otherwise known as itinerant elec-
trons), which mediate the coupling between ions. A magnetic ion i polarises the con-
duction electrons, which in turn couple to/polarise a second magnetic ion j at a distance
rij. The conventional Heisenberg Hamiltonian is modified as in equation 1.49 [44].
H =
∑
〈ij〉
J(rij)si · sj = J0
∑
〈ij〉
cos(2kF rij)
rij3
si · sj (1.49)
where kF defines the radius of the spherical Fermi surface (explained below).
The theory behind RKKY interactions in metals is based on the free electron model
[1]. Electrons fill the energy levels in pairs of spin up and spin down until the Fermi
energy level is reached, which is the highest occupied energy level at T = 0 K. In
k-space, each energy level has a corresponding wavevector. The relationship of the
energy of the Fermi energy level, EF , to the maximum wavevector, kF , is E ∝ k2. By
knowing the wavevector, one can determine the density of states at the Fermi energy
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level, g(EF ), as given in equation 1.50.
g(EF ) =
mekF
(pi~)2
(1.50)
Together, g(EF ) and the occupancy of each of these states, f(E), can be used to de-
termine the value of the Fermi energy level.
When T = 0 K, the Fermi energy is equal to the chemical potential. As this is for
the free electron gas model, the chemical potential relates to the number of electrons
filling the energy levels. In real materials the value of the chemical potential deter-
mines whether the material is metallic, a semiconductor or an insulator. For a metallic
material, there must be a set of points in k-space which have an energy equal to the
chemical potential (the Fermi surface). The existence of a Fermi surface is therefore
characteristic of a metallic material.
Since RKKY interactions take place in metallic materials and occur via itinerant
electrons, it is not surprising that the coupling strength is related to the Fermi surface
(where the Fermi sphere has a diameter 2kF ):
JRKKY(r) ∝ cos(2kF rij)
rij3
. (1.51)
This interaction has an alternating effect between ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic
coupling as a function of distance and hence also causes oscillations in the magnetisation
and susceptibility at long distances [1].
1.4 Classical spin models
Spin models are used to imitate and aid understanding of real systems. This is achieved
by identifying the dimensionality of the spin, that is whether the spins are able to rotate
freely in a three-dimensional space or are confined to a plane by repulsion of neighbour-
ing spins, for instance. It is also achieved by identifying how the spins in the system
interact, either directly or indirectly, short or long ranged and the nature of the in-
teraction. Lastly, it is achieved by identifying the dimensionality and geometry of the
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lattice these spins are located on.
If the universality class of a real material is known then its critical exponents are
known and it is simple to represent the system with spin models. If the universality
class is not known then these spin models are used to characterise the magnetic be-
haviour of the material, including finding its universality class (if it falls into one).
To obtain accurate critical exponents of a statistical mechanical system and hence
its universality class, it is necessary to evaluate the partition function. However, it is
difficult to solve the partition function exactly for systems with more than one dimension
and therefore numerical methods such as Monte Carlo (discussed in chapter 3) are
employed.
1.4.1 Spin and spatial dimensionality
Spin models can either be treated with a classical or quantum model. Classical spins
can be represented as n dimensional vectors, e.g. Ising (n=1), XY (n=2) and Heisen-
berg (n=3) spins. The vector of the spin is denoted by si = (sx, sy, sz) and has length
Si =
√
(sx)2 + (sy)2 + (sz)2. In quantum spin models, the Hamiltonian is an operator
and the spins are treated quantum mechanically [45]. For spin-1
2
particles, the spin
vectors are Pauli spin-1/2 matrices, which are shown below:
sx =
 0 1
1 0
 , sy =
 0 −i
−i 0
 , sz =
 1 0
0 −1
 .
In this thesis, I have chosen to use classical spin models and assume the spin length
to be Si = 1. For the systems modelled, this is not considered to be too serious an
approximation.
As shown in figure 1.9, the Ising spins are able to point parallel or antiparallel to
a particular defined axis (e.g. si = (sx, 0, 0)). The axis is defined by the “easy axis”
of the system which is the energetically favourable direction. The magnetocrystalline
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Figure 1.9: A schematic of the three classical spin types: Ising, XY and Heisenberg,
from left to right. Ising spins are able to point parallel or antiparallel to a particular
defined axis (denoted by open arrow and filled arrow), XY spins can point anywhere
in a circular space and Heisenberg spins can point anywhere on a sphere in a 3d space.
anisotropy contributes to the easy axis and is determined by the principal axis of the
crystal lattice, which is ultimately influenced by spin-orbit coupling [46]. To obtain the
one-dimensional spin then there must be a biaxial anisotropy, whilst a two-dimensional
spin (XY ) has a uniaxial anisotropy and hence has an “easy plane”. Therefore, XY
spins can point anywhere in a circular space (e.g. si = (sx, sy, 0), where these are local
x and y co-ordinates). Heisenberg spins can point anywhere on a sphere in a 3d space
as there is zero anisotropy (i.e. si = (sx, sy, sz)).
These Ising, XY and Heisenberg spins with n dimensional vectors can be placed
on lattices with different spatial dimensionality, d, e.g. (d=1) a row of spins, (d=2) a
square lattice and (d=3) a cubic lattice if considering hypercubes (see figure 1.10).
As mentioned previously, the universality classes are grouped by the spin, n, and
spatial, d, dimensionalities. Using the hypercubic system as an example of spatial
dimensionality (line 1d, square 2d, cube 3d, ...), a table of the β critical exponents are
given in table 1.1 showing the differences between these spin models.
Some significant differences between the spin models can be inferred from the table
since from section 1.2.1, the presence of a critical exponent implies a phase transition
at some finite critical temperature for hypercubic lattices. A phase transition at a non-
zero temperature is only observed in three-dimensional systems [53] with the exception
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(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 1.10: Hypercubic schematics of the (a) 1d and (b) 2d spin models and (c) of the
3d structure (spins are omitted for clarity). If one considers these as Ising spins (denoted
by arrows), then the spins can only point parallel or antiparallel to the specified axis.
The cubic image is taken from reference [47].
of the 2d Ising system at Tc ' 2.269J [18]. This is because the two spin correlations
of the spins in 3d structures survive by decaying to a non-zero constant as r → ∞
[27, 54, 55]. For an infinitely large system size, the low-dimensional systems (d ≤ 2)
with continuous spins (XY and Heisenberg) have low energy excitations, known as spin
waves quantised into magnons [1], which can destroy long range order. The spins are
not stable enough to overcome thermal fluctuations, creating small angle deviations
between spins which may occur in a continuous fashion [30] and hence develop a full
twist in the spins at a vanishingly small energy cost. These low-dimensional systems
therefore obey the Mermin and Wagner theorem, which states that it is not possible
to observe long range magnetic order (spontaneous symmetry breaking) at finite tem-
peratures for a continuous spin system when the dimensionality is d < 3 [56]. The
one-dimensional Ising model has been solved exactly by Ising [48] showing that the
phase transition takes place at T = 0 K when H = 0 since at any non-zero temperature
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β values for each spin dimensionality
Spatial dimensionality Ising XY Heisenberg
1d - - -
2d 0.125 [48] 0.23 [49] -
3d 0.325 [50] 0.349 [51] 0.36 [52]
Table 1.1: Critical β for the hypercubic spatial and spin dimensionalities, which is a
key exponent used to determine the universality class of a system.
the correlation between spins decay exponentially.
Exactly solved models include the one-dimensional spin systems which have a fi-
nite range of interaction, decaying exponentially or which interact Coulombically [28]
and also the 2d Ising system [57]. Additionally, some 2d Ising systems with different
geometries, e.g. the honeycomb lattice with S = 1 [58] and S = 3/2 [59], have also
been solved exactly. Heisenberg spins in low-dimensional systems have not been exactly
solved and neither are they known to represent real systems. Ferromagnetic rare earth
Gd3+ was thought to be a good candidate for isotropic Heisenberg spins because it is an
S-state ion and has a large localised magnetic moment [60]. S-state ions have half-filled
shells, which produce an orbital singlet as their ground state and should not show any
hyperfine splitting in a small magnetic field [61]. Therefore, a very small magnetocrys-
talline anisotropy is expected. However, investigations found that there will always be
a dipolar interaction between magnetic moments or a magnetocrystalline anisotropy
present to create a uniaxial anisotropy [60]. Due to the complexity of the partition
function, 3d systems have also not been solved exactly and therefore the β exponents
for this spatial dimensionality, shown in table 1.1, are approximations.
The 2d XY system behaves quite differently to the other spin models mentioned
so far, in that an effective Tc and β exponent can be extracted when the system size
is finite [49]. This is despite the fact that it does not undergo a phase transition by
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spontaneous symmetry breaking but rather by topological ordering. The Hamiltonian
for the nearest neighbour XY exchange only system is given in equation 1.52:
H = −J
∑
〈ij〉
cos(θi − θj) (1.52)
where θi and θj are the angle of the spin i and spin j with respect to some arbitrary
direction. The spin stiffness is then a measure of how much free energy is required to
create a twist in the spins. As mentioned before, for an infinitely large system size, the
free energy cost is zero in creating a twist of the spins, hence the magnetisation is zero
at all temperatures. This can be viewed as long wavelength spin waves (a long twist in
the spins) destroying long range order. For finite system sizes, a cut-off in the correla-
tion length and consequently in the spin waves with long wavelengths mean that a finite
magnetisation per spin, m(L), can exist at low temperatures [49]. For m(L) → 0, the
system size would have to be of the order of the size of Texas [20]! Since it is unlikely
that a thermodynamic system size of 2d XY spins will be obtained physically, then the
m(L) result found for finite systems is important.
Alhough there is no symmetry breaking in the 2d XY system, the finite size ensures
a nonzero magnetisation at low temperature and a slow decay in the order parameter to
zero as a function of system size. The slow decay is characterised by an algebraic decay
in the spin correlations. An algebraic decay is generally related to a critical temperature
of a second order phase transition, but since all points up to a certain temperature,
Tc(L) have an algebraic character, then all T < Tc(L) are considered critical [49].
Vortices are created in the 2d XY system when small angle deviations between
spins become multiples of 2pi (see figure 1.11). Vortices exist as pairs at temperatures
below the Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless transition temperature, TBKT [53, 62]. They
are paired at low temperatures because a single vortex in the thermodynamic limit has
an infinite energy [30].
Vortices also contribute to the destruction of long range order [53] as there is a de-
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Figure 1.11: This is a schematic of a vortex pair (the red and blue shaded areas)
created at low temperatures in the 2d XY system [63].
crease in the spin stiffness [55]. However there is a different type of order at T < TBKT ,
which is a topological order of these defects. Once T = TBKT vortex pairs unbind [64]
and isolated vortices can exist, however isolated vortices can only exist providing the
total vorticity is zero [30]. This is the only notable transition which takes place in the
2d XY system in the thermodynamic limit. When TBKT is approached from T > TBKT ,
an exponentially diverging correlation length appears but the magnetisation remains
zero throughout the temperature range (T = 0 to T > TBKT ).
For a finite system, TBKT becomes less important than in the infinite system, as
the spin stiffness does not become zero at this temperature. The power law decay is
bounded between T ∗(L) and Tc(L), where T ∗(L) < Tc(L) is the Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-
Thouless transition temperature shifted as a result of the finite size [65] and Tc(L) marks
the T at which ξ ' L. The associated effective β exponent is found to be universal for
this region, β = 0.23 and can be observed for real systems [49]. As L→∞, β becomes
undefined and both T ∗(L) and Tc(L) converge on TBKT .
Therefore it is shown that by confining the lateral dimensions of the 2d XY system,
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one can alter the magnetic system from having no phase transition to one that appears
to have a second order, critical phase transition. Similarly, a finite 2d XY system
with long range dipolar interactions exhibits a spontaneous ordering transition [66–
68]. This shows that even changing the range of interactions from nearest neighbour
exchange to long range dipolar can alter the magnetic system from having an apparent
phase transition to having a true spontaneous phase transition. With finite dipolar
interactions, the system does not have a Kosterlitz-Thouless transition neither is it
considered that topological defects of vortices exist [69]. Debates around the true
nature of this phase transition has been evident from Mol and Costa [67] compared
with Maier and Schwabl [70], as to whether the transition has algebraic behaviour as
in all second order phase transitions or an exponential behaviour similar to that in the
BKT transition, respectively. Both, however, agree that there is a phase transition and
the critical exponents are unusual, whether this is characteristic of a new universality
class is still under investigation. Nevertheless, one can see how changing the range and
nature of interactions can alter the finite 2d XY system to have a true phase transition.
In chapter 5, I present findings on the finite 2d XY system with a varying range of
exchange interactions.
1.5 The impact of lattice geometry, spatial
confinement and long range interactions
When discussing the concept of lattice geometry, spatial confinement and long range
interactions, it is essentially how lattice points are arranged in space and to what ex-
tent spins on these lattice sites are dependent on the behaviour of all the other spins in
the system. The arrangement of lattice points give rise to the number of neighbouring
spins, which is of course controlled by both the spatial dimensionality and the lattice
geometry. The impact of the number of neighbours can mean more or less attraction/
repulsion experienced by any one spin from those surrounding it and hence determine
its spin dimensionality (note: ignoring the contribution from the magnitude of the mag-
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netic moment itself for now). Knowing the spin and spatial dimension will effectively
provide the universality class of the material and therefore the critical exponents. Using
these exponents, it has been possible to observe crossovers from 3d to 2d spin behaviour
in magnetic multilayers as the system is increasingly confined in one dimension [71].
The number of neighbours for each spin become more important with increased con-
finement, which gives rise to significant surface effects in thin films.
The arrangement of the lattice points also has an indirect effect. If each spin on the
lattice is constrained in its dimensionality by the crystal field from surrounding spins or
by some other external factor, then the arrangement may give rise to frustration of the
spins. Frustration describes a system where all pairwise interactions cannot be satisfied
simultaneously. When this frustration arises as a consequence of the geometry of the
lattice it is known as “geometrical frustration”, which is found in magnetic pyrochlore
oxides [72], for instance. However, frustration can impact on systems where there are
non-homogeneous competing interactions and this is the case for both the magnetic
multilayers and frustrated monopole pyrochlore studied in this thesis.
The number of neighbours of each spin feeds well into the impact of the range of
interactions, since by having a greater proportion of the system interacting with any
one spin, is as though that spin has numerous close neighbours in a nearest neighbour
only picture. It is for this reason that a one-dimensional system with an infinite range
of interactions has a phase transition with a critical exponent, because the system be-
comes, in some sense, infinite-dimensional [28]. The range of interactions is therefore
important in all the systems I investigate and the differences in the nearest neighbour
system and a further ranged analogue are explored.
A description of the systems investigated in this thesis are in the sections below.
The next chapter has been dedicated to one of the systems, the frustrated pyrochlore,
as the concepts which are utilised in understanding the project require a more thorough
explanation.
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1.5.1 Magnetic multilayers
Consider a slab of iron, which consists of numerous layers of Fe atoms and where each
Fe atom only interacts with other Fe atoms (known in this thesis as the intraspecies
coupling). It has a single magnetic domain so that the spin of each Fe atom points in
one and the same direction so the material is ferromagnetic. If one were to increase
the temperature beyond the critical (Curie) temperature of iron, Tc(Fe), the slab of
iron would no longer be ferromagnetic, but rather paramagnetic with all the spins ran-
domised (when H = 0).
Now if the iron slab system were modified by adding several layers of a different
magnetic material on top (another slab), one would expect that the properties of the
slab of iron would be affected in some way by this alteration. In layering the iron
material with another magnetic material, the smallest unit of a magnetic multilayer
is created, known as a magnetic bilayer. This is generally where a system has two
magnetic species in a layered arrangement. Consider for this example that this other
material is cobalt (Co), which is another ferromagnet. One would have to additionally
take into account the intraspecies coupling of Co atoms to other Co atoms but also
interactions of Co atoms to Fe atoms (the interspecies coupling). Interspecies coupling
takes place at and close to where different species meet, known as the interface. In this
case, it is where the top surface of the Fe slab meets the bottom surface of the Co slab.
Cobalt has a higher Curie temperature than iron [46], therefore order in the Co
layers will remain intact at higher temperatures than for iron. Consequently, when
Tc(Fe) is reached, the order in the Co atoms at the interface influence the behaviour of
the Fe atoms coupling with them. This will have a cascading effect as these Fe atoms
affected by the Co atoms, are also interacting with the other Fe atoms in the Fe slab.
The influence from one species with higher magnetic ordering to another with lower (or
zero) magnetic ordering is known as the proximity effect [73, 74].
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The proximity effect has great prospects for use in spintronic devices [75, 76] and in
understanding frustrated spin systems [77] (discussed later). Magnetic multilayers in
general have already been used in magnetic recording devices [78, 79] and spintronics
[80] such as magnetoresistive Random Access Memory (mRAM) [81]. Similar to alloys,
magnetic multilayers enable one to take advantage of the benefits of several species in
one system and is largely the reason to study them. The general definition of magnetic
Figure 1.12: An A/B multilayer system, where A and B are different magnetic species.
The intraspecies couplings, JAA, JBB and the interspecies coupling JAB, are indicated
by a magnified interface.
multilayers is that they are compositionally modulated layers of magnetic materials
[82]. With the previous example of the bilayer of iron/cobalt, one could form a trilayer
by adding another slab of Fe on top of the cobalt. The bilayer, trilayer and other mul-
tilayer forms of this system would be referred to as Co/Fe multilayers [83] and hence
the name is independent of the number of repeat units.
Figure 1.12 presents a general A/B magnetic multilayer system, where A and B
represent two different magnetic species. In reality, the Co/Fe example is a very simple
example of a magnetic multilayer, firstly because magnetic multilayers can have anti-
ferromagnetic layers e.g. CoMn or FeMn [84] and/or non-magnetic layers e.g. Co/Au
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and Co/Pt [85, 86]. They can have the same magnetic component in both layers but
compositionally different, such as CoO/CoPt multilayers [87]; each species layer does
not need to be several layers thick (a slab), but can consist of a single layer of the
species (a monolayer) [88, 89] or less than a monolayer [71] and the multilayer can have
more than two species [90]. Most often magnetic transition metals are used in mag-
netic multilayers [91–93], however they are not limited to this as magnetic rare earth
elements have also been used, such as Dy [94, 95].
The composition of magnetic multilayers is not the only aspect of these systems
which have been exploited, but also the ability to confine them into thin films, partic-
ularly useful in small devices such as memory storage. However, this also gives rise to
effects which cannot be seen in the bulk equivalents and can be a disadvantage.
Surface effects in magnetic thin films
It is easiest to describe surface effects in magnetic thin films when considering a system
which only consists of one species, referred to as a slab in this thesis, since unlike a
multilayer, there are no interfacial effects to take into account. The extent to which
the surface affects a slab system is dependent on the thickness [96–98]. When a slab
system decreases in thickness, there is a higher proportion of atoms forming the sur-
faces, therefore the surface has a much greater influence on the overall system. Surface
effects are relevant when comparing thin film and bulk systems. Thin films are gen-
erally < 1000 A˚ thick [99], which is the order of a domain wall in a bulk system and
ultrathin films are . 7 ML thick [100], which is ∼ 21 A˚ using an approximate (3 A˚):(1
ML) ratio [101]‡. Thin films are therefore defined by a relatively small dimension in
the z direction compared with the xy-plane.
The lower coordination of the surface and broken symmetry contributes to the in-
crease in magnetocrystalline surface anisotropy such that the easy axis of magnetisation
‡the A˚:ML ratio is highly dependent on the atoms used and a more in depth investigation can be
found in reference [102]
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is altered to favour that of the perpendicular plane upon overcoming the demagnetising
field [103–106]. This results in a lowering of the critical temperature in magnetic thin
films [107–109] compared with the bulk systems. In fact, generally a lower coordination
number decreases Tc when comparing different crystal structures in 3d systems [110].
The critical temperature of bulk Fe is Tc = 1043 K [108], whilst for ultrathin films of
Fe(100) 2.2 ML grown on W(100) Tc = 306 K [111]. Disordering the system from a
crystalline to an amorphous structure by inserting other elements also decreases the
critical temperature [112] (e.g. the amorphous Fe93Zr7 thin film discussed in chapter 5
has a critical temperature Tc ∼ 150 K [71]).
The effects from thickness and structure change is not element specific. Another ex-
ample is cobalt which has bulk Tc = 1394 K [113]. The Tc of bulk amorphous Co95Zr5
is only slightly affected compared to the Tc of pure Co, with a gradual reduction in
magnetisation from room temperature up to Tc > 950 K [114] (measurements were not
made beyond this temperature). This follows from a 19% reduction in the magnetic
moment of pure bulk Co [114]. However, overall it is evident that there is a large effect
in the magnetic ordering of bulk vs thin films and those which are amorphous.
Theoretical studies using first principles calculations [115, 116] and the Green’s func-
tion technique [88, 117, 118] show that it is the electronic states of the d orbitals that
control the magnetic behaviour of the surface and the surface anisotropy which influ-
ences the thickness dependence of magnetic quantities of the system. This is because of
differences in the overlap integrals between electronic wavefunctions or the lattice pa-
rameters being perturbed at the surface, such that the exchange interaction is directly
affected at the surface, Js [119]. In some simulations, Js is used distinctly from Jbulk
with a reduction of even up to half the bulk value [97].
Interfacial effects in magnetic multilayer thin films
In thin film magnetic multilayers, the interface is where two surfaces meet and there-
fore multilayers have competing surface and interfacial effects. One can determine to
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what extent the interfacial effects are experienced by a single species in a multilayer by
studying the simplest unit, a bilayer [120–122]. The interface effects are evident when
the magnetising strength of one species dominates the magnetic behaviour in another
such as Co to Cr in Co/Cr multilayers [123], Fe to Pd in a Pd/Fe trilayer [89] and
Fe to Dy in a Fe/Dy bilayer [124]. There is particularly good experimental evidence
that varying the thickness of the different layers can give rise to changes in the spin
anisotropy in the layers [71, 85, 92, 125–129].
Although decreasing the thickness in magnetic thin films and magnetic multilayer
thin films may seem to be the same, there is a subtle difference. To describe this it is
easier to demonstrate using a specific subset of magnetic multilayer systems in which
the multilayer is composed of ferromagnetically coupled species with different coupling
strengths. This can be represented by the general scheme ABABA, where A is less
strongly coupled than B (i.e. JAA < JBB). In such systems, magnetic order is induced
in A as a consequence of proximity to the strongly coupled B species [71]. This induc-
tion plays a greater role in the system as the thickness of A decreases and gives rise to
an increased critical temperature in A, resulting in an increase in the average Tc of the
system [130]. A result which is unlike that given by surface effects (discussed in the pre-
vious section), where the critical temperature decreases when the thickness decreases.
The difference is the proximity effect, where the higher Tc material influences the lower
Tc material in a magnetic multilayer [131, 132]. Therefore competing interactions are
present in the system.
3d-2d crossover
Characteristic of decreasing the film thickness is a crossover from 3d to 2d interactions,
which for example, has been observed in pure Fe films between 100-200 nm thickness
[133] and in pure Ni on W(100) [134] (see figure 1.13).
All thin film systems with a single species exhibit two-dimensional critical proper-
ties, but this is not observed in temperature regions far from the critical temperature
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Figure 1.13: βeff exponent as a function of film thickness for Ni on W(100). The
squares are from reference [134] with regards to the Ni on W(100) thickness and the
crosses are from Monte Carlo simulations conducted on Ising 200 × 200 systems in
reference [135] with varying thicknesses (1-20 layers).
[135]. When ξ diverges at Tc, the correlation length of spins is a length scale beyond
the perpendicular lattice dimension, which causes a cut off in perpendicular spin waves
and gives rise to two-dimensional critical behaviour regardless of the film thickness
[135]. This differs somewhat in a multilayered/ doped system where critical exponents
have been shown to be dependent on a relationship between the critical temperature,
Tc and the temperature by which z magnons are excited, T
′′, in CoZr/FeZr [71] and
δ-doped Pd(Fe) [136]. For instance, if Tc is greater than T
′′ then one will observe three-
dimensional critical behaviour as the perpendicular magnon modes are active.
In this thesis, trilayers with the general formula ABA (chapter 5) and BAC (chapter
6) are discussed in regards to the proximity effect, which is an interfacial effect, whilst
surface effects are also evident in the results.
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1.5.2 Frustrated spin systems
The first example of frustration was found in an antiferromagnetic spinel lattice and
was explained by Anderson [137], however one of the simplest examples that encom-
Figure 1.14: This triangular Ising antiferromagnet is frustrated since the site with
the question mark can only satisfy one antiferromagnetic interaction and the other has
to be ferromagnetic, i.e. all pairwise interactions cannot be satisfied in this system.
passes the concept of frustration is a triangular system of antiferromagnetically coupled
Ising spins which have a common axis (see figure 1.14). Notice that from figure 1.14,
two of the spins have an antiferromagnetic pairwise interaction whilst continuing this
trend of antiferromagnetism one can easily see that the site with the question mark
cannot satisfy all of its pairwise interactions. This limitation defines frustration in that
all pairwise interactions cannot be simultaneously satisfied.
When a spin system is frustrated, a single ground state cannot be obtained when
T → 0 K, since S 9 0 JK−1 [25].
Spin ice
Geometrical frustration in three-dimensional structures have included magnetic rare
earth pyrochlore oxides, which are arranged as a lattice of corner sharing tetrahedra (see
figure 1.15) and have additionally shown some exotic behaviour due to this frustration
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[25, 138], as will be discussed in the next section. These structures are known as spin
ices.
Figure 1.15: A schematic of a pyrochlore system, where each sphere represents a
magnetic ion and the yellow lines represent the boundaries of a cubic unit cell. Image
taken from reference [139].
Pyrochlores can have more than one type of magnetic ion at the vertices. In spin
ice, these ions are rare earth ions and their magnetic moments are “Ising-like” due to
the crystal field of surrounding ions imposing the constraint on the spins [140]. The
Ising spins for each tetrahedra also favour an uncommon axis between them. There-
fore, the tetrahedral geometry of the system collectively with the constraint on the spin
dimensionality and direction causes geometrical frustration in spin ice.
As a frustrated system, spin ice is known to disobey the third law of thermodynam-
ics since S 9 0 when T → 0 (this has been disputed in Dy2Ti2O7 where considerably
long equilibration times in the specific heat in the low temperature region show some
evidence to be contrary [141]). However, by confining the bulk system of Dy2Ti2O7 into
a thin film on a substrate of Y2Ti2O7, the third law is restored in spin ice [142]. By
studying thickness sizes from 5 nm - 60 nm, a loss of entropy is observed with a smaller
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thickness, which is considered to be due to strain induced by lattice mismatch between
the film and substrate [142]. Thin film Ho2Ti2O7 has also been studied between 9 nm -
120 nm thickness [143], with the magnetic properties specifically investigated for 80 nm
- 120 nm thickness. It is found in this range that these thin films still demonstrate spin
ice magnetic behaviour, however, thin films with 9 nm thickness do not show strain to
the substrate [143] as observed in the Dy2Ti2O7 thin film study. It is still interesting
that different properties can be observed upon spatial confinement of a spin system
even with different geometries, which relies on the lattice arrangement of the film and
the substrate.
More on the bulk spin ice is given in the next chapter as the concepts are key to
one of the projects presented in this thesis. In the next section, a system related to
spin ice is discussed as much of the understanding in spin ice can easily be visualised
and explained using this system.
Artificial spin ice
The exotic features in spin ice, which are explored more in chapter 2, can only be ob-
served at extremely low temperatures (< 4 K [144]). This is due to the susceptibility
of thermal fluctuations by the atomic sized magnetic moments. As a consequence of
this dilemma, artificial spin ices (ASI) were introduced, which are effectively 2d projec-
tions of spin ice fabricated using lithographic techniques [145]. ASI systems consist of
typically ∼ 80, 000 magnetic nanoislands [145] with dimensions ranging from 100 nm –
1000 nm [146]. These nanoislands are made up of microscopic spins aligning along one
axis (a single domain), forming a macrospin. The microspin alignment is due to the
shape anisotropy of the elongated nanoislands and consequently makes these macrospins
“Ising-like”.
When ASI was introduced, these nanoislands were by no means susceptible to ther-
mal fluctuation due to the size and material initially used (energy barrier to spin flip
was ∼ 105 K [147]) and had restricted thermal equilibration of these nanoarrays [148].
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However, since these systems can be studied at room temperature [149], they have been
valuable in the study of “spin ice-like” behaviour.
The two ASI geometries presented below are those of kagome´ [150] and square [145]
artificial spin ice, where kagome´ ice is a projection of spin ice along the (111) plane [72]
and square ice is a projection of spin ice along the z direction [151] (see figure 1.16).
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 1.16: A schematic of the two-dimensional frustrated (a) kagome´ spin model,
(b) islands (denoted by red ellipses) in a honeycomb geometry and (c) the square ice
model. The honeycomb structure is the premedial lattice of the kagome´ lattice. In ASI,
the spins are Ising due to a strong shape anisotropy and the spins point toward or away
from the centre of a triangle in the kagome´ lattice.
The frustrated spin systems have a spin lattice and a premedial lattice. From figure
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1.16 (a) one can see the spins occupy the vertices of the kagome´ lattice but not the
vertices of the premedial honeycomb lattice (shown superimposed in red in figure 1.16
(b)). The centres of the triangles in the kagome´ lattice correspond to the vertices of
the honeycomb lattice and three spins can point toward or away from these centres. As
a general definition for frustrated systems, the centres for which spins point toward or
away from is commonly known as a vertex. Square ice, shown in figure 1.16 (c), has four
spins associated with each vertex and has two different square lattices for the premedial
and parent lattice, whilst in the next chapter, the diamond lattice is shown to be the
premedial lattice of the pyrochlore and this structure also has four spins associated with
each vertex.
Both square ASI and spin ice are 16-vertex models. This means that there are
sixteen possible ways of arranging a vertex of spins in the system, whilst kagome´ is an
8-vertex model. The overall energy of favourable and unfavourable interactions of spins
at a vertex determine the energy of the vertex, which is then classified accordingly as
either Type I, Type II, etc. (see figure 1.17).
The ground state square ASI, a completely Type I arrangement (see figure 1.17 (a)),
is lower in energy than the Type II arrangement because the 90◦ interactions contribute
more to the energy than the 180◦. This is dissimilar to kagome´ and spin ice, where all
interactions at a vertex are equivalent and yield a six-fold degenerate ground state.
The Type I ground state for square ice has been difficult to observe because of
the limitations in the thermal dynamics of the nanoislands, as mentioned previously.
There has been developments in the field with Morgan et. al. [148] obtaining domains
of ground state vertices during thermal growth of permalloy nanoislands. However, this
is limited to a small time frame since once a critical thickness is reached (. 1 nm [148]),
the spins are frozen into state and no further thermal fluctuations can occur.
As mentioned before, magnetically soft permalloy (NiFe) is commonly used to fab-
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Figure 1.17: The vertex types of (a) square ice and (b) kagome´ ice. The percentages
below the square and kagome´ ice vertices represent the statistical population of the
vertex types in the respective systems. The lowest energy vertex type is Type I in
both the square and kagome´ geometries and correspond to the ground states. Modified
image taken from reference [152].
ricate the nanoislands [145, 153–156]) and also magnetically hard cobalt [157]. Both
materials have been useful in imaging the excitation vertices (Type II in the kagome´
lattice and Type III and IV in the square lattice) [146, 158, 159]. For instance, a
distribution of switching fields in cobalt nanoarrays enables simple creation of these ex-
citations [146] as well as improved imaging since the excitations are stablised by large
pinning fields [158]. However, for studying the ground state, Pd/Fe trilayers (see figure
Figure 1.18: A schematic of the Pd/Fe trilayer used to achieve thermal equilibration
in both square and honeycomb artificial spin ice to observe the ground state Type I
vertices. Image taken from reference [160].
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1.18) are a good candidate which have shown thermally driven ground state vertices
in the honeycomb and square ice structures [77, 161]. The tunability of the anisotropy
and hence, the variation of the Curie temperature in these multilayers, can be con-
trolled by the thickness of the iron layer [160]. By using a material which has a lower
Curie temperature than the typical permalloy or cobalt, it has been possible to make
observations at and around room temperature since the island array is not quasi-static
at these temperatures. This study demonstrates the benefits of integrating magnetic
multilayers within the structures of these frustrated artificial spin ice.
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Spin ice background
A major result of this thesis involves a model closely related to spin ice. In order to
understand the context of this model it is essential to have an understanding of the
background theory of spin ice; this background is presented here.
2.1 The structure of spin ice
2.1.1 The pyrochlore and diamond lattice
The class of pyrochlores known as spin ice, have a general stoichiometry of A2B2O7
[38], where A is a magnetic rare earth 3+ ion, B is a transition metal 4+ ion and O is
symbolic of the oxide 2− ion. In short, these are rare earth pyrochlore oxides and these
magnetic materials can behave differently depending on the composition of A and B.
Two of the most studied systems are Ho2Ti2O7 and Dy2Ti2O7 [25].
The rare earth ions used in spin ice have large magnetic moments of u ∼ 10µB
[72], which is in contrast to the approximate 5µB - 7µB for a Co
2+ ion [162]. The
fact that there is a range (5µB - 7µB) for the transition metal and not for the rare
earth magnetic moments is due to the relatively small effect from chemical bonding
and crystal structure in rare earths [162]. This is since the valence 4f electrons in the
rare earth ions are shielded from the outer 5s and 5p electrons and stay close to the
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nucleus, hence the behaviour is close to that of a free ion. The exchange, J coupling is
from the 4f electrons in the rare earth system and the shielding is large in comparison
to the transition metal systems and so the coupling is of the order of ∼ 1 K [163]. The
dipolar coupling is also of the order ∼ 1 K [1] and the large magnetic moments of the
rare earth ions mean dipolar interactions play a significant role in spin ice.
The rare earth ions in spin ice make up one pyrochlore lattice and the transition
metal ions make up an inter-penetrating pyrochlore lattice of the overall cubic structure
of spin ice, whilst some of the oxide ions are at the centres of the tetrahedra. The
network connecting the centres of the pyrochlore lattice is known as the diamond lattice
(the premedial lattice of the pyrochlore). Figure 2.1 shows how the pyrochlore and
diamond lattices relate.
Figure 2.1: A schematic showing how the parent lattice (the pyrochlore tetrahedral
structure), relates to the diamond lattice (the joint white and grey circles in the centre
of the tetrahedra). The white circles represent one sublattice (i.e. the tetrahedra con-
taining these white circles have the same orientation), whilst the grey circles represent
another sublattice. Please keep in mind that these circles do not represent an atom/ ion
but rather a source/ sink of magnetic field or divergent free field, as will be discussed
later in the text. Image taken from reference [164].
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2.1.2 Spin configuration in spin ice
Any one rare earth ion, which resides at a vertex of a tetrahedron, is co-ordinated by
two oxide ions lying along the trigonal axis given by the local 〈111〉 cubic direction [72].
The vectors of the magnetic moments of these rare earth ions coincide with the point
symmetry of their position, so that they either point toward or away from the centre
of any one tetrahedron. The crystal field on each rare earth ion [140], lifts their free
ion degeneracy and leaves a ground state doublet far lower in energy compared with its
first excited state. This large energy difference of ∼ 300 K [72], mean the spins behave
almost purely as classical Ising spins. Comparitively, quantum spin ices, which will be
introduced later, have a separation between the ground and excited states of ∼ 10 K
[165], which mean the spins do not behave as perfect classical Ising spins and hence
quantum effects play a major role in these systems.
At low temperatures in spin ice†, the cubic symmetry causes these “Ising-like” mag-
netic moments to orient along the local 〈111〉 easy axis [167] and not a global axis. The
combination of the crystal field and the interactions between the magnetic moments,
such as dipolar and exchange, ensures the formation of an energetically favourable con-
figuration. This configuration has two spins pointing toward the centre of any one
tetrahedron and two spins pointing away. This produces a state of divergent free tetra-
hedra, such that each tetrahedron has a magnetic field of zero (see equation 2.1) [3], as
the tetrahedron is neither a source or sink of magnetic field such that
∇ ·B = 0 (2.1)
It is possible to rationalise the favoured two-in, two-out configuration as each mag-
netic moment interacts favourably with another when opposite poles interact, much
like a bar magnet. This is represented in figure 2.2 by the head of an arrow to the
tail of another arrow. Each magnetic moment therefore interacts unfavourably when
“like” poles interact (e.g. head of an arrow to the head of another arrow). Therefore,
referring to the tetrahedron in figure 2.2 with two spins in and two spins out, one will
†Refer to reference [166] for high temperature properties of spin ice.
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notice that for every pair of magnetic moments, only four of the possible six interac-
tions are satisfied in this configuration, however, this is the configuration with the least
unfavourable interactions. The inability to minimise the energy of all pairwise interac-
tions simultaneously defines frustrated magnetism and is the reason why spin ice is a
frustrated magnet.
Figure 2.2: A schematic showing a tetrahedron with the rare earth magnetic moments
depicted as arrows. One pole of the moment is denoted by the head of the arrow and
the other pole of the moment is denoted by the tail of the arrow. Here is a two-in
two-out configuration which satisfies 4 of 6 favourable pairwise interactions (head to
tail).
Six different configurations in each tetrahedron of spin ice correspond to the lowest
energy state of two spins in and two spins out, therefore, the ground state is 6-fold
degenerate [168].
2.1.3 Water ice to spin ice analogy
Water ice has a stable hexagonal structure, however, it is found that when water ice
is supercooled, the structure contains random metastable cubic stacking faults in the
hexagonal structure [169]. This result was contrary to the previous literature which
identified water ice only with cubic symmetry in powder diffraction results [170–172].
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When water ice is in the cubic arrangement, each oxide ion is connected with four
protons, where two protons are covalently bonded to the oxide ion and two protons are
hydrogen bonded. Each hydrogen bonded proton belongs to another water molecule.
The covalently bonded protons have a shorter bond length than the hydrogen bonded
due to the relative bonding strengths. The displacement vector of the protons in water
can then be mapped onto the spins in spin ice so that cubic water ice has an analogous
arrangement to spin ice. This is such that two protons are close to an oxide ion (two
spins in) and two protons are further away (two spins out).
The proton arrangement in water ice was first noted by Pauling in 1935 [173], who
identified that water ice has a non-zero entropy upon approaching absolute zero tem-
perature (breaking the third law of thermodynamics). His motivation for this was based
upon previous studies of the water ice structure and confirmed by experimental work
conducted by Giauque and Stout [174], who found discrepancies in the entropy of water
ice when calculated using different techniques. Prior to this, Bernal and Fowler in 1933
[175], had suggested that the protons in water ice lie between the O-O “bonds”. The
4-fold coordination of the oxide ion was known and so these constraints led to the ice
rules which state that two protons are in near positions to the oxide (covalent bonds)
and the other two protons are further away from the oxide (hydrogen bonds). Spin ice
also follows the ice rules by analogy.
2.2 Other related spin systems
The thermal fluctuations in spin ice being of the same order as the interaction strength
(both dipolar and exchange) means that spin ice is not suitable for studying under
ambient conditions. The physics of two-dimensional artificial spin ice is fundamentally
different to that given by spin ice (described more in section 2.3) and so although inves-
tigations can be made in ambient conditions, there are limitations on the analogies that
can be made between spin ice and ASI. However, if two of the islands in every vertex of
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square ASI were elevated by a particular height, h, then it would be possible to observe
the features currently unique to spin ice [176, 177] but under ambient conditions. If it is
possible to fabricate, the system could also prove there to be a ground state lower than
degenerate spin ice, where the most likely candidate is the MDG (Melko, den Hertog,
Gingras) state [178]. This state has an ordering vector parallel to q = (0, 0, 2pi/a) such
that there are stacked planes of the ferromagnetic two-in two-out configuration similar
to the order by disorder transition in the antiferromagnetic FCC Ising model, which
finds an ordered antiferromagnetically stacked ferromagnetic state [179]. The state is
only possible if long range dipolar interactions can lift the ground state degeneracy and
favour a particular configuration of the spin ice states.
Other rare earth pyrochlore oxide systems include spin glasses, e.g. Y2Mo2O7 [180,
181] and spin liquids e.g. Tb2Ti2O7 [182, 183]. These will be discussed later in the text
in relation to the results found in chapter 4.
2.3 Dipolar interactions
The ice-rule obeying spin ice states can be reproduced using the nearest neighbour
ferromagnetic model of the pyrochlore spin structure, with Ising spins aligned along
the local 〈111〉 axis [184]. However, this model is a first approximation and the exact
behaviour of spin ice is derived from a combination of short range exchange coupling
and long range dipolar interactions. The energy of dipolar interactions and nearest
neighbour exchange coupling are of the same order of magnitude in spin ice, since or-
bital overlap is poor between the rare earth ions [185]. The dominating interaction
is via superexchange, which is mediated by the oxygen 2p orbitals [72]. However, the
dipolar model is used to model spin ice since the energy of dipolar interactions is of the
order of thermal fluctuations and the strength of the magnetic moments in these sys-
tems is u ∼ 10µB [72], which is large enough not to neglect these long range interactions.
Spin ice has local order, as all tetrahedra have a two-in, two-out configuration, how-
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ever, there is no long range ordering of the spins. This is significant because the two-in
two-out degenerate ground states have a net magnetic moment [167], whilst the true
bulk magnetisation of spin ice is known to be zero [72]. Therefore, it is deduced that
long range contributions must play a major role in spin ice and need to be known up
to an infinite distance.
Besides all the reasons above for considering dipolar interactions in spin ice, it was
still a mystery how spin ice behaviour could be observed in Ho2Ti2O7 when it was
known to have antiferromagnetic exchange interactions [144].
The Hamiltonian for spin ice is a contribution from both the exchange and dipolar
interactions [72]:
H = −J
∑
〈i,j〉
Si · Sj +Dr3nn
∑
i>j
Si · Sj
|rij|3 −
3(Si · rij)(Sj · rij)
|rij|5 (2.2)
Where D is the dipolar interaction defined by D = µ0u
2/4pir3nn, rnn is the nearest
neighbour distance such that rnn = (a/4)
√
2 and the lattice parameter a ∼ 10 A˚ for
a cubic unit cell [72]. Si and Sj are three-component unit vectors, which have a unit
length (|Si| = 1). The four body centred cubic axes of the spins are given in equation
2.3 [163]:
S1 =
σ1√
3

−1
−1
+1
S2 = σ2√3

+1
+1
+1
S3 = σ3√3

+1
−1
−1
S4 = σ4√3

−1
+1
−1
 (2.3)
If these spin identities are substituted into the dipolar Hamiltonian then taking the
dot product of Si with neighbouring Sj results in Si · Sj = (−1/3)σiσj. The terms
σ = ±1 are the pseudo spins (or Ising variables) to denote whether a spin points into
a tetrahedron or out of a tetrahedron, which was described for the ice rules previously.
Since rij = 1/
√
2 × (1, 1, 0) where (1, 1, 0) is the vector of the nearest neighbour spin,
then (Si · rij)(Sj · rij) = −(2/3)σiσj and the Hamiltonian in equation 2.2, can be re-
written as the nearest neighbour dipolar and exchange Hamiltonian:
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Heff =
∑
〈ij〉
Jeffσiσj (2.4)
This holds for the nearest neighbour exchange and dipolar interactions, so that rij =
rnn, Jeff = Jnn + Dnn, where Jnn = J/3 and Dnn = 5D/3, with D > 0. This way of
describing the Hamiltonian ensures that an antiferromagnet should demonstrate spin
ice behaviour when J > −5D. Holmium and Dysprosium titanate have J ≈ −1.65
and J ≈ −3.72, respectively, so that Jeff > 0 and the spin ice criterion is obeyed with
Heff < 0 in equation 2.4. This is deduced when only taking into account nearest neigh-
bour dipolar and exchange interactions.
Dipolar interactions are complicated, since the interactions decay slowly as 1/r3ij
and the interactions are anisotropic in that they depend on the relative orientation
of the interacting moments with respect to the separation vector, hence the (Si · rij)
terms. Therefore in actual fact, even when J < 0, which it is for the spin ice state, if
|Jnn|  Dnn, then the system undergoes a transition into an all-in all-out ground state
from the two-in two-out state. It is from the ratio of nearest neighbour exchange in-
teractions, Jnn and the nearest neighbour dipolar interactions, Dnn that one can obtain
the phase diagram with respect to temperature shown in figure 4.1 of section 4.1.
Longer range effects from the dipolar interactions (when Jnn/Dnn → 0) are “screened”
to obtain the short range behaviour from the nearest neighbour model [72]. Hence, the
simplicity of the nearest neighbour behaviour that comes from the spin ice rules are
almost sufficient in describing the spin ice system with long and short range interactions.
2.3.1 The dumbbell model and magnetic monopoles
Castelnovo et. al. [186] formulated the “dumbbell model”. This takes the point dipoles
of the dipolar model (a magnetic moment) and stretches them the length of one dia-
mond site to another to form infinitesimally thin needles such that each pole resides on
the ends of the needle (see figure 2.3). The length of the needle coincides with connect-
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ing the centres of the two tetrahedra that the point dipole resided upon, so the poles
are exactly on the centres of the two tetrahedra. It becomes clear that this is not rea-
sonable physically to have same sign magnetic poles overlapping exactly, however the
dumbbell model exactly reproduces the interaction between real neighbouring dipoles
separated by a large distance [186].
With all the point dipoles of every tetrahedron approximated with the dumbbell
model and the overlap of the poles at the centres, the long range part of the dipolar
interaction is perfectly screened [72]. This screening of the long range dipolar interac-
tions in the model mean that the Pauling entropy from the ice rules is the same entropy
as it is in spin ice (represented by the long range dipolar model).
Figure 2.3: A schematic of how the point dipole arrangement in the magnetic rare
earth pyrochlore system maps onto the dumbbell model. This is shown for two tetrahe-
dra which obey the spin ice rules with a two-in, two-out spin configuration. The black
lines represent the infinitesimally small needles that terminate with the poles equivalent
to that of the point dipole. Each pole in the dumbbell model is located in the centre
of the tetrahedra (a diamond site).
The dumbbell model has made it possible to identify the net pole/ net magnetic
charge, Q, at the centres of every tetrahedron (the diamond lattice). The charge on a
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diamond site i is given by Qi, such that,
Qi =
∑
j
Mij (2.5)
where,
Mij = ±
(u
a
)
(2.6)
j indicates the neighbouring tetrahedra that the magnetic moment is shared with, u
is the strength of the magnetic moment and a is the length of the dipole. Due to the
summation in equation 2.5, the two-in two-out spin ice state, has Q = 0, which is true
for any divergence free state. Excitations from this lowest energy ground state, Q = 0,
produce monopole-antimonopole pairs (M-AM) with Q = ±2u/a. The singly charged
monopoles have “three-in one-out” or “one-in three-out” magnetic moment configu-
rations on a tetrahedron and further excitation cause the formation of “four-in” and
“four-out” states with Q = ±4u/a. If q is defined as Q in units of 2u/a then one can
say a spin ice state has q = 0, the monopoles and antimonopoles have q = ±1 (singly
charged) and the all-in all-out configuration has q = ±2 (doubly charged). This is how
the states are defined by convention.
The monopoles in the pyrochlore system must always be created and destroyed in
pairs as the overall charge in the system must always remain equal to zero. Flipping a
spin to form these oppositely charged poles (excitations) costs energy. In the nearest
neighbour model, the energy cost is ∼ 4Jeff [185], however, in reality the energy of a
spin flip is dependent on the random fields created by close proximity bound monopole
pairs and therefore can have a range of energies [187]. To separate monopole pairs
further with subsequent spin flips costs a finite amount of energy because including
the dipolar Hamiltonian leads to an effective Coulombic interaction for monopole pairs
separated by a distance r [185]. However this finite energy cost never diverges in spin
ice, and so these monopole pairs can separate as far apart as the lattice which could be
infinite [186] and as though the monopoles were “freely moving” (deconfined), with a
chain of flipped spins showing their paths. The monopoles in artificial spin ice, on the
other hand, can only be described as emergent magnetic monopoles – quasiparticles –
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that form as a consequence of the spin configuration [188].
Strings in the rare earth pyrochlore lattice
For a real monopole (see figure 2.4 (a)), otherwise known as Dirac monopoles and still
unobserved, the M-AM pair must be connected by an unphysical, unobservable string
[189]. These must be a tensionless string of flipped dipoles in the continuum limit [163],
whereby increasing the length of the string should not affect the energy of creating more
overturned dipoles. This is the case for the classical magnetic monopoles observed in
spin ice, where the energy cost of flipping spins does not diverge with the length of the
string as no domain walls form along the string and hence the monopoles behave as
though they are deconfined [186]. However, the strings are observable, as can be seen
in figure 2.4 (b) and compensating flux travels along these strings since the monopoles
in spin ice are not quantised [186] (discussed further in the next section).
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.4: Magnetic monopoles. In all three figures the largest red and blue circles
represent the south and north polarity of the M-AM pair. The white/shaded areas in (b)
and (c) are the observable strings. (a) “real” magnetic monopoles with an unobservable
Dirac string and field lines; (b) magnetic monopoles in spin ice with an observable but
tensionless string and (c) effective magnetic monopoles in artificial spin ice, which are
observable and have a tension of the order bX (described in the text). Images were
taken and modified from references [186] and [190] for (b) and (c), respectively.
In artificial spin ice, spin flips have an associated energy cost behaving as bX [191],
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where X is the length of the spin flips (otherwise referred to as strings in relation
to Dirac strings) and b > 0 is the effective string tension (see figure 2.4 (c)). As
the monopoles are separated further from each other, the energy coming from the bX
term increases. The authors in reference [191] claim that at a certain temperature
proportional to the string tension, b, that the string tension vanishes due to entropic
effects and hence the charge defects would freely move as real monopoles do.
Coulombic interaction with monopoles
The monopoles in spin ice interact via Coulombic interactions [186]. Therefore, the
Coulomb potential between pairwise magnetic charges is given by,
Vij =
{
µ0
4pi
QiQj
rij
i 6= j
1
2
ν0Qi
2 i = j
(2.7)
where µ0 is the magnetic permeability in free space, ν0 is the on-site Coulombic inter-
action, which corresponds to the Jeff that was derived earlier and rij is the distance
between the monopole charges i = 1, ...Nd, where Nd is the number of diamond sites.
In the dipolar model the lattice of interest is the pyrochlore lattice, whilst in the
dumbbell model, the lattice of interest is the diamond lattice. Therefore neighbouring
dipoles on the same tetrahedron of the pyrochlore lattice are related with the dumbbell
model by the charges on the ends of dumbbells that overlap at the corresponding dia-
mond site. This is what is meant by the on-site Coulomb interaction. In equation 2.7,
the on-site charge is the Q2i term for the charge on the diamond site of interest and for
i 6= j, the QiQj term is for the interaction between charges on diamond site i and its
neighbour j.
Dirac monopoles also interact via Coulombic interaction so the free monopoles
and the spin ice monopoles are the same in this sense, however, they differ since the
monopoles in spin ice are not quantised to the fundamental electric charge [192] as
they are in real monopoles. In fact, the magnetic charges in spin ice can vary with the
diamond lattice constant. Monopoles in spin ice also correspond to divergences in the
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magnetic field H or magnetic moment M but not the magnetic induction B [163], so
that:
∇ ·B = µ0 [∇ · (H + M)] = 0 (2.8)
The monopole charges in artificial spin ice do not interact soley via Coulombic interac-
tions. Rather, in addition, the monopoles are attracted by an entropically driven force
when they are close to one another [191, 193]. This is because there are more ways of
rearranging the surrounding dipoles, when the charges forming a given pair are in close
contact than when they are further apart. This yields an additional ‘ln rij’ term with the
1/rij Coulombic relationship [191]. However, with the development of a stacked square
artificial spin ice, as mentioned in section 2.2, giving rise to the MDG state [177], there
is a debated possibility that monopoles interacting with Coulombic interactions, as seen
in spin ice, could exist in these nanoscaled systems [176, 177, 190, 194].
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Monte Carlo simulations
Monte Carlo (MC) methods can be used for calculating a variety of quantities includ-
ing integrals, probabilities, confidence limits and partition functions, for which this is
the only known numerical method for large lattices. To enable flexibility in the use of
this method, a specific probability density function (PDF (x)) is chosen to model the
behaviour of the system of interest. This explanation of MC methods will follow the
account by Newman and Barkema [18].
The use of MC simulations in spin ice and in the magnetic multilayer systems,
is to obtain a thermodynamic distribution that mimics the real system as closely as
possible. This enables one to extract physical quantities that describe the system at a
particular temperature. For the thermodynamic distribution of a system, it is necessary
to simulate the thermal fluctuations of the system from one state to another, as governed
by a Boltzmann distribution. One must find the expectation value of a certain physical
quantity, QA, in state A and specifically for the simulations in this thesis, this is given
by the time average over the states that the system has passed through, 〈Q〉, as given
by equation 3.1 [18],
〈Q〉 =
∑
A
QAwA(t) (3.1)
where wA(t) can also be defined as the probability that the system will be in a state A
at time t. We can see from this equation that the most probable states will therefore
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contribute most to the time averaged physical quantity. Alternatively, 〈Q〉 can be
expressed in terms of the equilibrium occupation probabilities, pA, given by:
pA = lim
t→∞
wA(t). (3.2)
As t→∞, the equilibrium state of the system is reached so that wA is equal to the equi-
librium occupation probability. Hence when the system is in thermal equilibrium with
its surroundings at a temperature T , then equation 3.2 can be re-written as equation
3.3,
pA =
1
Z
exp(−βTEA) (3.3)
where Z is the partition function Z =
∑
exp(−βTEA), βT = 1kBT , kB is the Boltzmann
constant and EA is the energy of the state A. Using equation 3.3 one can obtain the
following expression,
〈Q〉 =
∑
A
QApA = 1
Z
∑
A
QA exp(−βTEA) (3.4)
which corresponds to a Boltzmann distribution.
The physical quantities can be obtained easily from the partition function due to
the relationship with the Helmholtz free energy, F :
F = U − TS = −kBT logZ (3.5)
where U is the internal energy and S is the entropy of the system. Other thermody-
namic quantities, such as the heat capacity, can be derived from U and S.
The systems studied in this thesis each possess a large set of states, A, too numerous
to possibly sample every one. Importance sampling is the means by which a subset of
configurations is chosen to find an approximate 〈Q〉. This method takes into account
only the states which contribute most importantly to the sums in equation 3.4 (the
expectation value) and in terms of the Boltzmann distribution, this means to sample
states with a probability according to their Boltzmann weight and not with equal sam-
pling probability.
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By following this method, only a small portion of states need to be sampled to
obtain accurate results for the physical quantities. Most of the error in the results of
the simulations stem from statistical errors in the calculation arising because the whole
system is not sampled [18]. In this thesis, the expectation values of the physical quan-
tities are a time average and therefore the errors may be minimised by increasing the
length of time for which the simulations run. This provides the system the opportunity
to approach equilibrium, which one can then observe multiple expectation values and
average them.
The dynamics of the MC simulation must follow,
dwA
dt
=
∑
B
[
wB(t)R(B → A)− wA(t)R(A→ B)
]
(3.6)
which shows the rate of transition, R, of the system into an initial state (A) and the
rate of transition of the system into another state, B. If one term is greater than the
other then the system has not reached equilibrium, but if dwA
dt
= 0 then the system has
reached equilibrium and an expectation value can be observed.
In addition to finding the expectation values of the physical quantities, the fluctu-
ations in these quantities is also of importance. Fluctuations are most usefully repre-
sented by the mean squared deviation:
〈(x− 〈x〉)2〉 = 〈x2〉 − 〈x〉2 (3.7)
where x is some fluctuating quantity in the system. Referring to section 1.2.3, it is
known that every thermodynamic variable X has a conjugate variable Y . Therefore,
using the free energy whilst keeping Y fixed, the fluctuation in quantity X can be
deduced by:
−∂F
∂Y
= 〈X〉 = 1
βT
∂logZ
∂Y
=
1
Z
∑
A
XAe
−βTEA (3.8)
−∂
2F
∂Y 2
=
∂〈X〉
∂Y
=
1
βT
∂2logZ
∂Y 2
= βT (〈X2〉 − 〈X〉2) (3.9)
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Two of the most important quantities investigated in the magnetic systems in this thesis
are the magnetisation and the fluctuations in the magnetisation, given by the magnetic
susceptibility, χT . Since M is coupled with H as the conjugate variable then,
∂〈M〉
∂H
= βT (〈M2〉 − 〈M〉2). (3.10)
However, conventionally, the susceptibility and magnetisation are measured as the sus-
ceptibility per spin and magnetisation per spin, so that:
〈m〉= 1
N
〈 N∑
i=0
si
〉
(3.11)
χT = βTN(〈m2〉 − 〈m〉2). (3.12)
In the simulations, temperature is in energy units [18] of kBT/J . The Boltzmann
constant, kB is taken to be 1. The heat capacity is found by equation 3.13, which is
the first derivative of the internal energy with respect to temperature.
c =
∂〈E〉
∂T
=
kBβ
2
T
N
(〈E2〉 − 〈E〉2) (3.13)
3.1 Markov chain and Markov process
As mentioned previously, there is a subset of states that need to be sampled based on
their Boltzmann weighting to eventually obtain the time averaged physical quantity
〈Q〉approx. The Markov process generates the set of states, where state B is generated
from state A with the transition probability P(A→ B), which obeys the following two
rules:
• the transition probabilities do not vary over time and
• depends only on the configuration of state A and B, and not any other state.
The sequence of states generated by successive application of the Markov process is
known as the Markov chain.
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There are constraints on the simulations which ensure the states generated obey
the Boltzmann distribution, known as ergodicity and detailed balance and these are
explained in the next two sections.
3.2 Ergodicity
The probability of a transition from state A to another state B must satisfy the closure
relation: ∑
B
P (A→ B) = 1 (3.14)
This avoids a high number of rejected states, though P (A→ A) is also allowed (this is
to say there is a finite probability that the system remains in state A).
Ergodicity ensures that all states should be accessible from any other state through
a finite number of intermediate states if the simulation is given a long enough time to
run. If this were otherwise, then equation (3.14) could be zero. Ergodicity demonstrates
that there must be at least one accessible pathway to get from state A to B, which
obeys Boltzmann statistics, as required in this thesis.
3.3 Detailed Balance
Detailed balance ensures that upon reaching equilibrium, the desired distribution is
generated and pA is attained for any state A when the simulation is run for long enough.
For this to be the case, equation (3.15) must hold [18]:
pA =
∑
B
pBP (B → A) (3.15)
where the closure relation has been incorporated in this expression. This indicates that
the overall rate at which transitions occur from state A is equal to the overall rate for
which transitions occur to state A (i.e. on average, A to B transitions take place as
often as B to A).
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As a result of the detailed balance condition and ergodicity, the transition proba-
bilities should satisfy expression (3.16):
P (A→ B)
P (B → A) =
pB
pA
= exp(−βT (EB − EA)) (3.16)
Using the Boltzmann distribution is specific to this study, such that the ratio of the
probability of being in state B to that in state A is set to a Boltzmann distribution.
This would differ depending on the distribution of interest. I only focus on classical
MC methods in this thesis, but quantum MC methods differ here since the distribution
is not known and has to be solved for [195]. Quantum MC methods are however, more
accurate in obtaining the variational energy of the system since parameters can be
altered in the trial wavefunctions of the Hamiltonian to minimise the error in this value
[196].
3.4 Metropolis algorithm
The Metropolis algorithm was introduced by Metropolis et. al. in 1953 [197]. This
method uses a set of selection probabilities g(A → B), to generate a new state B and
then a set of acceptance ratios, A(A → B), are chosen to decide whether to reject or
accept the new state. If the state is accepted then the system is updated to this new
state otherwise it remains in its present state A and this is repeated continuously.
For each of the possible states B, g(A→ B) is set to 1
N
(since there are N selection
probabilities in a system size N with single spin flips). As P (A → B) = g(A →
B)A(A → B) and P (B → A) = g(B → A)A(B → A), then the detailed balance
condition, as shown in equation 3.16, becomes [18],
A(A→ B)
A(B → A) = exp(−βT (EB − EA)). (3.17)
This specific choice of the acceptance ratio defines the Metropolis algorithm, where one
of the acceptance ratios can be set to one to maximise the acceptance rate. This is
chosen to be the most favourable transition, i.e. going from a state of high energy to
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low energy.
Below is an outline of the single spin flip Metropolis Monte Carlo method used in
the simulations in 7 steps:
1. Evaluate the energy, EA, of the initial state A of the system.
2. Pick a random spin and flip the spin temporarily. For an Ising spin, the spin flip
is a simple case of flipping the spin antiparallel to its current direction, whilst
for XY and Heisenberg spins, a random angle of the spin is chosen and polar
co-ordinates are used to find the cartesian equivalents.
3. Evaluate the new energy of the system, EB.
4. If EB ≤ EA, then A(A→ B) is set to one and the transition is always accepted.
5. If EB > EA, then A(A→ B) = exp(−βT (EB −EA)), which means the transition
could be accepted as long as this value is greater than some uniform random
number generated, z (such that 0 ≤ z < 1), otherwise it is rejected.
6. If the flip is accepted set EA=EB and update the spin configuration of the system
permanently. If it is rejected then EA=EA and do not change the spin configura-
tion.
7. Repeat the steps from point 2 onwards.
Since single spin flip dynamics have been chosen to carry out the Metropolis method,
then the difference in state A to the next state B is by the flip of one spin. The al-
gorithm can equally be implemented with multiple spin flips at once or with cluster
updates. Multiple spin flips in frustrated systems are often known as loop algorithms.
Loop algorithms are particularly useful at low temperature when the dynamics of a sys-
tem are slow and single spin flips are too high in energy. The MDG state, mentioned
in chapter 2 was found using a numerical loop algorithm [178]. Given that this state
could not be found using single spin flips emphasises how important it can be to sample
the low temperature system with loop updates. The loop algorithm used to determine
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some of the results in chapter 4 is explained in the next section.
Since the Metropolis algorithm follows the Boltzmann distribution, then the system
will always sample near the lowest energy configuration over time. Time, in these
simulations, is measured by the number of Monte Carlo steps per spin (MCS/s). A
single MCS is following the 7 steps above (i.e. undergoing a single spin flip attempt),
1 MCS/s is undergoing N×MCS (i.e. the number of spin flip attempts should be the
order of the system size). It is after 1 MCS/s that a physical quantity of the system
is observed. This is to allow an opportunity for every spin to undergo the Metropolis
algorithm. Increasing the MCS and MCS/s increases the validity of the results as the
system is thoroughly sampled. For most of the simulations in this thesis, I use 105
MCS/s for observations, which is to say that a physical quantity is extracted 105 times,
summed together and then averaged. Equilibration of the energy as a function of MC
time for the main system in each project can be found in appendix B. The number of
equilibration MCS/s are justified by these results.
3.5 Simulations of classical spin models on the
pyrochlore lattice
The following sections are dedicated to the simulation and analytical methods used
with the Monte Carlo simulations for investigating the system in chapter 4.
3.5.1 Ewald summation
The Ewald method [198] is used to help evaluate the energy of states more efficiently
when long range interactions are considered in a system. In chapter 4, magnetic
monopoles in a “spin-like” system are investigated and therefore long range Coulombic
interactions between these magnetic charges are of interest in the Ewald summation.
Therefore I will briefly summarise the basic theory of this method.
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Figure 3.1: A schematic of the two fast converging potentials which sum to the direct
space of the electrostatic potential. The real point charges are shown on the left side of
the equation. On the right side of the equation, the left figure is the real point charges
with a Gaussian charge distribution of opposite sign added to it φb, whilst the right
figure is the Gaussian charge distribution of the point charges φa [167].
The total energy of the system is determined by the Coulombic energy, UC , between
N magnetic charges (considered as point charges), qi, which is given by:
UC =
1
2
N∑
i=1
qiφi. (3.18)
φi is the electrostatic potential,
φi =
N∑
j=1
µ0qj
4pirij
, (3.19)
where the summation is for j 6= i, rij is the separation between the magnetic charge
of interest and the magnetic charge it is interacting with. Obtaining the electrostatic
potential is very slow and inefficient for all the point charges i in the system as there are
a vast number of interactions. The Ewald summation solves this problem by splitting
the slow converging total potential, φi, into the sum of two fast converging potentials
given by:
φi = φa + φb (3.20)
See figure 3.1 for a depiction of this equation.
The system is treated with periodic boundaries and each point charge is considered
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to be the centre of a spherical Gaussian charge distribution with a density ρ(r),
ρ(r) = qt
(η
pi
)3/2
exp
(−ηr2) , (3.21)
where qt is the total charge associated with a point charge and η is the range parameter
(width of the Gaussians) which should be chosen carefully to ensure both sums (φa and
φb) converge rapidly [2] (usually chosen to be 1 [167]).
One of the fast converging potentials, φa, is a continuous series of Gaussian charge
distributions of each charge site, which have the same signs as those of the real point
charges. Since the electrostatic potential is calculated for j 6= i, then the charge distri-
bution at the site of interest i does not contribute to the potential φa (or φb) and hence
this potential, φself , is subtracted from φ
′
a (where φ
′
a is the potential φa before φself is
subtracted).
The other fast converging potential, φb, consists of a lattice of point charges with
opposite sign Gaussian distributions superimposed on the real point charges, which
yields a net neutrality over the system. It can already be deduced that by adding the
Gaussian distribution in φa (the same charge as the real point charges), to the opposite
sign Gaussian distribution in φb, that the two potentials will cancel and result in the
real point charges remaining from φb. So this method is not altering the system, it is
just a manipulation of it.
To ensure the convergence of these two potentials is fast, both potentials are depen-
dent on the width of the Gaussian peaks, η and whilst φa is evaluated in Fourier space,
φb is evaluated in direct space.
To begin the derivation of φa, the Fourier series of φ
′
a and the charge density ρ(r)
are:
φ′a =
∑
G
cG exp (iG · r) (3.22)
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and
ρ(r) =
∑
G
ρG exp (iG · r) (3.23)
where G is 2pi times a vector in the reciprocal lattice.
The Poisson equation combines these two equations by the relationship:
∇2φ′a = −4piρ(r) (3.24)
and it is then possible to solve for the coefficient, cG, in equation 3.22 by inserting
equation 3.22 and 3.23 into equation 3.24,
cG =
4piρG
G2
. (3.25)
The next step is to integrate the charge density over a single cell multiplied by
exp(−iG · r) over all space. This is possible by multiplying both sides of equation 3.23
by exp(−iG · r), substituting in ρ(r) for a single cell, where r is replaced with r − rt
and integrating over all space.
ρG∆ =
∫
allspace
∑
t
ρ(r) exp (−iG · r) .dr (3.26)
ρG∆ =
∫
allspace
∑
t
qt
(η
pi
)3/2
exp
(−η (r − rt)2) exp (−iG · r) .dr (3.27)
where ∆ is the volume of one unit cell. With some mathematical manipulation, equation
3.27 yields the Fourier transform of ρ(r), which is ρ(G), in terms of the structure factor
S(G) (Fourier transform of the correlation function).
ρG∆ = S(G) exp
(−G2/4η) , (3.28)
where S(G) =
∑
qt
exp (−iG · r). Substituting equations 3.28 and 3.25 into φ′a in
equation 3.22 gives,
φ′a =
∑
G
4pi
∆
G−2S(G) exp
(
iG · r− (G2/4η)) (3.29)
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and when at the origin, r = 0, which gives:
φ′a =
∑
G
4pi
∆
G−2S(G) exp
(−(G2/4η)) . (3.30)
φself is the interaction of the point charges with the Gaussian charge distribution
surrounding it. Using the Poisson equation with spherical coordinates at the reference
point i (r = 0), φself is given by:
φself =
∫ ∞
0
(
4pir2dr
)
(ρ/r) (3.31)
= 2qi
(η
pi
)1/2
. (3.32)
Therefore, overall φa = φ
′
a − φself as shown below,
φa =
4pi
∆
∑
G
S(G)G−2 exp
(−G2/4η)− 2qi (η
pi
)1/2
, (3.33)
where qi is the charge on the diamond lattice point of interest.
The other potential, φb, required to obtain φi is evaluated in direct space at the
reference point. Unlike φa, the self interaction is not subtracted from the potential
because the tails of the Gaussian distributions from surrounding point charges overlap
with this site. It is also important to take into account the surrounding Gaussian
distributions of opposite charge. One can summarise that these contributions pertain
to:
ql
[ 1
rl
− 1
rl
∫ rl
0
ρ(r)dr−
∫ ∞
rl
ρ(r)
r
dr
]
. (3.34)
The first term is from the point charges themselves, where ql is the charge on the
site and rl is a particular radius around the point charge. The second term is from
the surrounding spherical point charges which have their Gaussian distribution tails
overlapping within the radius rl from the site of interest. The third term is from the
remaining end of the oppositely charged Gaussian distributions that lay outside rl.
Determining the interaction of point charges with a surrounding Gaussian charge
distribution has already been found for φself (equation 3.31) and the same principal
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is applied to φb, which has an oppositely charged Gaussian distribution from the real
point charges. Therefore, it is again necessary to use the Poisson equation for a charge
at the origin rl = 0. In the mathematical steps between equations 3.31 and 3.32, there
is an error function generated erf(
√
ηr) where erf(x) = 2√
pi
∫ x
0
exp(−u2)du. In this
case, because the charges are of an opposite sign, the error function is erfc(
√
ηr) ≡
1− erf(√ηr) as shown below.
φb =
∑
l
ql
rl
erfc
(
η1/2rl
)
(3.35)
such that,
erfc(x) =
(
2√
pi
)∫ ∞
x
exp
(−u2) du (3.36)
Overall, the Ewald summation, showing the total potential of the magnetic charge
of interest in a field caused by all its surrounding magnetic charges, is given by:
φi =
[
4pi
∆
∑
G
S(G)G−2 exp
(
−G
2
4η
)
− 2qi
(η
pi
) 1
2
]
+
[∑
l
ql
rl
erfc
(
η
1
2 rl
)]
(3.37)
where the two fast converging sums, φa and φb, are distinguished by the square brackets
in equation 3.37.
3.5.2 The Worm Algorithm
Single spin flips are not always sufficient to obtain the lowest energy configuration of
a system, particularly at low temperatures and at the critical point [199]. This is be-
cause using these dynamics with a low thermal energy is unfavourable when sampling
between low energy states that can only be accessed via the creation of an excitation.
Single spin flips that would introduce an excitation in the system are more likely to be
rejected by the Metropolis algorithm at these temperatures and hence the numerous
rejections slow the dynamics of the simulation. In my experience and more generally,
even when an update is accepted to form the excitation, if that spin is chosen again,
the likelihood is that it will flip back to its original state so that over time no change
in the configuration of the system occurs. This means it is not possible to sample the
configurational space at the current energy of the system and therefore requires another
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method which can sample the lower energy states at low temperatures and within the
critical region.
In spin ice, there is a six-fold degenerate ground state and to access each degenerate
state would require at least the consecutive spin flip of six spins making a hexagonal
loop (see figure 3.2).
Figure 3.2: The smallest spin flip loop that can be implemented in spin ice. Only
the blue and green spins contributing to the hexagonal loop are shown, whilst all other
spins on each tetrahedron have been omitted from the diagram for clarity. Image taken
from reference [200].
The hexagonal loop is the smallest spin flip loop that can be made in spin ice [201]
that will not cost any overall energy but change the spin configuration. Loops gener-
ated from the worm algorithm can be much longer, particularly in 3d systems such as
the pyrochlore with periodic boundaries. In these cases, there are a greater number of
loops produced from closing after crossing the periodic boundary of the system (wind-
ing loops), than there are short loops produced from loops closing before passing the
periodic boundary (non-winding loops) [201].
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The worm algorithm uses a looping method as shown above to sample the energy
configuration [199, 202, 203], however, unlike general loop algorithms, the worm algo-
rithm samples alternating orientations of spins (specific definition relating to spin ice
Ising spins) [201]. For instance, if a spin pointing toward the centre of a tetrahedron
is denoted by i and a spin pointing away from the centre is denoted by −i; then in
the simulations, if a worm enters a tetrahedron via a spin with orientation i, it is pre-
determined to exit the tetrahedron via a spin with orientation −i [201]. This loop ends
when it reaches the initial spin.
The difference in the resulting configurations produced by using these updating
methods (a general loop algorithm and the worm algorithm), is made most evident
when magnetic excitations are present in the spin ice system. For a general loop algo-
rithm, the net magnetic charges residing on the diamond lattice from a three-in one-out
or one-in three-out configuration of the respective pyrochlore spin lattice can change
between updates. For instance, diamond site 10 could have a +1 net charge and after a
loop update, have a −1 net charge. This is because a three-in one-out tetrahedron can
become a one-in three-out tetrahedron. This is not possible using the worm algorithm
due to the constraint that flipping an “in” spin must be followed by flipping an “out”
spin and vice versa. Therefore, the charge on the respective diamond site will remain
unchanged whilst the spin configuration is sampled. The worm algorithm is used to
sample the spin configuration of the monopole crystal at low temperatures and low
chemical potential and it is because of its ability to conserve the net magnetic charge
on the diamond lattice that it has supported the remarkable result in chapter 4.
In brief, a simple worm algorithm works by creating two defects in the system and
moving them around in a random walk independently of one another until they meet
at the same vertex and annihilate one another [199, 204]. To do this, one chooses
the defect υ to move with a probability P , otherwise the other defect is chosen. A
neighbouring site υ′ of the chosen defect is then uniformly and randomly chosen and
an update is proposed to move υ → υ′ and to change the occupation status of the
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edge υυ′. With the configuration A, the new status of the edge should increase the
worm by A → A∆υυ′. A∆υυ′ denotes the symmetric difference of A with υυ′ [204],
which means if υυ′ has an existing edge, it will be deleted by this update. Lastly is
to apply the Metropolis acceptance criterion to the update proposal and if it is ac-
cepted then all the steps are repeated until the neighbouring site of υ is υ′ = ν, where
ν is the other defect (both defects annihilate) and observables can then be measured.
This example is simple though requires non-local connectivity queries to determine the
cyclomatic number is changing, which controls the minimum number of edges that
need to be deleted to make the system cycle-free [204]. A self-avoiding algorithm can
be used instead known as the colouring algorithm, which does not require these queries.
Overall the worm algorithm increases the configurational space that is sampled and
is a solution to the dynamical issues which arise with single spin flip dynamics.
3.5.3 Autocorrelation functions
To analyse the fluctuations in the magnetisation in the Ising model, Barkema and New-
man [203] used the following time displaced autocorrelation expression, χT :
χT =
∫
dt′[m(t)− 〈m〉][m(t+ t′)− 〈m〉] (3.38)
where m(t) is the instantaneous magnetisation at time t, 〈m〉 is the statistical aver-
age magnetisation over Monte Carlo time and m(t + t′) is the magnetisation after a
time lapse t′ from t. From this equation, one can obtain how the spin configuration
changes over time. If the orientations of the spins fluctuate in random arrangements
relative to their neighbouring spins then this number will be < 0, but if it is > 0 then
there are correlated fluctuations (i.e. spins fluctuate in similar arrangements relative
to neighbouring spins). For example, consider the Ising model, if all spins in a region
collectively fluctuate between the +z direction and the −z direction, then these spins
are correlated; whilst if the fluctuation of spins in another region were such that some
spins randomly align parallel and others align antiparallel to one another, these spins
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are not correlated. Integrated over time, χT is between 1 or 0, where 1 represents cor-
relation and 0 denotes disorder.
The autocorrelation function is known as a one-site, two-time method, which as
described, identifies the configuration of the spins (or other properties such as magnetic
charges) at time t = 0 and later at a time t = t+ t′. In this thesis, the autocorrelation
method is slightly modified from that used by Barkema and Newman to not only
monitor the order/disorder of spins, but also that of magnetic charges in the “spin
ice-like” system presented in chapter 4.
3.5.4 Neutron scattering and the Coulomb phase
The ground state of spin ice is known to be a Coulomb phase. To date, it has been
accepted that the Coulomb phase is defined by the following characteristics [205]:
1. Each spin can be mapped onto a signed flux directed along a bond in a bipartite
lattice.
2. The sum of the incoming fluxes at each vertex (parent lattice) is zero – i .e.
divergence free. In the case of pyrochlore structures, this means the total magnetic
flux entering a tetrahedron is equal to the flux leaving it such that it satisfies:
∇ ·B = 0 (3.39)
3. The spin system has no long range order and behaves “liquid-like”.
Due to the degeneracy of the ice rule states for each tetrahedron, the magnetic mo-
ments in the spin ice system are free to fluctuate so that each tetrahedron accesses the
6 degenerate ground states. As mentioned in section 3.5.2, this is possible by a closed
hexagonal “loop” of single spin flips [206] or longer [167]. These dynamics are such
that the configuration is altered but the overall energy remains the same upon closure
of the loop. These dynamics mean that the spin ice phase behaves as a cooperative
paramagnet.
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One signature of the presence of a Coulomb phase, is through the famous pinch
points in the diffuse neutron scattering [138, 207]. Neutron scattering is a method used
to study the structural and magnetic correlations in materials. This technique is useful,
since the beams of radiation used to probe the material consist of neutrons, which do
not interact with the charge of the electrons from the atoms in the target sample. This
is because neutrons do not have an electrical charge and hence, unlike electrons used
in X-ray diffraction, the scattering length of neutrons is not particularly related to the
atomic number [208]. However the different scattering lengths can be used to distin-
guish isotopes, which become important when dealing with rare earths like dysprosium,
which naturally have seven isotopes [209].
Neutron scattering can probe the static and dynamical magnetic correlations of a
material as neutrons can interact with the spin of unpaired electrons [210]. This is
since neutrons carry a magnetic moment (spin-1
2
) and hence have an associated mag-
netic field. Spin correlations in experimental systems are used to produce plots of the
magnetic structure factor, defined as the fourier transform of the spin-spin correlation
function. This can simply be translated into computational simulations by knowing the
location and vectors of the spins of the systems being simulated. A brief outline of the
theory of neutron scattering can be found in appendix C.
The plots of the intensity of the magnetic structure factor as a function of the scat-
tering vector are chosen to be in the (00l) and (hh0) plane, where k = h, for studying
the rare earth pyrochlore spin structure. This is because this plane contains a number
of high symmetry points in the underlying lattice and therefore bright spots can be
obtained in the neutron scattering figures. The (00l) and (hh0) plane has also been
used in previous results found for spin ice (see figure 3.3) and therefore comparison with
these results can be made.
Diffuse patterns are of lower intensity than the Bragg peaks and arise from local
magnetic spin order. Fennell et. al. conducted experimental and Monte Carlo simulated
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neutron scattering on a spin ice material [138]. The intensity of the magnetic struc-
ture factor calculated using nearest neighbour interactions is displayed in figure 3.3
capturing some key features which are shown in the experimental results. The dipolar
Figure 3.3: Simulated diffuse pattern of the spin flip component in nearest neighbour
neutron scattering for Ho2Ti2O7. This is calculated for the (hhl) plane, where k = h.
The red coloured areas are the most intense magnetic scattering regions, whilst the blue
coloured areas are the least intense. Image taken from reference [25]
.
model, however, is required for the true results. The red areas are the most intense
magnetic scattering regions and the blue regions are the least intense. The Bragg peaks
in the experimental plot of the structure factor of Ho2Ti2O7 are said to be nuclear and
have no magnetic component [25]. This is due to the degeneracy of the ice rule states.
However, when a magnetic field is applied in the [110] direction then the ground state
symmetry is broken and the diffuse pattern disappears, leaving q = 0 magnetic Bragg
peaks unique to ferromagnetic interaction [211].
As has been mentioned, a Coulomb phase must have divergence free plaquettes,
which is consistent with the two-in two-out topological constraint in spin ice. The local
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two-in two-out configuration means that the relationship of the susceptibility with the
scattering function [38] causes a vanishing scattering near the zone-centre [205] which
are known as pinch points in reciprocal space (see figure 3.3 at the centres of the “bow-
ties”). To obtain perfect singularities in the diffuse pattern would require observing
infinite correlations in real space, however, due to exceptions in the topological con-
straints of a real finite spin ice system, this is not a perfect singularity [3].
The correlation between spins greater than nearest neighbours are weak [212] and
hence magnetic order found by neutron scattering, is only from the local two-in two-out
constraint in the system. These correlations do not decay exponentially as in a liquid-
like state, but rather by a power-law, which makes the system appear to have long
ranged dipolar interactions. The long range nature actually derives from tetrahedra in
adjacent (100) planes being antiferromagnetically correlated [212], which only occurs
when the spin configuration is in the ground state.
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Magnetic monopole crystal
It is known that as spin ice is cooled down, monopoles disappear because the ground
state has a two-in, two-out spin configuration. However, what if cooling down meant
an increase in the number of monopoles? What would the ground state be then?
4.1 From the spin ice phase to a monopole crystal
In this project, jointly conducted by Peter Holdsworth’s group in E´cole Normale Supe´rieure
(ENS), Lyon, France and our group in UCL, London, we have investigated the ground
state of a model system similar to spin ice, but filled with singly charged magnetic
monopoles. To alter the nature of the ground state from spin ice, our model utilises the
chemical potential (µ) in the grand canonical ensemble, which controls how favourable
it is to form a pair of magnetic monopoles. By using µ as a varying parameter and
the temperature, a ground state filled with magnetic monopoles can be achieved when
starting from a spin ice configuration. Our model excludes double charges so we ex-
plicitly investigate a singly charged system. This means we do not allow the all-in or
all-out spin configurations in our classical system, which consequently means we use a
fourteen vertex model rather than the sixteen vertex model as in spin ice.
Due to the constraint in the spin configurations, our model is not physical, how-
ever the results are valuable to real systems. This is because it was thought that the
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Coulomb phase (see section 3.5.4) was only exhibited in systems with no long range
interactions [205], whilst this investigation demonstrates the Coulomb phase can be
observed in a system with long range order and completely filled with magnetic charges
[213]. The possibility of this result is shown to be through fractionalisation of the mag-
netic moments in our model, making it possible for the coexistence of two magnetic
phases. This understanding could be of interest in studies of real systems such as the
disputed nature of quantum spin ices e.g. Tb2Ti2O7, where experimental analysis yields
contradicting results.
4.2 Our analytical approach to the monopole
crystal
A system of a fixed number of charges on the diamond lattice has an internal energy
given by the sum of the pairwise Coulomb energies, UC . However, we are interested
in a system where the number of charges is free to vary. Therefore we must work in
the grand canonical ensemble, in which the internal energy is given by the Legendre
transform of UC according to the equation:
UL = UC − µNc. (4.1)
We refer to this as the “Landau Energy”, UL, where µ is the chemical potential in
the grand canonical ensemble (this has a negative value by definition) and Nc is the
number of monopoles in the system.
The energy cost in creating a monopole pair in a vacuum is 2µ. Since µ determines
the potential of the system to do work through change, then by making µ less negative,
is to drive the formation of magnetic monopoles in the system. This can be understood
using equation 4.1 where the µNc term (or the energy cost in creating monopoles)
becomes less negative with a less negative µ and hence decreases the value of UL. With
decreasing |µ|, more excitations are introduced and a system fully occupied with double
charged monopoles form (the ground state for low |µ|) [38]. This was shown by den
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Hertog and Gingras [184] and is represented in figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: The phase diagram for the spin ice pyrochlore structure, in the
T/Dnn − Jnn/Dnn plane. The constants Jnn and Dnn are the nearest neighbour ex-
change and dipolar interaction strengths, respectively. At positively large ratios of
Jnn/Dnn, the spin ice phase is the ground state, whilst low ratios produce the all-in
all-out antiferromagnetic state. The inset is a schematic of the ground state ice rule
obeying two-in, two-out tetrahedron. This image is taken from reference [184].
The phase diagram in figure 4.1 is in the temperature vs Jnn/Dnn plane. The con-
stants Jnn andDnn are the nearest neighbour exchange and dipolar interaction strengths,
respectively and it is clear to see that their ratio at low temperatures determine the
ground state phase of spin ice. At high temperatures, the phase is considered to be a
fluid of monopoles.
The dipolar picture of spin ice can be related to the dumbbell model [186], such
that Jnn/Dnn is equivalent to |µ|. In the dumbbell model the magnetic moment is the
length of the diamond lattice constant, ad, which is ad =
√
3/2a (a is the length of
a unit cell in the pyrochlore) and the magnetic moment of the dumbbell is given by
u = qa˜, where a˜ is the separation of the point charges on the ends of the dumbbells.
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When a˜ → 0, one obtains the dipolar system which are point dipoles, whilst for the
dumbbell model a˜ = ad. Q is the total charge on a diamond site given by Q = 2u/a for
a singly charged monopole site, discussed earlier, J is the antiferromagnetic exchange
interaction for the pyrochlore and D is the dipolar interaction given by D = u2µ0/4pia
3.
To find the overall magnetic Coulomb interaction between charges on the diamond lat-
tice, it is necessary to evaluate how the poles on the ends of the dumbbells interact.
This includes needing to find the on-site Coulombic contribution (on a diamond site),
ν0, of the charge of interest. Holdsworth determines the relationship between Jnn/Dnn
and |µ| for the singly charged system we investigate in this project.
By excluding doubly charged diamond sites, the model has a chemical potential that
corresponds to:
|µ| = −ν0Q
2
2
= −
[
2J
3
+
8
3
[
1 +
√
2
3
]
D
]
(4.2)
Now using equation 4.2 and equation 4.3 below, where αM is the Madelung constant,
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3
+
8
3
(
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√
2
3
)
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αM
2
8
3
√
2
3
D, (4.3)
we can deduce that,
Jnn
Dnn
= −4
5
[
1 +
√
2
3
(
1− αM
2
)]
. (4.4)
In the left-most part of the phase diagram in figure 4.1 labelled AF, is the doubly
charged crystal with the all-in, all-out configuration. The arrangement of the doubly
charged crystal corresponds to a zincblende structure with 2+ and 2− charges deco-
rating the lattice (e.g. FeF3 [214]), which has a Madelung constant of αM = 1.638 and
both the anion and cation have a four-fold coordination (see figure 4.2).
In this study, we exclude these double charges to analyse a system filled with single
charges. However, the single charges are related to the double charges in that they are
later shown to also form a crystal in the zincblende structure, but with 1+ and 1−
charges. Therefore the chemical potential for which this structure forms is given by
µ∗ < µ∗0 = αM/2 = 0.819. Using the Madelung constant in equation 4.4 to find
Jnn
Dnn
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Figure 4.2: A schematic of the zincblende structure, which corresponds to a 2+ cation
(black) and a 2− anion (white) each with four-fold coordination. A well known example
of this is ZnS (zincblende). Image taken from reference [215].
for the crossover from spin ice to a monopole zincblende crystal gives Jnn
Dnn
= −0.918.
This is a similar value for the crossover from spin ice to the doubly charged zincblende
structure (see figure 4.1) and hence the relationship between the singly charged crystal
and the doubly charged crystal imply that the observations made in our project were
likely to be similar to the phases shown for dipolar spin ice.
4.3 Numerical results
Monte Carlo methods with a combination of single spin flip dynamics and the worm
algorithm were used in most of these simulations. Existing Fortran 90 code created by
Jaubert included a Monte Carlo method with single spin flip dynamics, which specifi-
cally kept track of the charges on the diamond lattice, the Landau energy and ensured
the formation of doubly charged diamond sites were forbidden. My contribution to this
project has been to manipulate this code and include the evaluation of the density of
monopoles, the order parameter, the heat capacity and the spin and charge autocorrela-
tion functions. With my preliminary results using single spin flip dynamics, we decided
that the density and order parameter of the monopoles as shown in figures 4.3 and 4.5
should be generated using the worm algorithm at low temperatures. I simulated and
created the phase diagrams in figure 4.6 and the autocorrelation functions in figures
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4.9-4.11.
4.3.1 Measuring the charge density
To ensure that we create a monopole filled system we first define the density of monopoles,
ρm, in our system by equation 4.5:
〈ρm〉 = 〈Nc〉
Nd
(4.5)
where 〈Nc〉 is the statistical average (over Monte Carlo time) of charges in the system
and Nd is the number of diamond sites (the maximum number of sites available for
occupation by a charge). The density of monopoles depends on the chemical potential
and temperature since the configuration of the spins and charges are dependent on these
parameters. Note that from now on in this study, we refer to the reduced temperature,
T ∗ = kBT/|ϑ| and reduced chemical potential, µ∗ = µ/ϑ, where ϑ = −µ0Q2/4pia.
This is to generalise the results so they are irrespective of the material being analysed.
For instance, the simulations run in this project are specific to Dy2Ti2O7, due to the
requirement of the length of the unit cell, a, therefore we account for this by dividing
through by ϑ which is a quantity that includes the lattice constant of the material.
Figure 4.3 produced by Jaubert shows a plot of the statistical average density of
charges as the temperature is varied. Each line represents a different chemical potential
from µ∗ = 0.767 – 0.801. The simulations were run for a system size of L = 8 so that the
number of diamond sites were 8L3 = 4096. The system was equilibrated for teq = 10
4
MCS/s, observed for tobs = 10
5 MCS/s and averaged over 4 independent simulations.
We used the worm algorithm for 100 different temperatures between T = 0.2−0.6 K to
avoid inaccurate results from the slow dynamics in this temperature region. This con-
sisted of 50 worm updates every 10 MCS/s. The error bars are the standard deviation
of the 4 independent simulations.
Excluding the line for µ∗ = 0.801, we can see that as the temperature decreases,
the density of monopoles increases. This implies that when the chemical potential is
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Figure 4.3: Average density of charges 〈ρm〉, as a function of reduced temperature
T ∗. This is simulated for chemical potentials µ∗ = 0.767 (+), 0.778 (×), 0.784 (),
0.794 (), 0.801 (◦) with L = 8, teq = 104 MCS/s and tobs = 105 MCS/s and the worm
algorithm used at low temperatures for further thermal equilibration.
µ∗ < 0.801, then a monopole filled diamond lattice is the ground state of the system.
At high temperatures this is a system almost half filled with monopoles. It is clear to
see that as the chemical potential increases from µ∗ = 0.767, the gradient representing
the transition region from this half filled system to the fully filled monopole system,
becomes steeper. The error in these points also become larger between the independent
simulations.
When increasing the chemical potential to µ∗ & 0.801, the system favours the spin
ice vacuum as the ground state. This is when all the diamond sites have zero charges
with the two-in, two-out spin configuration. To add context, previous literature has
reported that the spin ice phase exists at µ∗ ≈ 1.42 when simulating Dy2Ti2O7 using
the dumbbell model [163] so we know that the spin ice phase extends from µ∗ =
0.801 – 1.42. Once again in the high temperature region, the density curve appears
to plateau to a similar density as for low |µ|. This is because, regardless of the value
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of µ, the high temperature region provides the system with a sufficient amount of
thermal energy to obtain randomly distributed magnetic charges, which is expected for
non-interacting, randomly orientated magnetic moments [145]. Since we use a 14 vertex
model as opposed to the 16 vertex model in spin ice (as we exclude the doubly degenerate
double charged sites), then we would expect the fraction of monopoles present in a
randomly distributed vertex system to be 8/14 ' 0.57.
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Figure 4.4: Average density of charges 〈ρm〉 vs T ∗ for higher temperatures than in
figure 4.3. Single spin flip Monte Carlo simulations were run using chemical potentials
µ∗ = 1.20 (N) and µ∗ = 0.40 (•) with L = 5, teq = 104 MCS/s and tobs = 105 MCS/s.
The plot shown in figure 4.4, is similar to the plot in figure 4.3 of the charge den-
sity vs temperature but I have included higher temperatures up to T ∗ = 4.90. Figure
4.4 also differs from figure 4.3 by the method of equilibration at low temperatures.
No worm algorithm was used as this plot is simply to demonstrate that higher tem-
peratures approach this value of µ∗ = 0.57. The system size is L = 5 so diamond
sites are 8L3 = 1000. The equilibration time was teq = 10
4 MCS/s, observed for
tobs = 10
5 MCS/s and was only observed for one independent simulation. Figure 4.4
shows the high temperature region for chemical potentials which favour two different
ground states: µ∗ = 1.20, which favours the spin ice state and µ∗ ≈ 0.40, which favours
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the monopole filled state. The 〈ρm〉 = 0.57 limit for a random distribution is indicated
on the plot by a dotted line. It is clear to see that the low |µ| system approximates
to this value at relatively lower temperatures than the high |µ|, but the high |µ| may
require considerably higher temperatures to plateau.
These charge density vs temperature results have shown the ground states change
with the chemical potential, which indicates that there are two different phases here.
Figure 4.3 shows that there is a possible phase boundary at around µ∗ ≈ 0.801. The
nature of these states, with different chemical potentials, are investigated further by
analysing the order parameter vs temperature in the next section.
4.3.2 Spin and charge order parameters
To measure the order of the monopoles in our diamond lattice, we need to define an
order parameter. The order parameter is a quantity which must be between 0 and
1, where 0 is completely disordered and 1 is completely ordered. Symmetry must be
broken for order to occur in a crystal structure. The pyrochlore lattice is bipartite,
so it has two sublattices, one consisting of “down” tetrahedra and the other consisting
of “up” tetrahedra. When one type of monopole charge (e.g. +1) is located on one
sublattice and the other charge (e.g. −1) is on the other sublattice, then symmetry
is broken in the pyrochlore structure, which implies ordering. Due to the mapping of
the pyrochlore and the diamond lattice, there are consequently two sublattices for the
diamond lattice and hence order can be identified using the same methodology as in
the pyrochlore structure. We have chosen the diamond lattice in our simulations to find
the order of magnetic charges in our model. It is therefore necessary that our order
parameter takes into account both the sublattice type and the magnitude of the charge.
The normalisation of the charge order parameter was debated as there is information
which can be drawn from normalising with the number of diamond sites rather than the
number of charges in the system and vice versa. This gives rise to two slightly different
definitions of the charge order parameter, where equation 4.6 is normalising with the
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number of charges, OPC and equation 4.7 with the number of diamond sites, OPD.
OPC =
〈∣∣∣∣∣ 1Nc
Nd∑
i=1
qi∆i
∣∣∣∣∣
〉
(4.6)
OPD =
〈∣∣∣∣∣ 1Nd
Nd∑
i=1
qi∆i
∣∣∣∣∣
〉
(4.7)
The order parameter is dependent on T ∗ and µ∗, since the configuration of the spins
and charges are dependent on T ∗ and µ∗. The charge on each diamond site is denoted
by qi and the sublattice type is assigned a value ∆i, which is either +1 or −1. This
order parameter demonstrates that when a particular sign of charge is on one sublat-
tice then the summation will result in ±Nc, however to ensure the order parameter is
between 0 and 1, we find the modulus of the summation and divide by the number of
charges. When there are no charges in the system then all qi = 0 and the order param-
eter is zero. Even though this state is not necessarily disordered, the order parameter
only measures the order of the charges providing they are actually present in the system.
The disadvantage of normalising to the number of charges in the order parameter
(as in equation 4.6) is that whether there are for example, 2, 50 or 500 positive and
negative charges on opposite sublattices, all three would return OPC = 1 correspond-
ing to 100% charge order. This would mean our order parameter does not provide any
information on the scale of order in the system and hence must be analysed alongside
the density of monopoles result. The issue can be alleviated by normalising with the
number of diamond sites, Nd (as in equation 4.7). However then we would have the
issue that even with a 90% filling of magnetic monopoles with opposite charges on op-
posite sublattices would return an order parameter OPD < 1 as all the diamond sites
would not be filled. The phase diagrams in this report were created using OPC , whilst
every other result presented in this chapter in regards to the order parameter uses OPD†.
†This was an accidental approach but as will be seen later, the results from the two definitions
provide results which are not too dissimilar to one another except in one instance explained in section
4.3.3 of this thesis.
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Figure 4.5, produced by Jaubert shows a plot of the order parameter vs T ∗. Each
line of points corresponds to a different chemical potential and these are the same µ∗
used in the charge density plot in figure 4.3. The simulation details were the same used
to create figure 4.3 and were plotted using the same temperature range. The density
Figure 4.5: Monopole order parameter, OPD, vs T ∗ for µ∗ = 0.767 (+), 0.778 (×),
0.784 (), 0.794 () and 0.801 (◦). The simulation details here are the same as was
used for the density plot in figure 4.3.
results show that for µ∗ < 0.801 with low T ∗, that the density of monopoles is at its
greatest, but figure 4.5 shows that this phase is also ordered with OPD → 1. When the
temperature increases, the density and ordering of the monopoles decrease to OPD → 0.
At approximately µ∗ = 0.801 and above, where the vacuum/ spin ice phase is the most
favoured ground state, the order parameter is zero as there are no charges. Increasing
the temperature at these chemical potentials increases the density of monopoles but
barely increases the order parameter. This is not to say that there is necessarily more
order in these higher temperature states compared with the spin ice ground state, but
rather is an artefact of the definition of the order parameter (given by equation 4.7),
which highlights its limitations.
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4.3.3 Chemical potential – temperature phase diagrams
We summarise all the phase changes identified in the previous section with phase di-
agrams that I produced. Several plots of 〈ρm〉 vs T ∗ are combined for different µ∗ to
obtain a 3d surface plot. The same is produced for the order parameter and the heat
capacity. By viewing this 3d surface in the T ∗ − µ∗ plane, one can obtain the respec-
tive 2d density plots shown in figure 4.6. The density results are found using equation
4.5, the order parameter results are found using equation 4.6 and the heat capacity
(at a fixed external field, where H = 0 in this case), CH , is found using the statistical
definition:
CH =
βT
T
〈〈U2L〉 − 〈UL〉2〉 (4.8)
where 〈...〉 is the statistical average.
These phase diagrams were produced with data from a system size of L = 5 and
hence Nd = 1000, a simulation time teq = 10
4 MCS/s and tobs = 10
5 MCS/s and aver-
aged over one independent simulation. The temperature steps varied over the T ∗ range,
with more observations in the transition region. We used the pre-built interpolation
function in Wolfram Mathematica v9.0 [216], which interpolates the respective 〈ρm〉,
OPC and CH data in the T
∗ − µ∗ plane with an interpolation order of 0. The intensity
of 〈ρm〉, OPC and CH is indicated in the phase diagrams from red (highest intensity)
to yellow (lowest intensity). We tried higher orders of interpolation and they produced
less pixelated phase diagrams, however, these created unreal features in the plots such
as a line of intense spots along T ∗ ≈ 1.
The density phase diagram shown in figure 4.6 (a) and the heat capacity phase
diagram shown in figure 4.6 (c) indicate three phase regions. In figure 4.6 (a), region I
is the state of the system filled with monopoles and hence the dark red colour, whilst
region III is yellow, indicating the spin ice state which has no monopoles. With high
T ∗, region II is considered a dense charge gas (or liquid). It is not clear whether region
II is in fact a separate phase, as the evidence for a coexistence curve is ambiguous
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 4.6: Phase diagrams of the modified spin ice system for the (a) density, (b)
order parameter and (c) heat capacity of the monopoles. Phase I in (a) and (c) indicate
the monopole crystal, whilst the order of the crystal is denoted as “a” in (b). Phase II in
(a) and (c) indicate a possible charge liquid. The order parameter only shows complete
disorder (denoted as b) in this liquid phase and phase III in (a) and (c) corresponds
to the Coulomb gas phase. Simulation details were: L = 5 such that Nd = 8L
3 = 1000,
teq = 10
4 MCS/s and tobs = 10
5 MCS/s.
from the heat capacity phase diagram. For spin ice, the literature shows the crossover,
from spin ice to the high temperature region, with a dotted line (see figure 4.1 [184]).
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This is because though it is difficult to violate the ice rules in the spin ice state by
spin flipping, the dynamics are very slow and absent of long range order. Therefore, as
the temperature increases, the spin ice state must be smoothly connected to the high
temperature paramagnetic phase [38].
The order parameter phase diagram in figure 4.6 (b) only shows two states which are
“a”, a completely ordered monopole crystal, and “b”, a completely disordered phase.
Similar results are shown in figure 4.5, where the results for µ∗ ≤ 0.801 were either
OPD ∼ 1 at low T ∗ or OPD ∼ 0 at high T ∗. It must be remembered that the order
parameter in figure 4.5 is defined by OPD whilst in figure 4.6 (b) the order parameter
is defined by OPC . Both definitions of the order parameter result in only two regions in
the phase diagram since regions II and III are considered disordered (the order param-
eter is set to zero for a system with no charges). Figure 4.5 shows a slight increase in
the order of the monopoles when µ∗ = 0.801 with increasing temperature. This is not
evident at the same chemical potential in the order parameter phase diagram shown
in figure 4.6 (b) because of the differing normalisation factors in the order parameter
definitions.
The heat capacity phase diagram (figure 4.6 (c)) shows a red line of points on a
background of low intensity data points. The red line of points correspond to the peak
in CH versus T
∗ plot for a range of low µ∗. Since each peak represents a transition
temperature, then this line of peaks help to confirm that there is a phase transition
from the monopole solid to the dense monopole gas. On the other hand, for high µ∗,
a faint shade of orange is observed, which may be an indication that there is a phase
transition from the monopole gas (region III) to the dense monopole gas/ liquid (region
II). This faint shaded feature also poses the question as to why there is a broadening
of these low intensity peaks with µ∗.
We are able to identify some differences for region II compared with the other two
regions by the 3χT results shown in section 4.3.7, which indicates a difference in mag-
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netic spin behaviour. However, the fact that there is a range of charge densities in
this region (i.e. the spectrum of colour) from the Coulomb gas to almost that of the
monopole crystal could indicate a more subtle explanation. No conclusive result on the
nature of region II can be drawn until further investigation.
The heat capacity phase diagram also indicates the order of transition. A tricritical
point is commonly known to be an indicator of where three-phase coexistence termi-
nates, but another definition is the point where a second order line of transition points
become first order [217]. In this plot the dark red point at µ∗ ' 0.78 is the tricritical
point. We used finite-size scaling on the maxima of the heat capacity and susceptibility
to classify the order of transition. It happens that the chemical potential window of
first order transitions is small (from 0.78 < µ∗ < 0.80) so that distinguishing first order
and tricritical behaviour is very difficult. This becomes more difficult when trying to
increase the system size beyond the correlation length due to the long range nature of
the Coulomb interactions. However, even with this difficulty, further work by Jaubert
has been conducted using finite-size scaling (see figure 4.7) to consider the nature of
the transitions.
Figures 4.7 (a) and (b) show finite size scaling‡ for the heat capacity at a particular
µ∗, Cµ, and the critical susceptibility, χc, with system sizes L = 2 up to L = 10. Each
point represents the peak/ maximum height of the respective quantities. These plots
show clearly that when µ∗ = 0.801 and the system size is larger than L = 4, the peak
heights in Cµ and χc remain fairly constant, which is consistent with the two-in two-
out configuration. This is because the density of the monopoles becomes so small that
compared with system size, the monopoles in the system no longer “feel” its bound-
aries/ finite size so that larger system sizes return the same response function. Whilst
with smaller system sizes, the scaling of the maxima are comparable with the chemical
potentials in the first order region. This could indicate that at low temperatures the
spin ice regime could exhibit the dynamics observed in the monopole crystal. We can
‡The simulation details for the finite size scaling is the same as was mentioned for figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.7: Finite-size scaling of the maxima of (a) the specific heat, Cµ and (b) the
susceptibility, χc as a function of linear system size, L, for µ
∗ = 0.490 (+), 0.654 (×),
0.768 (), 0.778 (), 0.784 (◦), 0.794 (•), 0.795 (4), 0.796 (N), 0.801 (>). This is
observed close to the low temperature phase boundary. The dashed line in (a) is the
cubic power law (∝ L3) appearing in the first order region for L > 4. The scaling
exponents ratio (c) α/ν and (d) γ/ν as a function of µ∗.
see the distinct gradient change in the plots when moving from the second order regime
to the first order regime, which occurs here for µ∗ > 0.784 and is consistent with our
results thus far. At µ∗ = 0.796 the scaling has a cubic law behaviour (peak height
∝ L3), which is characteristic of a first order phase transition [218]. The corresponding
scaling exponents, shown in figures 4.7 (c) and (d), reinforce the crossover in order of
transition with increasing µ∗, but also help us to identify a possible 3d Ising universality
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class for the system in the second order, continuous region of the phase diagram.
The heat capacity finite size scaling results were generated using equation 4.8 and
the critical susceptibility produced using equation 4.9.
χc =
1
NdT
〈M2c 〉 − 〈Mc〉2 (4.9)
The error bars in figures 4.7 (a) and (b) are the standard deviation σ over 4 independent
simulation outcomes. The error bars in figures 4.7 (c) and (d) represent a confidence
level of 90%, based on the statistical uncertainty of the data plotted in figures 4.7 (a)
and (b). A line of best fit function has been used in Wolfram Mathematica v9.0 [216]
to create the solid lines shown. It includes all the data points for a given µ∗ and each
data point is weighted by 1/σ2, where σ is the standard deviation.
4.3.4 Analytical investigation of the monopole crystal
The numerical simulations so far indicate that the tricritical point occurs at µ∗ ∼ 0.78
and the first order transitions terminate at µ∗ ∼ 0.80, however, the analytical investi-
gation initiated by Holdsworth, disagrees slightly with this result.
The Coulomb energy is a contributor to the Landau energy given in equation 4.1,
whilst a term known as the Madelung constant, αM , contributes to the Coulomb energy.
This constant is specific to the crystal structure and is defined as,
αiM =
∑
j
zj
rij/rnn
(4.10)
where the summation is for j 6= i, zj is the charge number/ coefficient of the interact-
ing monopole j, which multiplied by e, the elementary charge, gives the charge of the
monopole (q = ze) and rij is the separation between the two interacting monopoles
normalised by rnn.
As mentioned previously, the doubly charged system in the spin ice model has a
zincblende structure, where the coordination number of the 2+ and 2− ions is 4 in this
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structure, which is also the case for the sites on the diamond lattice. It was earlier
derived that the diamond lattice with single charges transitions from the spin ice phase
to the monopole crystal at αM/2 = 0.819 in our model. One can see that this result is
not µ∗ = 0.80 as predicted by our numerical simulations, but our simulations make a
good approximation.
4.3.5 Simulated magnetic neutron scattering
For our project we use neutron scattering simulations, produced by Banks, to identify
the nature of the magnetic correlations in our system. We simulated 2000 distinct
configurations in a system size L = 8, Nd = 4096 of the monopole crystal ground
state. This consists of three-in one-out and one-in three-out spin configurations of spin
(dumbbell) length S = 1. The result is an output of the structure factor S(Q), which
is shown in figure 4.8. Intense Bragg peaks at q = (220) and a lower intensity diffuse
pattern is observed. To show this diffuse pattern, the Bragg peaks had to be pictured
as contours superimposed on the diffuse scattering background. It is possible to see
from this figure, the resemblance of our results with the calculated nearest neighbour
results in figure 3.3 in chapter 2, which would suggest some similarities between the
spin ice system and our model.
The Bragg peaks at q = (220) are indicative of an all-in, all-out spin arrangement,
which is an ordered antiferromagnet. This is the same for antiferromagnetic FeFe3,
where the Bragg peaks appear due to the equivalent spins on every other tetrahedra
being aligned and hence ordered [38, 214], however, the diffuse scattering with pinch
points coincide with a disordered spin system.
The fact we have diffuse scattering with pinch points, as for a Coulomb phase, is
an indication of no long range spin order in the system and the vertices are divergence
free. However, the presence of antiferromagnetic Bragg peaks, corresponds to the all-in
all-out spin configuration, for which there is a non-zero divergence at each diamond
lattice site. Additionally, because the magnitude of magnetic charge on a diamond site
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Figure 4.8: Diffuse pattern of the spin flip component in simulated unpolarised neu-
tron scattering for the system in region I, the monopole crystal. The pyrochlore S(Q)
has been calculated by averaging over 2000 distinct monopole crystal ground states
with system size L = 8. The Bragg peaks at q = (220) have been plotted as contours
in grayscale superimposed on the contribution to S(Q) from the dipolar field due to
their relatively high intensity.
is defined by the summation of magnetic moments into and out of a tetrahedron, then
according to equation 2.5 in section 2, an all-in all-out configuration with spin length
of 1 should produce a double charge on the diamond site. However, as emphasised pre-
viously, these all-in, all-out states are disallowed in these simulations, to avoid double
charges.
In this monopole crystal state, the single charges are an ordered network on the
diamond sites, therefore the spin configuration should only consist of three-in one-out
and three-out one-in of every tetrahedron. However, these neutron scattering results
challenge this implication with the Bragg peaks and hence we consider the possibility
of the pseudo-spins§ of length 1 fractionalising into two parts: one which contributes
to the monopolar part of the system and the other which contributes to the dipolar
§The pseudo-spins are related to the real spins by equation 2.3 in chapter 2.
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part of the system. This leads to the following description of our model proposed by
Holdsworth [213]:
[Mij]
(a
u
)
= (−1,−1,−1, 1) =
(
−1
2
,−1
2
,−1
2
,−1
2
)
+
(
−1
2
,−1
2
,−1
2
,
3
2
)
, (4.11)
If we take [Mij]
(
a
u
)
= (−1,−1,−1, 1) as a three-out one-in tetrahedron, then −1
denotes a pseudo-spin pointing out of the tetrahedron and +1 denotes a pseudo-spin
pointing into the tetrahedron. The first term on the right side of equation 4.11 is the
monopolar part, Mm, given by
(−1
2
,−1
2
,−1
2
,−1
2
)
. This is an all-out state, which is
antiferromagnetic with half the originating spin length. Mm does not produce a dou-
bly charged site since the spins are half a unit length, therefore it will produce a singly
charged site. It is therefore, Mm that gives rise to the Bragg peaks in the neutron
scattering. The second term on the right side of equation 4.11 is for the dipolar part,
Md, given by
(−1
2
,−1
2
,−1
2
, 3
2
)
. This is a three-out one-in state but produces no mag-
netic charge since the spin pointing into the tetrahedron is 3 times the length of the
other three spins. Therefore, it is this fragmented part of our magnetic moments that
contribute to the divergence free signature in the neutron scattering.
Overall, our model can be described by:
Mij =Mm +Md (4.12)
4.3.6 Spin and charge autocorrelation functions
Spin and charge autocorrelation functions are calculated to confirm that the model
has spin dynamics with simultaneous charge order. With reference to equation 3.38 in
section 3.5.3, we formulated the following spin autocorrelation function, Γs(t) (equation
4.14):
Γs(t) =
〈
1
Ns
Ns∑
i=1
[Si(0)− 〈S(0)〉] [Si(t)− 〈S(t)〉]
〉
(4.13)
=
〈(
1
Ns
Ns∑
i=1
Si(0) Si(t)
)
− 〈S(0)〉 〈S(t)〉
〉
(4.14)
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Where Ns is the number of spins, Si(t) is the i
th spin value at time t and 〈S(t)〉
is the mean spin value of the system at time t. Since the overall magnetisation of the
spins in the pyrochlore structure must add up to zero, then the overall number of spins
with a +1 charge must be equal to the number of spins with a −1 charge. This means
that both 〈S(0)〉 and 〈S(t)〉 must be zero. Therefore, the expression for the spin auto-
correlation can be simplified to equation 4.15.
Γs(t) =
〈
1
Ns
Ns∑
i=1
Si(0) Si(t)
〉
(4.15)
The same principle applies to the autocorrelation function of the charges (see equation
4.16), however extra care must be taken here. Unlike the Ising spins on the pyrochlore
structure that we model, the charges on the diamond sites can take values +1, 0 or −1
rather than just −1 or +1, due to working in the grand canonical ensemble.
Γc(t) =
〈
1
Nc
Nc∑
i=1
qi(0) qi(t)
〉
(4.16)
This means that if the system were filled with vacuum sites and hardly fluctuated,
maintaining zero charges over time, the autocorrelation function would still return a
zero. This is not the correct measure as the system is technically ordered, however, our
aim with these results is to understand how the order of the charges vary given that
they are present in the system. Therefore, if there are no charges in the system then
there is no charge order to measure so a return of zero is appropriate. This conclusion
can be rationalised by the fact that zero charges are indistinguishable and hence, it is
not possible to determine the sublattice a vacuum site resides.
Figure 4.9 shows the spin and charge autocorrelation functions that I produced for
a system size L = 7 (Ns = 5488 and Nd = 2744) and teq = 10
4 MCS/s. Each point is an
average of 100 simulations of Γs(t) (blue line in figure 4.9) and 100 simulations of Γc(t)
(red line in figure 4.9). The total Monte Carlo time taken for the spin autocorrelation
to plateau varies depending on the chemical potential. An indication of this can be seen
by comparing the time ordinate of figure 4.9 (µ∗ = 0.41) with figure 4.10 (µ∗ = 0.90).
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An autocorrelation function will always start at 1 by virtue of the fact that si-
multaneous observations of the same classical variable will always yield identical re-
sults, 〈Si(0)Si(t)〉 = 1. When a spin is flipped the total correlation changes by
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Figure 4.9: Charge and spin autocorrelation functions vs MCS/s for T ∗ = 0.20 and
µ∗ = 0.41, which is in phase I of the phase diagram in figure 4.6. The solid lines
through the points are a guide for the eye. The dotted line indicates the asymptote
at Γs(t = ∞) = 1/4. The time scale for equilibration of the spins is relatively long
compared to higher µ∗, due to the slow dynamics in the monopole solid.
−2(Si(0) Si(t)). Therefore, the total correlation is updated after every spin flip but
since the change in order would not be significant with a single spin flip, we take an
observation of Γs(t) after N single spin flips (i.e. 1 MCS/s). For the charge autocorrela-
tion, the correlation of a charge at two times cannot be updated by just −2(qi(0) qi(t))
due to the possibility of zero charges and so the system is updated by recalculating∑Nc
i=1 qi(0) qi(t) after every 1 MCS/s.
It can be seen from figure 4.9 that when the chemical potential is small, the autocor-
relation of the charges is fixed at 1, which is expected considering the order parameter
at this temperature and chemical potential. This is also understandable with regards
to phase I of the phase diagram shown in figure 4.6. The decline in the spin autocor-
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relation plot shows that the spins fluctuate even though we have identified that the
charges remain ordered with a low chemical potential.
If we are then to look at the autocorrelation of the charges and the spins in phase
III of the phase diagram (figure 4.10), when the chemical potential is high, we see
that the spins and the charges are completely uncorrelated. This is understandable
as the charges present are few or none and the spins are fluctuating as the phase is a
constrained paramagnet sampling through the six degenerate ice rule configurations.
There are correlations in the ice rule obeying ground states but as all spins are of
equal length, the autocorrelation function cannot determine this. It is in 3χT vs T
plots that the differences between a paramagnet and a cooperative paramagnet can be
viewed as the magnetic fluctuations, which carry a magnetic moment, are proportional
to changes in the topological sector [219]. The results of this method is discussed in
the next section.
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Figure 4.10: Charge and spin autocorrelation functions vs MCS/s for T ∗ = 0.20 and
µ∗ = 0.90, which is in phase III of the phase diagram in figure 4.6. The dotted line
indicates the asymptote at Γs(t = ∞) = 1/4. The time scale for equilibration of the
spins is significantly faster than in phase I of the phase diagram.
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Lastly in figure 4.9, we observe that the autocorrelation of the spins decline to a
fixed value of Γs(t) = 1/4 over Monte Carlo time, which is quite remarkable. For there
to be a non-zero autocorrelation means that there is some correlated fluctuation. It
is through the the neutron scattering results and the expression derived from heuristic
reasoning in equation 4.11 that we can explain the limit of Γs(t = ∞) = 1/4 in figure
4.9. TheMd component involves a spin three times the length of the other three spins
on a tetrahedron, known as the “minority spin”. This minority spin can occupy any one
of the four sites on a tetrahedron and still ensure the divergence free criterion is satisfied
and hence supports the spin dynamic nature of our system. By equally choosing 1 of the
4 possible sites on the vertices of the tetrahedron to reside on, the spins in the system
are on average, ordered 1/4 of the time. The correlated fluctuation is mandatory for
the diamond sites to maintain the same charges on the same sites on average. We can
see how the constraint on the position of the minority spin relaxes with higher chemical
potentials in figure 4.11.
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Figure 4.11: Charge and spin autocorrelation functions vs MCS/s for T ∗ = 0.20 and
µ∗ = 0.57, which is in phase I of the phase diagram 4.6, but closer to the ‘monopole
crystal – spin ice vacuum’ phase boundary than µ∗ = 0.41 shown in figure 4.9. The
dotted line indicates the asymptote at Γs(t =∞) = 1/4.
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From figure 4.11, we can see that the spin autocorrelation plateaus to Γs(t) < 1/4.
This is because the system is not completely filled with monopoles at this chemical po-
tential and therefore, spins can fluctuate more freely than for a lower chemical potential
such as µ∗ = 0.41 shown in figure 4.9. We can see that when µ∗ = 0.57 in figure 4.11,
there is a sharp initial decline in the charge order and then the line plateaus.
Spin dynamics have been investigated using the autocorrelation functions before
but particularly for the spin ice system [163]. Separation of M-AM pairs create the
classical Dirac string of overturned dipole moments. These strings are not easy to
determine in the monopole solid phase due to entanglement but the dynamics in the
system are limited, particularly for T ∗ = 0.20 when monopoles are most likely to be
bound tightly together as pairs [191]. The constraint of removing double charges means
that only one of three spins can flip [185], e.g. for a tetrahedron with a three-in, one-
out spin configuration, only the three-in spins can be flipped without correspondingly
forming a doubly charged diamond site. This also means that monopole hopping or
creation/annihilation can only occur in one of the three neighbouring tetrahedra. We
have considered that on average monopoles remain on the same sites by annihilation
and instant creation. The static ability of the charges on the diamond sites would
require further investigation to support this hypothesis.
4.3.7 Susceptibility as a function of temperature
The neutron scattering results have identified our system to show both antiferromag-
netic and cooperative paramagnetic behaviour. Therefore we expect to see the charac-
teristic cusp in a susceptibility vs temperature plot, which appears as a consequence of
the presence of an antiferromagnetic phase. We have simulated χ vs T ∗ for a system
size L = 4 and hence Nd = 512. This was achieved by first annealing from high temper-
atures to the temperature of interest over a period of 105 MCS/s and then equilibrating
the system at temperature T for a further teq = 10
5 MCS/s. The data collection period
lasted 106 MCS/s where observations were made every 10 MCS/s. The worm algorithm
was also used to facilitate thermalisation by 50 worm updates every 10 MCS/s. The
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data is averaged over six independent simulations for each value of the parameter µ∗
and the error bars are the standard deviations of these six samples at each temperature.
Figure 4.12, produced by Jaubert, shows the susceptibility result, which is clearly
not representative of an antiferromagnet. Evidently featureless of the “cusp” which
should occur at the phase transition temperature. For the range of µ∗ we simulate here
(region I), only the behaviour of a paramagnet are seemingly present. This is probably
due to the fluctuating background of the cooperative paramagnet [220] such that the
Coulomb phase is obscuring the antiferromagnetic behaviour.
Figure 4.12: Magnetic susceptibility as a function of T ∗ for the monopole crystal
system, simulated for µ∗ = 0.33 (+), 0.65 (×), 0.784 (4), 0.794 ()< αM/2. Clearly,
the results only show the presence of a paramagnet. The inverse susceptibility is plotted
in the inset on a log-log scale.
Despite the result shown in χ vs T ∗ in figure 4.12, we are still able to obtain in-
formation from the susceptibility, but using a plot of 3χT vs T ∗. This method has
measured topological sector fluctuations in the Coulomb phase [219] and hence could
distinguish between the dynamics in the high temperature paramagnet and the low
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temperature cooperative paramagnet. In our investigation, we analysed the change in
the Curie constant, C, as the monopole density changes as a function of temperature.
If the dumbbells on the tetrahedra are described as scatterers of unit length, then
there should be a crossover in the Curie constant from the paramagnet with C = 3χT =
1 to the cooperative paramagnet with C ≈ 2, as discussed by Jaubert et. al. [219]. We
have simulated 3χT vs T ∗ with the same input parameters and simulation details that
were used to create figure 4.12.
Figure 4.13: Curie constant, 3χT vs reduced temperature for our model. This is
simulated for µ∗ = 0.33 (+), 0.65 (×), 0.784 (4), 0.794 ()< αM/2 and including
µ∗ = 0.801 () and 0.98 (◦)> αM/2. For each chemical potential there is a Curie
constant crossover. The behaviour of the transition also seems to be unique to the
phase (i.e. phase I, II and III), where the phase region is identified via the chemical
potential in this case. The dashed lines are theoretical expectations for the spin liquid
Curie law prefactor, C, of the Coulomb phase (C ≈ 2) and the singly charged monopole
fluid (C = 4/3), while the line at C = 1.52 is a guide to the eye for the monopole
crystal. Equilibration has been ensured down to T = 20 mK (T ∗ ≈ 0.007) by the worm
algorithm [213].
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One can see from the results in figure 4.13 that at high temperatures (region II)
the Curie constant is C ∼ 4/3 regardless of the chemical potential. The paramagnetic
regime is not C = 3χT = 1 due to our 14-vertex model rather than the 16-vertex in
spin ice. As the temperature decreases we can see that the 3χT measurement is not
only able to determine the difference of unconstrained and constrained paramagnets,
but also indirectly provide information on different orders of transition.
A crossover from C ∼ 4/3 to C = 2 is shown for µ∗ = 0.801 and 0.98 (region III),
with decreasing temperature. In this region, the C = 2 Curie constant does not differ
from that reported in low temperature spin ice. This is because the high µ∗, low T ∗
state corresponds to the spin ice ground state, which includes the six-fold degenerate
ice-rule vertices that are present in both the 14- and 16-vertex models. For µ∗ = 0.33
and 0.65, the system is in phase I, the monopole solid. The Curie constant shifts from
C ∼ 4/3 to C ∼ 3/2 from high to low temperature. This indicates that the constrained
fluctuations in the monopole crystal are different to that found in spin ice, since at low
temperatures C 6= 2. In fact, with a lower Curie constant this would imply that there
are more unconstrained fluctuations in the monopole crystal than for spin ice. For
µ∗ = 0.784 and 0.794, the system is in the tricritical and first order region, respectively.
Decreasing the temperature shows crossovers in this region to occur from C ' 4/3, to
a rise beyond C = 3/2, followed quickly by a decline to the monopole crystal Curie
constant of C ' 3/2 at low temperatures. This is unique compared to the other chem-
ical potentials in this plot and can be considered as an indicator for a change in the
order of transition. We attribute this “peak-like” feature to an initial decrease of the
monopole density in the fluid phase and then a sudden creation of monopoles to form
the monopole crystal.
In the heat capacity phase diagram (see figure 4.6 (c)), µ∗ with first order transi-
tions demonstrate that the phase in region II is stable at relatively lower temperatures
compared to other chemical potentials. Considering this region represents paramagnetic
disorder as shown by all the results we have analysed and with ∆G = ∆H−T∆S (where
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H is enthalpy and S is entropy), then this would imply that the region is stabilised
entropically rather than energetically. From the 3χT plots, we can see the difference
between the plots of µ∗ = 0.794 and the next chemical potential measured at µ∗ = 0.801
and that through the susceptibility we can identify that there is an energy barrier that
is overcome from this small difference in chemical potential.
4.4 Experimental relevance
At present, there is no known material that behaves in an analogous way to our model
and hence we need to consider methods which would effectively tune the chemical po-
tential of current materials to favour that of the singly charged magnetic phase. A
staggered chemical potential is necessary to ensure the system does not favour the dou-
bly charged magnetic system.
Possible areas for investigation were discussed in our paper [213], which we felt could
be fruitful in looking for systems that may exhibit the monopole crystal phase. I follow
the arguments that were presented in the paper (listed below).
• Applying a multiaxial external magnetic field,
• quantum spin liquids,
• applying an external pressure to cause lattice distortion and
• artificial spin ice.
4.4.1 Applying a multiaxial external magnetic field
We consider the possibility of using a magnetic field to stabilise the formation of the
monopole crystal phase of a pyrochlore magnet, as it has been observed that apply-
ing a magnetic field to Tb2Ti2O7 in the (110) direction can stabilise single magnetic
charges [221]. However, Sazonov et. al. [221] report that this system consists of double
layered monopoles and antimonopoles, which is not observed in the conventional spin
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ice Ho2Ti2O7. This stabilisation of single charge monopoles could be achieved by a
distortion from e.g. the Jahn Teller effect. Application of a magnetic field in spin ice
(Dy2Ti2O7) in the (110) direction is otherwise known to create pinned ferromagnetic
chains (known as α and β chains) [222], which are chains that are parallel and perpen-
dicular to the magnetic field respectively. This still produces vacuum sites and so we
would have to consider applying this perturbation in other spin systems such as the
quantum spin ices.
Applying a field in the (111) direction in spin ice would likely constrain monopole
movement since this would fix one of the spins to give 2d kagome´ planes [72]. Hence
the movement will only occur in these planes, which are perpendicular to the magnetic
field. The field creates a staggered chemical potential and it becomes possible to have
symmetry breaking so as to access the monopole crystal state [186]. Our hypothesis
and future studies will involve coupling a magnetic field to the dipolar field,Md, in the
magnetic monopole crystal state. With this coupling there should be a 3d Kasteleyn
transition analogous to the transition in 2d kagome´ ice, which is driven by weakly tilting
the field off the (111) axis [3, 223].
On a slightly related topic, it could be possible to apply a DC or AC electrical field
to a quantum spin ice just as one would use an external magnetic field. As discussed
in chapter 1.1, electrons have an electrical charge and a magnetic dipole (spin), but
magnetic monopoles have a magnetic charge and an electric dipole [224]. Khomskii
[224] shows that magnetic textures breaking inversion symmetry are required to create
electric dipoles. Therefore, a four-in or four-out configuration and the two-in, two-out
have an electrical dipole moment of zero due to the symmetry. The three-in one-
out or three-out one-in spin configurations produce an antiferroelectric effect, which is
created by charge redistribution. These configurations are considered to be dominated
by antiferromagnetic spin orientations. Therefore, applying the electrical field in the
(110) and (111) direction is another possibility that could equally be explored.
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4.4.2 Quantum spin liquids
The spin ice Coulomb phase is classical and described by the exchange interactions
and more significantly, the dipolar interactions. A quantum spin ice (QSI) is quite
like spin ice but rather use spin matrices. QSI differ from classical SI since the easy
axis anisotropy is not so strong compared with the spin-spin interaction (i.e. exchange
coupling or dipole-dipole interaction) [225]. This means the local Ising spins are not
fixed by the usual anisotropy in classical spin ice and can quantum tunnel between ice
states at low temperatures. Therefore magnetic order can be obtained more easily in
these systems and hence, QSI’s are generally less frustrated than the classical systems.
Quantum fluctuations in the classical Coulomb phase correspond to the quantum spin
liquid (QSL) in a quantum spin ice [226]. The magnetic monopoles in quantum spin
ice are carried by pseudo-spin 1/2 quantum mechanical quasiparticles, spinions, which
hop through the lattice via pseudo spin flip exchange interactions [227].
Quantum spin liquids have strongly correlated spins, unbroken crystalline symme-
try and the magnetic moments are dynamic [226]. For more details of their properties
and temperature dependence, the reader is referred to reference [228]. It seems to be in
these spin systems that features identified in experimental work could potentially be ex-
plained by our picture of magnetic moment fragmentation. For the QSL, Dy2Ge2O7, the
chemical potential can be reduced to increase the number of monopoles present [229],
however, this predictably coincides with the formation of double charges. Through
zero-point quantum fluctuations in the fragmentation of the dipolar field, there may be
a possibility to stabilise a monopole crystal phase between the spin ice phase and the
all-in, all-out phase [164, 230].
Tb2Ti2O7 was previously considered as both a spin liquid [231] and quantum spin
liquid [232]. However, it has recently been defined as a magnetoelastic spin liquid, which
comes from the magnetoelastic modes (MEM) used to describe a system with hybrid
fluctuations [233]. The characteristics of a quantum spin liquid are similar to this but
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the MEM combines electronic and structural/vibronic excitations, rather than just pho-
ton modes. Tb2Ti2O7 has antiferromagnetic behaviour due to its negative Curie-Weiss
temperature Θ = −14 K [165]. At ambient pressure, no long range order is observed
down to 50 mK [234] and even diffuse neutron scattering experiments show pinch points
[235, 236], corresponding to a Coulomb phase. The dynamics are also quite similar to
what we see in our results, with a fraction of the spins freezing [234, 237, 238] and it
does not exhibit spin glass behaviour [238]. A MEM distinguishes the spin liquid phase
as a Coulomb phase with propagating bosonic spin excitations [233]. It is possible that
this is a consequence of magnetic moment fragmentation and therefore this could mean
that hybrid fluctuations can stabilise the formation on an antiferromagnet coexisting
with Coulomb phase spin fluctuations. With a larger lattice constant than Tb2Ti2O7,
studies into the ferromagnetically ordered Tb2Sn2O7 [239, 240] are accompanied by a
magnetic fluctuating background.
Quantum spin ices could potentially undergo magnetic moment fragmentation but
with different magnetic arrangements to the antiferromagnet/cooperative paramagnetic
coexistence we demonstrate. Much debate has taken place over the nature of the phase
of Yb2Ti2O7 at low temperatures (see figure 4.14).
For instance, in some cases Yb2Ti2O7 is said to show a magnetic phase with no order
(neither spin glass freezing [242]) below 200 mK in both single crystals and polycrys-
talline samples [243, 244], but at 250 mK shows ferromagnetic order [245]. Whilst in
some instances, a single crystal of this compound shows ferromagnetic order even below
200 mK, dependent on the Yb content [227]. The discrepancies found in Yb2Ti2O7 has
led to the study of Yb2Sn2O7, which differs by an increase in lattice parameter when
comparing Sn4+ and Ti4+ [241]. However, differing results persist in polycrystalline
samples with spin dynamics reported down to 50 mK [241], whilst in contrast to a first
order transition into a ferromagnetic phase [246].
We can see that more investigations need to be conducted in these systems par-
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Figure 4.14: T - δ phase diagram of the potential QSL’s Yb2Ti2O7 and Yb2Sn2O7
compared with the classical spin ices Ho2Ti2O7 and Dy2Ti2O7. δ is the relative strength
of the U(1) symmetric planar exchange compared with the Ising exchange for Yb. The
“?” represents this debatable transition. Image taken from reference [241].
ticularly when varying between single crystal and polycrystalline samples, as well as
experimental methods. However, it is clear that there is unexplained behaviour occur-
ring in these quantum spin ices and our picture of magnetic moment fragmentation
could explain the possibility of a coexistence of two magnetic phases to demonstrate
both order and disorder.
4.4.3 Pressure and lattice distortions
Another method for obtaining a staggered chemical potential could be by applying a
pressure to distort the lattice structure of a pyrochlore magnet and breaking the electric
field symmetry which enforces the spin type to be almost perfectly Ising. This method
would lift the doublet degeneracy for the Ising-like spins in spin ice and could lead to
a perturbation that couples only to the monopolar field and not the dipolar field and
hence produce the monopole crystal.
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High pressure work has been popular in studies on NH3 [247] and NaCl [248] to
form new solid ionic structures. The ammonia crystals are most interesting since at low
temperatures ammonia is quite like water in that it has 4 sites for hydrogen bonding
[249]. However at high pressures, ∼ 70 GPa and temperatures ∼ 750 K the hydrogen
bonding of an ammonia molecule is six-fold and weak [250]. With a range of molecular
forms, namely NH3, NH
+
4 and NH
−
2 , the system can coexist as a solid crystal and a liquid
via proton disorder in the c crystal axis [250]. This is the superionic phase which has
layers of alternating NH+4 and NH
−
2 similar to that in the low temperature, high pressure
“ionic phase” recently found [247]. These alternating layers of anions and cations are
similar to our broken symmetry monopole crystal where the ions are analogous to
magnetic monopoles, which similarly as monopoles hop around the diamond lattice by
single spin flip, the NH+4 and NH
−
2 ions move by proton hopping [250]. In this structure
we may have found our molecular equivalent, just as water ice is the molecular equivalent
of spin ice. The formation of a similar structure with water (via H3O
+ and OH−
ions) would cost more energy since water can create other preferentially symmetrical
hydrogen bonded structures before deforming into these ions [251].
4.4.4 The kagome´ system
The final possibility we consider in visualising magnetic moment fragmentation in a
singly charged monopole system, is in an artificial spin ice system. The different ar-
tificial spin ice geometries have been introduced in chapter 1, however, in this section
we focus on the kagome´ geometry since there has been recent evidence for charge or-
dering in these structures with a non-zero entropy [252]. As mentioned previously, the
monopoles in these systems do not have a tensionless and unobservable Dirac string
linking two opposite magnetic poles and hence are not real monopoles. Instead, these
charge defects are emergent. The spin flip dynamics and consequently the monopole po-
sitions, can be observed experimentally [146, 188], and they travel in a one-dimensional
path.
The dumbbell model can be used on the kagome´ system to observe magnetic charge
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(a) Paramagnetic (b) Kagome´ ice phase I
(c) Kagome´ ice phase II (d) Spin loop order
Figure 4.15: Dipolar kagome´ spin ice demonstrating charge order. (a) paramagnetic
phase such that the spins can point in any local Ising direction, (b) spin ice state with
no order, (c) intermediate charge ordered phase with spin disorder and (d) is a kagome´
phase with spin and charge order. The phases in (a) to (d) are obtained with decreasing
temperature. Images (b) and (c) were taken from reference [253] and (d) was taken
from reference [254].
ordering [194, 253, 255, 256]. Unlike the dipolar spin ice model on the pyrochlore
lattice, the dipolar spin ice model on the kagome´ lattice retains a net magnetic charge
on the vertices as there is an uneven number of spins which form a vertex. At high
temperatures the spins on the kagome´ lattice behave paramagnetically (see figure 4.15
(a)), decreasing the temperature takes the system into a spin ice state (two-in one-
out and one-in two-out vertices), which has no long range order and is known as the
kagome´ ice I phase (see figure 4.15 (b)). Of recent interest is what happens when the
temperature is decreased further to what is known as the kagome´ II phase [254] (see
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figure 4.15 (c)). This is where the spins are still disordered but the magnetic charges
are ordered in a similar way to our monopole crystal, with the same charges on one
sublattice [253]. This is observed by breaking the Z2 symmetry of the dumbbells on
each vertex in kagome´ ice and the state can be realised upon applying a (111) field along
the pyrochlore lattice [257]. At low temperatures, the kagome´ lattice is in its ground
state, where magnetic charges are ordered and spins have a distinctive spin-loop order
[113] (see figure 4.15 (d)).
Figure 4.16: Simulated magnetic neutron scattering of the kagome´ ice II phase, which
has disordered spin structure still obeying the ice rules but simultaneously has magnetic
charge order. Bragg peaks are shown as though there is a presence of antiferromag-
netic all-in all-out vertices and diffuse scattering with pinch points indicate cooperative
paramagnetism. Image taken from reference [3].
Simulated neutron scattering results of the kagome´ ice II phase were produced by A.
Harman-Clarke[3]. These indicate a presence of magnetic moment fragmentation with
the presence of Bragg peaks and diffuse scattering. Figure 4.16, presents the neutron
scattering which corresponds to fractionalisation of magnetic moments in the kagome´
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system by:
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In direct analogy with the fragmentation discussed above for the pyrochlore system,
equation 4.17 explains the simultaneous charge order and spin disorder through a
monopolar and dipolar part of the magnetic moment. This also explains the antiferro-
magnetic and cooperative paramagnetic results from the simulated neutron scattering.
Experimental neutron scattering studies are required to confirm these results in real
systems.
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Double proximity effect in magnetic
multilayers
Magnetic multilayers have a wide variety of uses due to the exploitation of the composi-
tion of layers. The proximity effect as discussed in the introduction (section 1.5.1), has
been shown to enhance the critical temperature of a low Tc, weakly coupled layer when
in the proximity of a high Tc, strongly coupled layer [130]. In this chapter, the con-
sequences of the strongly coupled layer are considered and particularly how increasing
the interspecies coupling strength and range of exchange interactions affect the results.
Since the strongly coupled layer is modelled as the 2d XY model in this project, fur-
ther ranged direct exchange interactions are discussed in relation to the 2d XY nearest
neighbour model.
5.1 The proximity effect and long range
interactions
Monte Carlo methods are used to identify the magnetisation profile of an A/B trilayer,
where A is a low Tc, weakly coupled layer and B is a high Tc, strongly coupled layer.
Upon understanding the magnetic effects in both the A and B layers both as stand-
alone components and then within the trilayer, an A/B multilayer with more repeat
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units can be considered with varying A thickness. The motivation of this study was
initiated by experimental investigations conducted by Ahlberg et. al. [71] on amorphous
Fe93Zr7(x A˚)/Co95Zr5(1 A˚) thin films. It was found in these experiments that decreas-
ing the thickness of the FeZr layer causes a dimensionality crossover in the magnetic
multilayer from 2d to 3d behaviour.
However, experimental analysis is limited and is unable to distinguish the magnetic
behaviour of each monolayer in the multilayer thin film. Therefore, this theoretical
approach is conducted in the attempt to shed more light on the microscopic proper-
ties of the system. Additionally, further ranged direct exchange interactions are used
to model this system as the effects seen in these multilayers are unlikely to be short
ranged nearest neighbour and the minimal literature on longer range direct exchange
interactions with a power law decay can be developed with these results, particularly
for the 2d XY model which is effectively the B layer in this system.
Please note the notation in this section is such that a layer corresponds to a par-
ticular magnetic species within a multilayer, e.g. there are two A layers in the ABA
trilayer, whilst a monolayer refers to the thickness of a single layer of atoms, e.g. one
A layer in the trilayer has a thickness of 10 monolayers. A slab is the term used to
describe a system only consisting of a single species and is therefore not a multilayer,
e.g. a system with only x monolayers of A spins is a slab of A. To avoid any further
confusion, the coupling between the same species is known as the intraspecies coupling,
e.g. coupling between A spins is given by JAA, whilst coupling between different species
is known as the interspecies coupling, e.g. coupling between A and B spins is given by
JAB. These couplings are fixed between species and independent of r, it is only by the
power law decay given in the Hamiltonian that changes the overall interaction of one
spin to another, which is dependent of r.
Before discussing the numerical details in this project, it is necessary to consider
the composition and properties of the experimental system.
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5.2 Experimental relevance to simulations
In the investigation conducted by Ahlberg et. al. [71], magnetic multilayers formed of
amorphous Fe93Zr7(x A˚)/Co95Zr5(1 A˚) were created using magnetron sputtering tech-
niques with the respective zirconia compounds. These had 10 repetitions with an extra
layer of Fe93Zr7 for symmetry purposes. The magnetisation and susceptibility were
determined by the magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE), which measures the change in
polarisation of visible light as a consequence of the magnetic properties of the system.
Using this observation, a measure of the changes in magnetic moment with field and
temperature can be studied. For bulk materials, MOKE is limited to only understand-
ing the surface properties since polarised visible light can only penetrate ∼ 15− 20 nm
in metals [258]. This is however, reasonable for thin film materials where the overall size
is of the order of this penetration (e.g. when x = 25 A˚ in Fe93Zr7(x A˚)/Co95Zr5(1 A˚)).
In Ahlberg’s work, the total sample size is ∼ 26 nm + capping layers). Still a further
limitation persists, which is that the results are not layer specific and can only measure
the sample as a whole, therefore, these theoretical studies are partly an attempt to
understand the layer specific magnetic properties of the multilayer system.
Ahlberg et. al. [71] use amorphous thin films with varying thicknesses, x /nm,
of a weakly coupled layer (Fe93Zr7) and a fixed thickness of a strongly coupled layer
(Co95Zr5). Amorphous materials were used in the thin films, since they are not as sus-
ceptible to issues arising from crystal structure mismatch between the modulated layers.
This is due to the nature of the disordered, randomly arranged state. The definition of
amorphous materials is quite obscure; with short range order like that of a crystalline
structure and no long range order similar to the definition of a liquid, therefore it is
difficult to categorise these materials [259]. Crystalline materials are grouped according
to their periodic structure and are grouped according to this, e.g. body centered cubic
(BCC), face centered cubic (FCC), etc., which is unlike for amorphous materials that
have no measure on the amorphous quality of a sample [114]. Figure 5.1 shows calcu-
lated arrangements of amorphous and crystalline cubic structures using first principles
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as a guide to visualising the difference between these structures.
Figure 5.1: Amorphous (left) and crystalline (right) cubic structures calculated from
first principles of 3d metal-doped Ge2Sb2Te5 [260].
An attempt to define an amorphous system, is by identifying correlations in these
materials that extend over atomic length scales [261, 262]. The use of Extended X-ray
Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS), which is an elemental specific measurement us-
ing X-ray absorption, is one way to identify these lengths [263]. Measuring the order is
taken with respect to the coordination within a spherical shell (i.e. the number of atoms
surrounding any one atom in concentric rings). Amorphous materials are also identified
as densely packed structures, similar to crystalline materials [264]. For FeZr and CoZr,
it is possible to dope pure Fe or Co with small amounts of Zr, which also stabilises the
amorphous phase from structural relaxation when the doping is . 7 at.% [265, 266] or
∼ 5−7 at.% [267, 268], respectively. This supports the idea that amorphous structures
are densely packed as they stem from the crystalline structures with a small doping.
Though iron and cobalt are ferromagnetic, the disorder in the amorphous structures
give rise to random electrostatic fields, which then influence the direction of the mag-
netic moments and are more likely to give rise to a ferrimagnetic system [269]. The
magnitude of the magnetic moments in these structures can be influenced by its coordi-
nation number. For instance, the magnetic moments of transition metals in rare earth
(RE)/transition metal (TM) amorphous systems can reduce to zero when the number
of neighbouring TMs decrease [269]. This can occur with small TM doping and is due
to a decrease in exchange interactions. In the experimental work of interest, there is a
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small amount of non-magnetic Zr dopant in each layer, given by Fe93Zr7 and Co95Zr5.
In our theoretical study, we do not take into account any differing behaviour from
the amorphous material and simply model the system as a simple cubic (SC) crystalline
structure (the unit cell is shown in figure 5.2 (a)). There is some evidence that when
simulating amorphous materials, the systems are best represented by face centred cubic
(FCC) [124, 270] or body centered cubic (BCC) structures (see unit cells in figure 5.2
(b) and (c), respectively) for small doping, as in loosely packed random Fe88B12 [271].
However we have opted for the simplicity of the simple cubic (SC) structure in the
anticipation that this choice will not significantly affect the results of our study.
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 5.2: The unit cells of closed packed crystal structures (a) simple cubic (SC)
(b) face centered cubic (FCC) and (c) body centered cubic (BCC). SC has 6 NN, FCC
has 12 NN and BCC has 8 NN.
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Pure iron has a BCC structure whilst Fe(1−x)Zrx with x ≥ 0.07 has a BCC/HCP
(bimodal body centered and hexagonal close-packed) structure [272]. A thin film of
pure cobalt is also found to have a metastable BCC structure when grown on a thin
film of BCC Fe(001) [273] or GaAs(111) [274]. On GaAs(111), it is only once the cobalt
thickness is beyond 2 nm that it transforms into the stable FCC crystallographic phase.
Therefore with this information we can consider that a “BCC-like” structure dominates
in the Fe93Zr7 thin film fabricated in the experiments by Ahlberg et. al. [71]. Though
the FCC structure is reported to be most stable for CoZr [71], this layer is less than a
monolayer and hence would likely adopt the arrangement of the FeZr surrounding it.
Consider the difference in results for a monolayer of magnetic ions with the three
crystal structures shown in figure 5.2. Each ion in a unit cell of the BCC structure
has 8 NN, however, unlike the FCC and SC structures, none of these neighbours are
within the plane of the ion of interest and hence first NN interactions in the plane would
correspond to the second nearest neighbours in the unit cell shown in figure 5.2. There
are 4 of these neighbours in a single plane of a BCC crystallographic phase, which is in
exactly the same geometry and separation as SC (studied in this thesis) and hence by
the definition of the Hamiltonian, will give the same result with NN interactions. FCC
also has 4 NN in the plane but the distance between the neighbours differs from the
BCC and SC structures and since the Hamiltonian is distance dependent, then an FCC
structure would give a different result to BCC and SC. Extending this observation to
further range systems, one can notice that a single layer of BCC is the same structure
as SC and therefore when choosing to model the CoZr layer as a monolayer in the
simulations, the SC results will provide the same results as if it were modelled with a
BCC structure.
5.3 Simulating further range exchange interactions
Exchange interactions have been explained in chapter 1.3, whereby these type of in-
teractions were split into direct and indirect interactions. Direct interactions were
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strictly defined as short ranged since they are dependent on the overlap of orbitals
between atoms, whilst indirect exchange interactions could be long ranged via other
non-magnetic atoms or through excited states. In the multilayer system we analyse in
this chapter, we look at further range direct exchange interactions which extend to the
3rd coordination sphere of a simple cubic lattice (see figure 5.3).
Figure 5.3: Schematic to show the further range interactions used in this study for
the simple cubic structure. These interactions are modelled up to the 3rd coordination
sphere for 2d systems, whilst due to out-of-plane interactions, the same extent would
correspond to 8th NN in 3d systems. The colours indicate the range of interaction.
The hypothesis here is to consider the possibility that some of the interactions in
these transition metal magnetic multilayers are from direct exchange interactions as
opposed to only indirect exchange interactions and that the strength of this interaction
decays quite rapidly as a power law.
Monte Carlo simulations conducted on 2d systems with these further range exchange
interactions have been presented by Luijten and Blo¨te [275], who used a cluster algo-
rithm. This algorithm was chosen as it was found in their study that with the single
spin flip Metropolis algorithm, the time of the simulations increased dramatically with
range. Luijten and Blo¨te also note that one should use a suitable range of interactions
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to improve the validity of the results compromised by the “cut-off” in interactions.
The exchange coupling, J , between atoms decays quite rapidly with a distance r. In
this project we model this decay with a power law relationship, as has previously been
done [276–278] and first developed by Fisher and Privman [279]. This is such that J
decays by r−(d+σ), where d is the dimension of the system and σ is a deviation from the
decay occurring as the order of the dimension. The choice of d + σ (otherwise known
as the range of interactions α = d + σ) is very important for specifying the weight of
contribution that each interaction has to the energy.
For d < 4 dimensional systems, classical, mean field-like critical exponents are
obtained when 0 < σ ≤ d/2 [280, 281] and a strong system size dependence in the one-
dimensional Ising model [282]. When σ = 0, the energies diverge for an infinite system
[283] and hence α = d is critical [284]. For a one-dimensional system, σ ≤ 1 is system
size dependent [282] and between σ = 0.5 and σ = 1, there is non-trivial long range
critical behaviour [285]. When σ = 1 in the Ising model, the transition is governed by
topological defects [285]. Bhatterchagee et. al. [286], studied this for n = d = σ = 1
and n = d = σ = 2 (the short range 2d XY model) and found that generally for n = d
topological defects exist, where defects are domain walls for n = d = 1 and vortices
for n = d = 2. For d/2 < σ < 2, the critical exponents are dependent on σ [281],
until σ ≥ 2, which is dimensionally independent [282], i.e. the system becomes ther-
modynamically extensive. A fast decay (σ > 2 [283]) in these interactions will mean
an approach to the nearest neighbour model [276] (the short range limit), such that
further ranged interactions provide a negligible contribution to the total energy. Whilst
in contrast d + σ → 0 has all spins interacting in the same way to one another, which
is the infinite-ranged model [284].
The choice of σ depends on what is being investigated in a certain system. For in-
stance, there are cases when one might want the decay of interactions to be dependent
on the system size, using σ = 0, such as a study on the system size itself [284]. In our
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study, the system size should not be a large factor in the effects observed, but rather
the coupling effects. Therefore σ = 1 is chosen in the 2d and 3d systems, which gives
an r−3 and r−4 decay, respectively. For the 2d simulations, I also used σ = 2 for a
r−4 decay, which was to directly compare results with the 3d system also decaying by
r−4. The advantage of using σ = 1 in these systems is that the long range attractive
interactions decay fast enough for the range of interactions that are simulated so that
not accounting for spins beyond this range will not invalidate the results.
When the nearest neighbour exchange Hamiltonian is manipulated with this long
range decay factor, we obtain the following modified Hamiltonian (equation 5.1):
H = −
N∑
(i,j)
JijSi · Sj (5.1)
such that,
Jij =

(
a
rij
)d+σ
J ′ij, if rij ≤ rc
0, otherwise rij > rc
Where Si = (si
x, si
y, si
z) are the vectors of the spins. This is to find the pairwise in-
teraction of the spins with their neighbours up to a specified range, rc, hence (i, j) in
the summation represents the sum over pairs of spins. The summation over pairs mean
there is no double counting. The coupling strength between pairs is given by J ′ij, which
is set to zero when i and j are coupling from the opposite surfaces in the z direction to
ensure finite boundaries are satisfied. The coupling strength between a pair of spins,
decays to Jij with range and is set to zero if the range between neighbouring pairs, rij,
is greater than the range of interest, rc. The a term is the lattice parameter of the
simple cubic structure and in the simulations is set to 1.
For all the results in this chapter that compare the NN and further ranged (FR)
systems (shown in figure 5.4), it is necessary to relate both to the same energy scale.
This ensures that the total energy of the system does not increase simply due to the
number of interactions increasing. Additionally, one will notice that there are no units
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in the quantities in figure 5.5 neither in all of the results to follow in this chapter and
the next. This is because these quantities are all dimensionless.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.4: Schematic to demonstrate the rescaling of the energy for the FR system
to that of the NN system. (a) NN interactions with J = 1 and an energy of 4J (4
upon substitution), as the energy is equal to the sum of J couplings. (b) Extended
range of interactions to include 2nd NN. In this case there are 8 interactions and J must
be distributed so that the total energy still amounts to 4, where NN contributes more
to the energy than the 2nd NN. The weighting is determined by the range, r and the
number of interactions and hence note this is not an exact calculation.
Figure 5.4 shows a schematic of rescaling the energy of the FR system (b) to equal
that of the NN (a). By setting the FR system equal to the NN system, the relative
coupling strengths must decrease with distance due to the weighting from the power
law decay. It is easy to see that with longer ranges of interaction, the J couplings in
the system become smaller, whilst the global J coupling remains constant.
An analytical interpretation of this energy rescaling can be obtained by considering
a factor Λ such that Jeff = ΛJ0, where J0 is the NN exchange constant and Jeff is the
rescaled exchange of the further ranged system. To find the value of Jeff , the energies
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of the two systems are set equal to one another:
N∑
(i,j)
JijSi · Sj = ΛJ0
n.n.∑
〈i,j〉
Si · Sj (5.2)
where n.n. is the number of nearest neighbours. Here,
∑
(i,j) is over any pair of spins
separated by up to rc and
∑
〈i,j〉 is conventional for the sum over nearest neighbour
pairs. Substituting for Jeff = ΛJ0 and rearranging to make Jeff the subject, then,
Jeff =
∑N
(i,j) JijSi · Sj∑n.n.
〈i,j〉 Si · Sj
(5.3)
Therefore to change the energy scale, the long range energy is divided by Jeff to set the
energy scale equivalent to that of the nearest neighbour.
In the experimental work by Ahlberg et. al., the strongly coupled species in the
multilayer is a δ layer, meaning it has less than a monolayer coverage. Despite the
small coverage, δ layers are known to still have a large effect on the properties of a
multilayered system [287]. XY spins on a two-dimensional lattice have been found to
appropriately model a δ layer of 0.5 ML of Fe [288], hence we model a single layer of
B spins with XY dimensionality. It is also known that layered Heisenberg spins with
planar anisotropy behave like quasi-2dXY systems [289], so even if the spins of the δ
layer have a Heisenberg nature, their strong intra-species coupling mean they have a
strong planar anisotropy. This is why understanding the 2d XY system is of relevance
to this study.
XY spins are very sensitive to finite size effects, which means their critical behaviour
is highly dependent on the system size. These finite size effects are revealed when the
correlation length, ξ, of the spins is greater than the dimension size, L. At low tem-
peratures, the XY monolayer has excitations known as spin waves and high energy
excitations known as vortices, which can give a false result if their length/bound state
is “cut-off” by the finite boundaries. In this study, the xy plane is fixed to a size of
32× 32 to compromise between computational effort and the accuracy of results. This
size was reasonable in finding the critical behaviour of the 2d XY system in Bramwell
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and Holdsworth’s work [49] and when this monolayer is inserted into the multilayer
system, the finite size effects are smaller in the three-dimensional structure due to a
smaller exponent relating the correlation length [97]. In terms of the demand on com-
puter time, it has recently been shown that the entropic behaviour is dependent on the
system size [290] such that as the system size increases, the entropy increases and the
relaxation times grow exponentially. Hence larger systems would be computationally
demanding.
This study uses periodic boundaries in the xy-plane and finite boundaries in the z
direction with a simple cubic (SC) structure for the model to closely model thin films.
5.3.1 Comparing nearest neighbour and further ranged
exchange interactions in the 2d XY model
Figure 5.5 shows the simulated plots of m vs T/Jeff the NN, 4
th NN and 6th NN 2d XY
system, which has a fixed J ′ij between NN spins equal to 1.
This figure shows a plot of magnetisation per spin vs T/Jeff for NN, which is simply
a reproduction of Bramwell and Holdsworth’s result [49], compared with further range
exchange interactions. We can see that regardless of the decay rate given by α (r−3
with σ = 1 or r−4 with σ = 2), the transition temperature, Tc, increases as the range
of interaction increases. The values were found to be: Tc(NN) = 1.08, Tc(6
th NN with
σ = 1) = 1.42, Tc(6
th NN with σ = 2) = 1.32 and Tc(4
th NN with σ = 1) = 1.37 using
a χ2 fitting method.
Within the transition region there has been ∼ 30% increase in Tc when comparing
6th NN with NN interactions for σ = 1 (difference corresponds to ∆T in figure 5.5) and
∼ 20% increase in Tc when comparing 6th NN with NN interactions for σ = 2. This is
a significant difference between the further ranged (FR) and nearest neighbour (NN)
interactions, as there is no variation in the total coupling strength and consequently
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Figure 5.5: m vs T/Jeff of the 2d XY system with NN, 4
th NN (σ = 1) and 6th NN
(σ = 1 and σ = 2) interactions. 1L indicates “1 layer”. This is for a 32 × 32 system
with J ′ij = 1 using teq = 10
4 MCS/s and tobs = 10
5 MCS/s.
the energy due to the rescaling of the energies as mentioned in section 5.3. The range
of attractive interactions is decaying faster with σ = 2 than σ = 1, as shown in figure
5.5, which is expected since it is known that beyond σ = 2 for all d dimensions, that
the exponents obtain their short range values [276]. This would explain why Tc(6
th NN
with σ = 2) is shifted less from the NN result and why there is a greater difference
in Tc from the decay rates (r
−3 and r−4) than there is for the range of interactions
considered. It is more likely that a smaller range of interactions than 4th NN could
correspond to the σ = 2 plot as both would tend towards NN interactions.
It was expected that the results in figure 5.5 would approach a behaviour similar
to that predicted by mean field theory. This is because when the energy of the FR
system is rescaled to that of the NN energy, the effective interaction of the closer
neighbours decrease until in the limit of an infinite range of interactions where all Jij are
approximately zero and equal. Mean field theory predicts a system which is effectively
infinite dimensionally since all spins interact equally with every other [28] and since
only the thermal equilibrium average of the effective external field a spin experiences is
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taken into account in the Hamiltonian [26]. Therefore with this knowledge, as the range
of interactions increases in the 2d XY exchange coupling system, the system becomes
“mean-field like” in the limit of an average J coupling equal to zero. This means the
spins effectively become non-interacting and the only dependence in the system is the
spin configuration.
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Figure 5.6: Spin stiffness vs T/Jeff comparing the NN and 6
th NN (σ = 1) 2d XY
system. This is for the helicity in the y direction, the direction all spins initially are
ordered in. The slope f(T ) = 2T/pi is to show the universal jump in Υ at T = TBKT ,
which is indicated by where the slope f(T ) crosses the two plots respectively (the
gridlines also indicate the coordinates of these two points). For the NN system, Υ/T =
2/pi when TBKT ' 0.93 consistent with the result found by [49] and TBKT ' 1.02 for
the FR system.
To help explain why Tc of the FR system is greater than the NN system, the spin
stiffness calculated for both systems (see figure 5.6). This is related to the helicity mod-
ulus, Υ, in equation 5.4 [68], which depends on the relative phase between neighbouring
spins and how the system responds to a uniform rotation in one Cartesian direction
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(here it is indicated by the y direction as it is in the code).
Υ = −1
2
〈E〉 − 1
T
〈∑
〈i,j〉
[sin(θi − θj)( ~rij · ~y)]2
〉
(5.4)
where 〈E〉 is the average energy of the nearest neighbour system at a particular tem-
perature, T, θi and θj are the polar coordinates of neighbouring spins i and j, ~rij is
the distance between the two spins and ~y is the unit vector in the Cartesian direction
in which this helicity forms. It is only the second term ( 1
T
〈∑[sin(θi − θj)( ~rij · ~y)]2〉)
which differs between the NN and FR systems as it identifies the interaction between
neighbouring spins in the respective systems and subtracts this from the nearest neigh-
bour energy. Figure 5.6, shows that the spins are stiffer in the FR system throughout
the temperature range. A mean field system would imply that the fluctuations in the
system are no longer of concern as correlations between spins are neglected. This is
contrary to the possible hypothesis that due to the correlations in the FR system, the
spins are stiffer. Rather, the neglect of correlations causes Tc to be entirely dependent
upon the sum of all the exchange interactions that is experienced by any one spin re-
gardless of their range and hence gives a higher critical temperature in the mean field
limit [30].
Included in the plot of the spin stiffness is the slope f(T ) = 2kBT/pi where kB = 1
as mentioned in the Methods chapter. The intersection of this dotted line with the
plot of m vs T for the NN and FR system gives Υ(TBKT ) =
2
pi
TBKT . A universal
BKT-transition takes place at limT→TBKT Υ(T )/kBT = 2/pi, which for the NN system
is kBTBKT/Jeff = 0.95 [68] (in my results this is 0.93 using the FindRoot function in
Mathematica), due to finite size effects. This is universal for all system sizes with near-
est neighbours providing the system has BKT-behaviour†. When L → ∞, then there
is an exponential increase in the free energy when TBKT is approached from above. For
T > TBKT, Υ = 0 in the infinite system [68] as there is no spin stiffness and vortices are
unbound, whilst finite systems demonstrate finite size effects so the plots in figure 5.6
†BKT stands for Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless. Mentioned in the introduction, it is the point at
which bound vortices become unbound in the 2d XY model.
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show Υ → 0 for T > TBKT. With this in mind it may be possible to use this method
to determine TBKT in the 6
th NN system, which here is kBT/Jeff = 1.02.
To further investigate the excitations and universality class in the FR and NN
systems I plot m vs T/Tc shown in figure 5.7 (a) for each system and then find the
gradients of these plots, shown in figure 5.7 (b). The gradient contains information
about the modes of excitation since a zero gradient starting from an ordered state,
would imply that there are no modes of excitation, whilst a non-zero gradient indicates
that excitations are present.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.7: Magnetisation per spin vs T/Tc of the NN and 6
th NN (a) and the
corresponding (∂M/∂ T
Tc
) vs T/Tc plot (b). The gradients were obtained using Gaussian
smoothing in one dimension (i.e. using a Gaussian filter).
To compare the gradients of these plots I particularly focus in the low temperature
region (below T/Tc = 0.4), where Bloch’s law holds. In a 2-dimensional system the
reduction in the spontaneous magnetisation should behave as M(0)−M(T )
M(0)
∝ T [49] in
this temperature region. This low temperature region only corresponds to low energy
excitations present in the system [1], known as spin waves. Beyond this point higher
energy excitations can exist, such as vortices and spin waves with shorter wavelengths
such that Bloch’s relation cannot be considered. From the gradients, one can deduce
that the number of modes converting into excitations is greater in the NN system, since
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the gradient is steeper than for the further ranged system.
The β exponents, found by fitting plots of m vs T with Matlab code developed by
Ahlberg et. al., remain characteristic of the 2d XY universality class [49] in the FR
system. In the NN system β = 0.21 whilst β = 0.23 and β = 0.22 for the 6th NN
system with σ = 1 and σ = 2, respectively. The gradient plot in figure 5.7 (b) supports
the spin stiffness results, since the smaller gradient in the FR system also indicates a
greater spin stiffness than for the NN system. All of these results are consistent with
the higher Tc observed in the further ranged system.
A more in depth analysis of how the range of interactions affect Tc (figure 5.8),
reveals that log Tc ∝ log r. This linear relationship indicates a power law behaviour
of Tc with r related by Tc = 1.09r
0.248. Unfortunately it has been difficult to find
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Figure 5.8: log Tc/Jeff vs log r with up to 9
th NN (σ = 1) in the 2d XY system. This
spans all of the 3rd coordination shell. The log− log plot demonstrates that there is a
power-law relationship between the critical temperature and the range of interactions
with the equation 1.09 + 0.248x.
the literature corresponding to further ranged direct exchange interactions in 2d XY
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systems with a power law decay. Extensive work has been conducted by Luijten and
Blo¨te [275, 291, 292] on the range of interactions in 2d Ising systems using mean field
theory and so a finite range of interactions has been considered before this study. My
result for the 2d XY system with further ranged exchange interactions has at least shed
light on a gap in the literature.
5.4 Proximity effect results: A two-way Tc
enhancement in a ferromagnetic weak/strong
coupled trilayer
It is known experimentally, that cobalt would not usually behave ferromagnetically in
the monolayer limit [100]. Reasons for this range from: inefficient electron exchange
for ferromagnetic coupling to simply only having islands of spins from a non-uniformly
distributed layer. Below 1 ML thickness, Tc → 0, as seen in figure 5.9. However, coupled
to Fe in thin film CoZr/FeZr multilayers, ∼ 0.5 ML (1 A˚) Co becomes ferromagnetic
by proximity with Fe [71]. This effect Fe has on Co is interesting since Fe is a weaker
coupled species compared with Co so would not be expected to enhance the magnetic
ability of Co. The aim of our study is to identify the intricate detail of the magnetisation
throughout the CoZr/FeZr system by a general approach (i.e. how a harder magnetic
material in the monolayer limit is affected by a slab of soft material when the coupling
between them is varied).
Consider the generic system where B is the hard material like Co and A is the soft
material like Fe, then the interspecies coupling strength, JAB, is the coupling between
them as shown in the schematic of the general multilayer system in figure 5.10. In the
experimental work conducted by Ahlberg et. al. [71], the thickness of A was used as
the main parameter to tune the interspecies coupling and therefore JAB will be used in
this study as the analogy to the thickness parameter. Key results in the experimental
work showed a spin dimensionality crossover in the FeZr layers from 2d to 3d with
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Figure 5.9: Experimental data [100] showing how the critical temperature varies with
the layer thickness of Co, various CoNi alloys and Ni. Here we take particular interest
in the plot for Co (first line on the left). The general trend is that upon reaching one
monolayer, Tc approximates to 0.
decreasing thickness (LFe). To allow a crossover of spin dimensionality from 2d to 3d,
magnon modes perpendicular to the plane must be accessible [288], which is assisted
by a high enough temperature and/or thickness. The interspecies coupling is highly
relevant and important to this project since this can determine whether each layer is
to behave independently or collectively in the multilayer system [293].
I will present the results of this study by analysing the A and B components sepa-
rately, then together as a trilayer, before concluding with results on the multilayer with
more repeat units.
5.4.1 Simulation results for a weakly coupled ferromagnetic
slab
The coupling constants used in this study have been considered according to the Fe/Co
multilayer used in Ahlberg’s experiment, which effectively shows that the intraspecies
coupling between A spins, JAA, is four times smaller than between the B spins, JBB
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Figure 5.10: A schematic of the general ABA trilayer simulated in this study, where
the A species is weaker coupled compared to the B species and consequently has a lower
Tc than the B species. The interspecies coupling, labelled JAB, is the coupling between
these two species A and B.
[294]. Therefore I have chosen JBB = 1 and JAA = 0.25. In my simulations the set
intra- and interspecies coupling in the bulk of the system is not different to the surface
so that Js = Jbulk, but due to the finite boundaries in the z direction and the power
law factor in the Hamiltonian, a different energy at the surface can be obtained.
The following plot of magnetisation vs temperature vs layer in figure 5.11 is for a
slab of A with 21 monolayers and is the equivalent size to that used in the simulated
trilayer (32× 32× 21) for direct comparison.
The transition temperature for the A slab is shown in figure 5.11 at Tc/JBB = 0.91,
where the energy scale is set to T/JBB for consistency in the results and JBB = 1. The
surface effects in the system, are indicated by a decline in the magnetisation, which
is upon approaching monolayers 10 and −10 (the surface monolayers). This result is
consistent with the plots of the magnetisation vs layer produced by Binder et. al. [97]
who used the Ising model on a simple cubic lattice with thicknesses of up to 20 mono-
layers. As mentioned earlier, it is possible to simulate with Js 6= Jbulk, however, this is
accounted for in our model due to the finite boundaries.
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Figure 5.11: m vs T/JBB vs layer 3d of an A slab, modelled with 21 monolayers of
Heisenberg spins with further range exchange interactions (8th NN).
A closer observation can be made by analysing plots of the magnetisation vs tem-
perature for selected monolayers in the A slab (shown in figure 5.12). The surface
monolayer (monolayer 10) clearly shows what has been discussed regarding surface lay-
ers and the lowering in magnetisation, whilst monolayers 6 and 1 are representative of
the bulk of the system which is unaffected by reductions in magnetisation at the surface.
However, the average magnetisation of the first 10 monolayers is very slightly reduced
for all temperatures below the critical temperature compared with the magnetisation
of the bulk system (e.g. monolayer 6), due to surface effects.
The results presented in figure 5.12 are only for the first 10 monolayers of the A
slab as this will be used for comparison with the 10 A monolayers used in the trilayer
given in section 5.4.3. The monolayers near to the surface which show this decline in
magnetisation, in figure 5.11, are at least 3 layers deep from the surface monolayer
as the range of interactions extend up to this coordination sphere in the simple cubic
structure. Justification for this depth can be seen in figure 5.12 where the magnetisation
in monolayer 6 corresponds well to the magnetisation in monolayer 1, which is almost
the centre of the slab. Therefore a total of 4 monolayers are affected by surface effects
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Figure 5.12: Magnetisation vs T/JBB for individual monolayers in the A slab (21
monolayers thick). Comparison is made between monolayers 10 (surface), 6, and 1
(neighbouring the central monolayer). The average magnetisation of the first 10 mono-
layers is also included specifically as a direct comparison with the layer A used in the
multilayer system (10 monolayers thick) in section 5.4.3.
(including the surface monolayer). This penetration would have been different for
other crystal structures which have a greater proportion of neighbouring spins out of
the plane. Taking the NN coordination as an example for the SC structure, only 1/3
of its coordination are out of the plane, whilst the other 2/3 are within the plane.
5.4.2 Simulation results for a strongly coupled ferromagnetic
monolayer
In this study, the B layer is modelled as XY spins since the xy plane is the easy
plane and also because a 2d layer with isotropic Heisenberg spins does not exist. The
single layer of XY spins with JBB = 1, periodic boundaries and further range exchange
interactions was thoroughly investigated in section 5.3, however, for completeness we
show the plot of m(T ) for the single layer here again.
One can see there is an increase in Tc from NN to 6
th NN and that Tc is greater for
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Figure 5.13: m vs T/Jeff of the 2d XY system with NN, 4
th NN (σ = 1) and 6th NN
(σ = 1 and σ = 2) interactions. 1L indicates “1 layer”. This was for a 32× 32 system
with JBB = 1 using teq = 10
4 MCS/s and tobs = 10
5 MCS/s. As shown before in figure
5.5.
the B layer than for the A slab due to a stronger intraspecies coupling. Specifically,
Tc(B) = 1.90 with (σ = 2) and Tc(A) = 0.91, using the same T/JBB energy scale as
with the slab in section 5.4.1. Choosing σ = 2 is because then both the A and B would
have the same rate of decay.
5.4.3 Simulation results for the ferromagnetic weak/strong cou-
pled trilayer
The 2d XY monolayer (otherwise denoted as B), presented in section 5.4.2 replaces
the middle monolayer of the A slab, presented in section 5.4.1 to form the magnetic
trilayer. A schematic of this weak/strong/weak coupled trilayer is shown in figure 5.10.
The exchange coupling strengths are JAA = 0.25, JBB = 1 and the variable JAB =0.20,
0.30, 0.45, 0.60, 0.75. The Fe-Co coupling (as it would be in the experiment) is
a stronger coupling than Fe-Fe coupling [269], so generally JAB > JAA. However,
JAB = 0.20 has been used for further comparison to see if there are any differences
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in having JAA > JAB. This study does not consider dipolar interactions because in
three-dimensional systems, dipolar interactions are small corrections to the exchange
interactions [70]. However, dipolar interactions are important near the transition region
and are very important for stabilising order particularly in the 2d XY and single-ion
anisotropic Heisenberg systems [66].
The notation for these multilayer systems are defined in the following way: H =
Heisenberg spins, X = XY spins, therefore HA corresponds to treating the A layer
with Heisenberg spins and XB is to treat the B layer as XY spins. It is due to the
relatively weak coupling in A compared with B, that the A spins are modelled as
Heisenberg spins. For HA:XB:HA (10:1:10), this is to say that there are 10 monolayers
of Heisenberg A spins, 1 monolayer of XY B spins sandwiched between another 10
monolayers of Heisenberg A spins.
Varying the interspecies coupling in the trilayer
Figure 5.14 shows 3d plots of the magnetisation vs temperature vs layer position of
the trilayer for different interspecies coupling strengths. The influence of the strongly
coupled layer on the weakly coupled layer is instantly noticeable when comparing a
slab of A in the absence of a B layer (figure 5.14 (a)), to a weak interspecies coupling
between A and B (JAB = 0.20 in figure 5.14 (b)), to a strong interspecies coupling
between A and B (JAB = 0.75 in figure 5.14 (c)).
It can be seen that even when JAB < JAA < JBB (in figure 5.14 (c)), the A mono-
layers either side of the central B layer have a higher magnetisation than the other A
monolayers. This is due to the strong coupling in the B layer which induces order in
the neighbouring spins.
Since interactions extend to 8th NN, the B layer directly couples to monolayers 1, 2,
3 and −1, −2, −3. Seeing as the B layer is the only source of magnetic order then it
is understandable why these neighbouring A monolayers are most affected. When the
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 5.14: 3d plots of m vs T/JBB vs layer in the trilayer system with HA:XB:HA
(10:1:10) using 8th NN and 32× 32 lateral size. (a) A slab with 21 monolayers and the
trilayer with (b) JAB = 0.20 and (c) JAB = 0.75. The other couplings are JAA = 0.25
and JBB = 1.
interspecies coupling is increased to JAB = 0.75 (see figure 5.14 (c)), there is not only
an increase in the number of layers affected by the strong ordering of the B layer, but
there is also an increase in Tc(B), which can be seen more clearly in the m vs T/JBB
plot shown in figure 5.15 for the B layer with varying interspecies coupling.
From fitting the results in figure 5.15, Tc is found to increase by ∼ 27% from
JAB = 0.20 to JAB = 0.75. This increase in the ordering temperature is due to the
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Figure 5.15: m vs T/JBB for the B layer in the trilayer with different JAB couplings
indicated in the legend. One can see that as the interspecies coupling increases, Tc of
the B layer increases.
decoupling region increasing, the region in which A decouples from B when T > Tc(A).
When the interspecies coupling is small in the trilayer, the B layer behaves as it would
for a single layer of B, which can be seen in figure 5.16(a) (for 8th NN). This is consistent
with the analytical work done by Griffiths in 1970 [295] where they state that as J ′ → 0
(J ′ ≡ JAB in this study), the exponents of the physical quantities obtain their 2d values
and the Curie temperature decreases continuously.
The deviation from the single layer behaviour is particularly seen when further
ranged interactions are present, highlighting the importance of using longer range in-
teractions when studying interfacial effects in magnetic multilayers. There is a greater
deviation of the B monolayer from the single layer with a stronger interspecies cou-
pling. This is due to the A monolayers which are in closest proximity to the B layer
becoming more “XY -like” with increasing interspecies coupling. To demonstrate this
finding, plots of the average magnetisation per spin vs T/JBB for monolayers 1 and −1
modelled as XY spins are shown in figure 5.17 and compared with the original model.
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Figure 5.16: m vs T/JBB comparing a single layer of XY B spins with the monolayer
of XY B spins in the trilayer. This is for the trilayers when (a) JAB = 0.20 and (b)
JAB = 0.45. Each plot is shown for 1
st NN NN and 8th NN. Comparing the interspecies
coupling strengths with a fixed range of interaction, shows that the B layer in the
trilayer behaves more like the monolayer of B when the interspecies coupling is small.
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Figure 5.17: Average m vs T/JBB comparing the trilayer HA : XA : XB : XA : HA
(9:1:1:1:9) with JAB = 0.75 fixed and the original HA : XB : HA (10:1:10) for (a)
JAB = 0.75 and (b) JAB = 1. All plots have the coupling JBB = 1 and JAA = 0.25.
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The modified system is denoted as HA : XA : XB : XA : HA (9:1:1:1:9) whilst the
original (modelling all A spins as Heisenberg), is denoted as HA : XB : HA (10:1:10).
The coupling strengths for the modified system and the original are the same in figure
5.17 (a) and one can see that these two systems do not behave exactly same. However,
by increasing the interspecies coupling to 1 in the original system (figure 5.17 (b)) seems
to show that considering the monolayers 1 and −1 as XY spins is a reasonable approx-
imation. These plots show the average magnetisation of the entire system so they show
the magnetisation contributions from the A layers (low T transition feature) and from
the B layer (high T transition feature). These results are evidence of a limiting factor,
that as JAB → 1 these Heisenberg A spins in the HA : XB : HA (10:1:10) become
more “XY like”. Please note it has not been possible to determine the critical exponent
of the interfacial A monolayers because of the odd shape of m vs T/JBB.
Extent of magnetic induction in the weakly coupled layer of the trilayer
As was mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, the magnetic induction from the
strongly coupled species into the weakly coupled species has been studied thoroughly
and will be discussed in this section specifically for our model.
Figure 5.18 (a) shows the magnetisation distribution in individual monolayers of A
in the trilayer. This plot is exactly the same as in figure 5.12, except rather than the
monolayers being from a slab of A, it is for the respective monolayers in a layer of A in
the trilayer and hence direct comparison can be made.
Figure 5.18 (a) demonstrates that with the inclusion of the B layer, the average
magnetisation for one layer of A cannot capture the magnetisation in each monolayer
of A, particularly the monolayers closest to the B layer. Maccherozzi et. al. [296] de-
scribed the different regions of their Fe/(Ga,Mn)As bilayers, where (Ga,Mn)As is a
paramagnetic semiconductor and iron is a ferromagnet, as a bulk region of the soft ma-
terial (represented by monolayer 6 in figure 5.18 (a)), an interfacial region with induced
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Figure 5.18: (a) m vs T/JBB for individual monolayers of A in the trilayer with JAB =
0.45 and 8th NN (b) the amount of magnetisation induced in each monolayer of A when
JAB = 0.75 as a function of temperature. This is found by subtracting the magnetisation
of a monolayer in the A layer of the trilayer system from the magnetisation of the
respective A monolayer in an A slab.
ferromagnetic order (represented by monolayer 1) and a harder ferromagnetic region
(monolayer 0). Figure 5.18 (b) shows how the induction of ferromagnetism evolves with
layer distance with respect to temperature.
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Figure 5.19 shows that the results in figure 5.18 (b) are system size independent for A
layers closest to the B layer or at high temperatures‡. This plot shows the magnetisation
vs layer results for a HA : XB : HA (20:1:10) system with increasing temperature as
indicated by the arrow. The system size with a smaller thickness “feels” the surface
effects proportionally more and hence the equivalent layers in the two different systems
sizes will not have the same magnetisation. The fact that these two system sizes do not
show exactly the same decay in magnetisation for some temperatures, this indicates
that there is some sort of “cut off” in the induction when using 10 monolayers of A
and hence the extent of induction could be beyond the 20 monolayers of A, but would
require further investigation. For temperatures exceeding Tc, it is clear that the decay
in magnetisation is exactly the same regardless of the thickness because even the smaller
system size is relatively larger than the extent of induction.
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Figure 5.19: Magnetisation per spin vs layer for the trilayer system comparing the
decay in magnetisation in 10 monolayers of A with that in 20 monolayers of A using
the HA:XB:HA (20:1:10) system. The increasing temperature is indicated in the plot,
where the curve for Tc(A) is the highest temperature plot (purple line for coloured
version).
‡For temperatures within the decoupling region T/JBB = 0.86, 0.91, 0.96, 1.01, 1.06.
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Spin dimensionality analysis in the trilayer
So far, it is clear that the B layer is inducing magnetic order in the A layers, so that
Tc(A) increases and neighbouring A monolayers of the B layer become more “XY -like”
or in other words, “more B-like” in spin nature with increasing coupling strength. How-
ever, it has also been shown that the ordering temperature of the B layer increases with
coupling strength. In this section we show that this is a consequence of an increase in
effective thickness of the B layer.
The following spin dimensionality results are unique to ultrathin layers of B (ultra-
thin films are . 7 ML thick [100]), as ultrathin materials behave as 2d systems [288] so
an increase in effective thickness will cause a crossover to 3d behaviour.
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Figure 5.20: An average m vs T/JBB for one A layer for different JAB couplings using
8th NN. Also included is the B layer from the trilayer with JAB = 0.20 to show how
the 3d feature in the decoupling region declines at the transition region of the A spins
(indicated by the dotted line).
For the small coupling, JAB = 0.20, JAA dominates JAB at temperatures close to
Tc(A) and decoupling occurs abruptly in this region (shown in figure 5.20). Hence the
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B spins are left to behave more “2d-like” for T > Tc(A) which is supported by figure
5.16(a). With a stronger interspecies coupling the A monolayers closest to the B layer
remain ordered so that JAB dominates JAA even when T > Tc(A). The order in the
A layers then decline in the decoupling region at a rate dependent on the interspecies
coupling strength. Due to the extended temperature range of ordering in the A layers,
the B layer behaves as though it has a greater effective thickness. This would indicate
a change in the exponent since the shape of the low temperature region of an m vs
T/JBB plot describes the universality class of the material.
Figure 5.21 demonstrates this change in shape, where (a)-(d) show plots of T/Tc for
the single layer of B spins (NN and 6th NN) and the B monolayer in the trilayer (8th
NN for JAB = 0.20 and JAB = 0.45).
Keeping in mind that Bloch’s law only holds for the low temperature region, the
results from the single layers should show a linear relation with T/Tc as a 2d system,
whilst a 3d system should follow the relationship M(0)−M(T )
M(0)
∝ T 3/2. The fitting shown
in figure 5.21 was found by fitting up to T/Tc = 0.4 to the equation y = ax
b + c. The
results show that for the single layer of B with 6th NN, b = 1.09, the monolayer of B in
the trilayer with JAB = 0.20, b = 1.28 and with JAB = 0.45, b = 1.47. These findings
strongly support that the dimensionality of B spins changed to 3d in a system with
only one B monolayer. The ABA system with an increased B thickness is discussed in
appendix D to compare with the results found here for B with an increased “effective
thickness”.
Overview of varying the range and interspecies coupling in the weak/strong
coupled trilayer
It has been shown that further ranged interactions are required to observe key features
in these results which are inaccessible to NN interactions, such as the increase in effective
B thickness. The difference between the two ranges, NN and 8th NN, are shown more
clearly in the magnetisation vs layer profiles in figure 5.22. These have been plotted
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Figure 5.21: Fits to m vs T/Tc in the low temperature region according to Bloch’s
law. For (a)-(d), the change in exponent using Bloch’s law, which shows that as the
interspecies coupling in the trilayer increases, the relation approaches the M(0)−M(T )
M(0)
∝
T 3/2, characteristic of a 3d system rather than the linear relation for a 2d system. This
is found by fitting up to T/JBB = 0.4 of the T/Tc plot to y = ax
b+c. (a) The monolayer
of B with NN, b = 1.06, (b) the monolayer of B with 6th NN, b = 1.09, (c) the single
layer of B in the trilayer with JAB = 0.20, b = 1.28 and for (d) JAB = 0.45, b = 1.47.
8th NN are used to produce (c) and (d).
with the scale T/Jeff as this is a comparison between different ranges. The profiles are
taken at approximately the same temperatures§.
One can easily see that the peaks in the magnetisation vs layer profiles are broader
§The temperatures for 8th NN are to 2 decimal places after rescaling.
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Figure 5.22: Magnetisation vs layer profiles for the trilayer system comparing the
range of interactions using JAB = 0.75 for (a) NN and (b) 8
th NN. Each profile corre-
sponds to one of the temperatures T/Jeff =0.01, 0.31, 0.61, 0.91, 1.21, 1.51 and 1.81,
where these temperatures are to 2 decimal places for 8th NN after re-scaling.
when longer range interactions are used since the magnetic induction extends further
within layer A. When the interspecies coupling is simultaneously varied with the range,
the critical temperature in the B layer changes as shown in figure 5.23.
Using first nearest neighbour coupling in the trilayer system, shows little variation
in Tc(B). The critical temperature of JAB = 0.75, found using the fitting method,
is lower than for JAB = 0.60, whilst Tc(B) increases steadily for the other coupling
strengths. The deviation between these two coupling strengths is small and if these
Tc’s were extracted from the χ(T ) peaks method, then the Tc trend would be linear,
with Tc = 1.125 and Tc = 1.1 for JAB = 0.75 and JAB = 0.60, respectively. Due to
multiple peaks in the NN χ(T ) plots for some of the couplings, the NN Tc values for all
coupling strengths are extracted from the fitting method. Figure 5.23 shows that for
further ranged interactions, the critical temperatures differ more between the coupling
strengths and alternate with higher and lower Tc values as the range increases. The
possible reasoning could be due to the finite size effects, the “cut off” in the decay of
interactions and the finite range of interactions, which would be more important for
stronger couplings. Following the pattern otherwise, the least variation of Tc(B) with
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Figure 5.23: Tc(B) vs range for different interspecies coupling strengths in the trilayer.
The critical temperatures are found from the peak in χ(T ) of the B layer, except for
the NN results, which were found using the fitting method by Ahlberg et. al. [20]. This
is since multiple peaks in the NN χ(T ) plots for some of the couplings meant it was
difficult to extract Tc(B).
range is when JAB = 0.45, which could be a limiting observation for JAB → 0.50.
A mapping produced as in figure 5.23, could prove useful when modelling these mag-
netic multilayers and help to optimise the range and coupling strength. For instance,
it could be considered that the range and interspecies coupling strength that produces
the highest Tc(B), is the system where B is most inducing in A and hence the effective
thickness of the B layer is greater. Further ranges are required to conclude a general
trend.
5.4.4 Simulation results for the ferromagnetic weak/strong cou-
pled multilayer with more repeat units
The experimental study conducted by Ahlberg et. al. [71] was for a magnetic multilayer
with 10 repeat units and one extra weakly coupled layer for symmetry. The key hy-
pothesis was that providing there are two strongly coupled layers neighbouring a weakly
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Figure 5.24: A schematic of the multilayer with 3 repeat units and 1 extra A layer
for symmetry, as it was in Ahlberg’s work. The parameter, L, which is the thickness of
each A layer is indicated on the diagram. A1, B1 and B0 have been highlighted.
coupled layer, either side of it, then when the thickness, L of the weakly coupled layer
decreases, indirect interaction between the two strongly coupled layers can occur. This
interaction is said to occur through the overlap of proximity effects from the two induc-
ing sources and as a result a dimensionality crossover of the system should be observed.
Given this information, the model used in this project is shown in figure 5.24. This has
3 repeat units of A/B with an extra A layer.
Each B layer is a monolayer thick, whilst the thickness of the A layers are varied, as
was carried out by Ahlberg et. al. The three A thicknesses used here are L = 3, 6 and
10 monolayers, using JAB = 0.75. The use of a strong coupling is to ensure that the
physics of the system can be observed without a limitation on the coupling. In a similar
way these multilayers are studied with varying coupling strengths, JAB = 0, 0.20, 0.45
and 0.75, using L = 6. This system size was chosen because the range of interactions
is up to the 3rd co-ordination cube and hence L = 6 is the minimum distance between
the two strongly coupled layers before their direct interactions overlap, therefore this
should maximise the induction effects which are experienced. The Monte Carlo timings
were kept the same as for the trilayer teq = 10
4 MCS/s and tobs = 10
5 MCS/s, only
MCS/s=MCS×N is changed accordingly.
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The effect of varying the thickness and interspecies coupling strength in the
multilayer
Ahlberg et. al. [71] described the strength of the indirect interaction between the B
layers as being determined by the relationship of the width of the magnetisation profile,
W , with the thickness of the A layers, L. This interaction is determined by the overlap
of the induced magnetisation from the B layers. Hence the dependence on W and L is:
• W > L, strong interaction
• W ' L, weak interaction
• W < L, no interaction.
Figure 5.25 (a) is the schematic proposed by Ahlberg et. al. [71], whilst figures 5.25
(b)-(d) show the m vs layer results for the three different thicknesses of A used in this
study. Figures 5.26 (a)-(d) also show the m vs layer results for the four different inter-
species coupling strengths used in this study.
Both figures 5.25 and 5.26 show the magnetisation vs layer position in the systems
for three temperatures, T1(T < Tc(A)), T2 (T → Tc(A)) and T3 (T > Tc(A)), where
Tc(A) was found previously to be 0.91. It is clear to see that the magnetisation profile of
the multilayer proposed by Ahlberg et. al. [71] is correct with increasing temperature.
For T1, the magnetisation throughout the A and B layers is the same since there is
a spontaneous magnetisation throughout. As the temperature increases to T2 and ap-
proaches Tc, there is evidence of magnetic induction from the B layers, to the A layers
which becomes smaller when the A monolayer is further from the inducing source (B
layer). At T3 of figure 5.25 (a), the temperature is much greater than Tc(A) and is be-
ginning to approach Tc(B). In the work by Ahlberg et. al. , T3 > Tc(B), which is not the
case in this study and surface effects seem to be omitted in the work by Ahlberg’s et. al. .
Comparing the effects of thickness and coupling strength on the multilayer, one can
see that increasing JAB or decreasing L, increases the magnetisation induced in the A
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monolayers. For the smallest thickness, L = 3, W > L since both central A layers (e.g.
A1) are all directly interacting with two B layers, as the range of interactions extend
to the 3rd co-ordination sphere of the cubic lattice. As L increases to L = 6, it is still
(a) (b) L = 3
(c) L = 6 (d) L = 10
Figure 5.25: Magnetisation vs layer of the A/B multilayer for different L at three
different temperatures T1 (T < Tc(A)), T2 (T → Tc(A)) and T3 (T > Tc(A)), where
Tc(A) was found previously to be 0.91. (a) A proposed schematic of the m vs layer in
these multilayers [71]. This indicates L as the width of FeZr layers (or A in this study)
and W the width of the magnetisation profile. Thicknesses (b) L = 3, (c) L = 6 and (d)
L = 10 with JAB = 0.75. The three temperatures are T = 0.2, T = 0.7, and T = 1.2
from green to blue. The points are joined using a second order interpolation.
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the case that W > L since both the central A layers are interacting directly with one
B layer. For L = 10, the relationship of W and L is between W > L and W ' L
as some A monolayers in the central A layers are not interacting directly with a B
layer. Therefore, the overlap of magnetic induction by the B layers become smaller.
At some critical L, there is no effective interaction between the B layers as the induced
(a) JAB = 0.0 (b) JAB = 0.25
(c) JAB = 0.45 (d) JAB = 0.75
Figure 5.26: Magnetisation vs layer of the A/B multilayer for different JAB, with the
same temperature details as figure 5.25 (T = 0.2, T = 0.7, and T = 1.2 from green to
blue). (a) JAB = 0.0, (b) JAB = 0.25, (c) JAB = 0.45 and (d) JAB = 0.75 for t(A) = 6.
Points are joined using a first order interpolation.
magnetisation from both B layers no longer overlap since the A thickness is too large.
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Changing the interspecies coupling strength in these multilayers is equivalent to
varying W . The reason for an increased magnetic induction in the A layers with an
increased JAB coupling strength has been discussed quite thoroughly in the trilayer in
previous sections. The difference in this multilayer is that there are now more repeat
units and so the overlap of the magnetic induction from say B1 with B0, further en-
hances the magnetic order in the middle A1 monolayers. Also included in this study
is JAB = 0.0, which shows that no interaction between the A and B layers causes the
interface to behave as it would at the surface, which is to decrease the magnetisation.
The magnetisation in all the A and B monolayers, in this case, are lower than those in
the multilayers where JAB 6= 0.0.
Plots of the average magnetisation vs temperature for the A1 layer are shown in
figures 5.27 (a) and (b) for varying thickness of A and interspecies coupling strength,
respectively. Particularly in figure 5.27 (a), one can see that it is very difficult to extract
Tc(A), especially when L is small. This is due to the overlap of the magnetic induction
from the B layers throughout the system (see figure 5.25), where the magnetisation of
the sandwiched A layers (e.g. A1) become more like that of the B layers and hence why
the A character cannot be distinguished from the B character in these plots.
From figure 5.27 (a), it can be seen that Tc(A) is enhanced when L is small, which
is reported by Ahlberg et. al. [71]. When the thickness is so small that L is of the order
of the range of interactions, as is the case for L = 3, the transition temperature of the
B layer increases slightly Tc(B) = 2.60 (where L = 6 and L = 10 have Tc(B) = 2.51
and Tc(B) = 2.47, respectively). As expected, if L is fixed and the coupling is varied,
Tc(B) increases with coupling strength (see higher temperature feature in figure 5.27
(b)). Bloch’s Law is used to identify the exponent of the B0 layer with increasing A
thickness: b = 1.28 for L = 3, b = 1.32 for L = 6 and b = 1.36 for L = 10, when fitting
T/Tc to the equation y = ax
b+c. This is not expected since a system with L = 3 would
be expected to be more “3d-like” giving b→ 1.5 rather than L = 10 due to the overlap
of induction throughout the entire system and based on the result from the trilayer,
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Figure 5.27: Average magnetisation per spin vs T/JBB for the A1 layer of
(a) the multilayers HA:XB:HA:XB:HA:XB:HA (3:1:3:1:3:1:3), (6:1:6:1:6:1:6) and
(10:1:10:1:10:1:10) with JAB = 0.75 and (b) couplings JAB = 0, 0.25, 0.45 and 0.75
for the multilayer with L = 6.
where the effective thickness of the B layer increases.
From figure 5.27 (b), it is clear that not only is Tc(A) increasing with JAB, but also
the decoupling region with the B layers. The critical temperatures for B0 with increas-
ing coupling strength are, Tc(B) = 1.88, Tc(B) = 1.98, Tc(B) = 2.15 and Tc(B) = 2.53
whilst using Bloch’s law, b = 1.09, b = 1.28, b = 1.31 and b = 1.32 in the same order.
From the trilayer results, this trend is expected, whereby Tc(A) and Tc(B) increase
whilst the B layer becomes more “3d-like”. Using the average magnetisation of the A
layers is not recommended to study Tc or the exponent since it is not representative of
the layers which are most influenced by the B layers. However, fitting y = axb + c to
T/Tc of the A1 layer gives b = 1.18, b = 1.17, b = 1.17 and b = 1.17 for JAB = 0.0,
JAB = 0.25, JAB = 0.45 and JAB = 0.75, respectively. This would imply that the
A monolayers are more 2d than 3d and that the dimensionality of the A spins do not
change with interspecies coupling strength, however, this may be different for the mono-
layers closest to the B layers.
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Both figures 5.25 and 5.26 show that the magnetic profile of the multilayer system is
also temperature dependent irrespective of whether the interspecies coupling or thick-
ness is varied. At high temperatures, W is small due to strong thermal fluctuations in
A spins. If Tc is below some threshold temperature, T
′, then perpendicular excitations
(z-magnons) will not be accessible in the system and hence 2dXY behaviour will be
observed, whilst if Tc is above a threshold T
′′, then there is enough thermal energy to
excite the spin vector out of the plane and enable three-dimensional behaviour [71]. Be-
tween these two thresholds, T ′ and T ′′, there is a crossover region of spin dimensionality.
Ahlberg et. al. [71] found that Tc < T
∗∗ in their magnetic multilayer because the critical
exponents are not completely three-dimensional but neither are they two-dimensional.
From the results in this study, the spin dimensionality remains 2d in the A layers, but
changes from 2d to (almost) 3d in the B layers when the coupling changes. It could be
that Tc(A) < T
∗ whilst T ′ < Tc(B) < T ∗∗. This may imply that the initial design for
JAA = 0.25JBB is not suitable for the findings of the work by Ahlberg et. al. and hence
could require an increase in JAA.
5.4.5 Conclusion
Magnetisation versus monolayer profiles were generated and analysed as a function of
temperature for an A/B magnetic multilayer, showing similar profiles to the experi-
ment. A dimensionality crossover, as reported by Ahlberg et. al. [71], was found in the
trilayer, ABA and was still evident when more repeat units were added. This dimen-
sionality crossover was only found in the strongly coupled B layer due to the difficulty
in extracting Tc(A) and hence β, in the weakly coupled A layers. Changing the inter-
species coupling strength in the multilayers was found to be equivalent to varying W .
Tuning L in the simulations showed a similar effect to that found in the experiment,
where Tc(A) is enhanced, however, the dimensionality crossover for the B layers were
not as expected and could be due to the intraspecies coupling ratios and Tc with re-
spect to the dimensionality crossover boundaries, T ′ and T ′′. Changing the thickness is
related to changing the exchange coupling strength in these multilayers [297] and so it
could also be that the theoretical equivalence of experimentally varying the thickness
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of one species in these multilayers is by tuning the interspecies coupling strength.
In the introduction of this chapter, it was shown that a strongly coupled ferro-
magnetic species, B (cobalt in the experiment), with a thickness L ≤ 1 monolayers,
shows no ferromagnetic behaviour. However the results presented here demonstrate
that if B is between two layers of a weaker coupled ferromagnetic species, A, so that
JBB = 4JAA, then this monolayer has the potential to show ferromagnetic behaviour.
In these simulations this is shown by an increase in Tc for the monolayer of B in the
trilayer compared with the single layer of B, due to an increased effective thickness. In
the ABA trilayer, the result is seen when the interspecies exchange coupling strength,
JAB is increased and a dimensionality crossover in the B layers is observed from the
modelled 2d behaviour to an effective 3d behaviour. These results are only possible
through a double proximity effect of B to A and A to B, where there is a two-way
enhancement of the critical temperature in both species.
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In the previous chapter, an A/B magnetic multilayer system was shown to demonstrate
a double proximity effect. This is where both layers were affected by the proximity of
the other and an enhancement of Tc for both species was identified compared to the
stand-alone components. In this chapter, the proximity effect is considered to explain
the exchange spring effect observed in an B/A/C multilayer. It is found that the range
of interaction is insufficient to conclude the role of the proximity effect with regard to the
exchange spring effect, however, does help to visualise and explain the enhancement of
Tc in the middle layer as reported in the literature. Additionally, modelling parameters
in these multilayer systems are thoroughly discussed.
6.1 An indirect interaction in the trilayer
Experimental work conducted by Magnus [298] has been based on the exchange spring
effect in the magnetic trilayer, Co85(AlZr)15/ Co60(AlZr)40/ Sm8Co92. The exchange
spring effect occurs in multilayers of alternating hard and soft magnetic materials cou-
pled by exchange interactions [299]. The effect refers to the ability of the net magnetic
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moments of the monolayers† in the soft material to rotate reversibly about the interface
of the neighbouring hard magnetic material(s) in the presence of an applied magnetic
field perpendicular to the anisotropy of the system [300]. The anisotropy of the system
results from the proximity of the hard magnet (see figure 6.2).
Figure 6.1: A representation of the SmCo/Co(AlZr) multilayer used in the experimen-
tal system by Magnus. The hard layer is SmCo whilst the soft layers are the CoAlZr
layers. The differing Co concentrations, Co85(AlZr)15/Co60(AlZr)40/ Sm8Co92 from top
to bottom in the image, determine how magnetic the material is and the critical tem-
perature of each layer, where Tc(top layer) > Tc(central layer) << Tc(bottom layer).
Image taken from reference [301].
The experimental work has shown that a higher coercivity is observed in the strongly
coupled Co85(AlZr)15 layer when the thickness of the weaker coupled Co60(AlZr)40 layer
decreases. It is presumed that there is an indirect interaction between the top and
bottom layer of the trilayer since the coercivity is related with the anisotropy of the
system, however limitations on the experimental analysis only enable one to probe
the top layer [302]. Therefore, the aim of the numerical simulations in this project
is to construct and test a microscopic model that may account for the experimental
observations. Not only is this to shed light on the interaction of the top and bottom
layer but also to develop the theoretical understanding on how best to model such
trilayers.
†Please find the notation given to a layer, a monolayer, the interspecies coupling etc. in section
5.1.
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6.2 The exchange spring effect
Magnetic multilayers demonstrating the exchange spring effect are considered to be a
way of retaining thermal and field stability in storage media [303–305]. This is because
the exchanged coupled alternating hard and soft magnetic materials have the advantage
of the high thermal stability of the hard material with the moderate switching field
of the soft material [302]. The composition of these alternating hard/soft magnetic
multilayers where the exchange spring effect is apparent are usually such that the hard
material consists of a rare earth metal mixed with a transition metal (e.g. TbCo [306]
or SmCo [307]) and have large coercivities; whilst the soft material generally consists
of transition metals which have a large magnetic moment and hence a large saturation
magnetisation (e.g. Fe or Co [308, 309]), however, these materials can vary.
The simplest system demonstrating the exchange spring effect is a bilayer of hard/soft
magnetic materials, such as FePt/Fe [310]. At a critical thickness of 3 nm of soft iron,
the coercivity of the hard FePt decreases through the exchange spring effect [310]. This
is because the soft layer effectively tunes the switching field in the hard layer by re-
versing its own direction of magnetisation first whilst being strongly coupled to the
hard layer. In this case one sees continuous in-plane rotations of the soft monolayers
(see figure 6.2). Below the critical thickness (of the order of the domain wall width
of the hard material [302]), the whole system has a single switching field [311], whilst
thicknesses far greater than this critical thickness, there are more soft monolayers with
a reversed magnetisation from that given by the hard magnet as the thickness is greater
than the range of direct exchange coupling [310].
Domain walls are defined by the boundary between regions of spins aligned in dif-
ferent directions. This would be, for example, the boundary between spins aligned in
the +z direction and spins aligned in the −y direction. An analytical indication of the
exchange spring effect is where the hysteresis loop, produced in a plot of the magneti-
sation vs applied field of the multilayer system, shows a characteristic rounded shape
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Figure 6.2: A schematic of the exchange spring effect in a magnetic trilayer. The
hard/soft layers are indicated below/above the spring and the spring itself represents a
non-magnetic layer. There is a twisting of the magnetic moments in the soft monolayers
as the proximity to the hard layer decreases and hence increasing the length of the spring
reduces the proximity between the hard and soft layers causing them to decouple. The
anisotropy of this system is determined by the hard layer and is perpendicular to the
plane of the layers and the external field applied. The angle deviation from the easy z
axis in monolayer 1 of the hard material is given by ξh1 and hence no angle deviation is
shown in this monolayer, whilst the angle deviation in monolayer L of the soft material
is given by ξsL, showing the largest deviation from the z axis. This image is taken from
reference [35].
(see figure 6.3) [312]. If Hn is the nucleation field by which domain walls begin to form
and Hi is the irreversibility field (coercive field) of the hard magnet, then for fields in
the range Hn < H < Hi, the net magnetic moment of the soft magnetic monolayers can
rotate reversibly about the hard/soft interface and is the point at which this rounding
of the hysteresis loop is observed. Therefore, Hn and Hi effectively correspond to the
coercivities of the soft and hard layer, respectively. Sweeping the applied field positively
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Figure 6.3: Magnetisation M/Ms vs applied field H for a magnetic bilayer demon-
strating an exchange spring effect, where h2 ≡ HMs2/2K2 and Ms2 and K2 are the
magnetisation and anisotropy energy of the soft layer, respectively. Hn is the nu-
cleation field by which domain walls begin to form and Hi is the irreversibility field
(coercive field) of the hard magnet. The exchange spring effect can be identified by the
characteristic rounded shape of the hysteresis loop. Image taken from [312].
or negatively enables the domain walls to wind or unwind reversibly.
Investigations of the exchange spring effect can be extended to trilayer systems.
This has included investigations of a symmetric hard/soft/hard arrangement [313–316]
and those where the coupling between hard and soft magnetic layers is mediated by a
non-magnetic interlayer [35, 299, 317] or an antiferromagnetic interlayer [318]. This in-
terlayer acts as a on/off switch for the exchange spring effect depending on its thickness
or the temperature in relation to the Tc of the interlayer and hence could be used in
heat-assisted magnetic recording (HAMR) [318]. With a non-magnetic interlayer, long
range indirect exchange coupling is arguably mediated between the hard and soft layers
by RKKY [299] or DM [35] interactions and is similar to the FePt/Fe bilayer where the
larger the thickness, in this case of the interlayer, the greater the angle deviation from
the anisotropy of the system giving rise to the exchange spring effect. In the case of an
antiferromagnetic interlayer, there is no exchange coupling between the hard/soft layer
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until temperatures reach above the transition of the interlayer such that it becomes
ferromagnetic [318]. At this point exchange coupling between the hard and soft layers
mediated by the ferromagnetic interlayer can occur and the exchange spring effect is
observed, showing that this effect is controlled by the temperature.
In this chapter we refer to a trilayer system where the interlayer is a soft and weakly
coupled ferromagnetic material, whilst the other two layers consist of a soft, strongly
coupled ferromagnet and a hard, strongly coupled ferromagnet.
6.3 Experimental background to simulations
In the ferromagnetic bilayer system consisting of Co85(AlZr)15 and Sm8Co92, the coer-
cive field and saturation field of the CoAlZr layer are enhanced when the thickness of
CoAlZr is reduced [298]. This bilayer system can be complicated further by inserting a
softer, lower Tc material, Co60(AlZr)40, between the hard rare earth magnet and the soft
higher Tc magnet. Again, experimental analysis of these amorphous thin film multilay-
ers are limited to only probing the top layer (soft, higher Tc material), which provides
an observation of how the coercivity changes in the system. The magneto-optical Kerr
effect(MOKE) can probe thin layers up to 20 nm [319], however, the size of the mul-
tilayers used in the experiment were 15 nm/ L2 nm/ 20 nm (L2 is the thickness of
the central layer) for the Co85(AlZr)15/ Co60(AlZr)40/ Sm8Co92 trilayer and is therefore
beyond the thickness resolution of the analytical apparatus.
The materials used in the experimental work are amorphous. This is to be able
to tune the magnetic anisotropy (coercivity) and saturation field of the SmCo layer
by the amount of Sm content and to also ensure that the lattice mismatch is not as
important as for a crystalline material [301]. The critical temperature of the CoAlZr
layer is controlled by the zirconium content, where the more Zr, the lower Tc(CoAlZr),
which is due to the lower proportion of magnetic material (Co).
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Upon changing the thickness of the central layer (soft, lower Tc material), a change in
the coercivity of the top layer is observed as shown in figure 6.4. This is proposed to be
a consequence of indirect coupling of the top layer with the hard bottom layer, through
magnetic induction in the central soft layer [298]. Therefore, the coupling between the
top and bottom layer is assumed to become stronger as the thickness of the central
layer decreases. This is not as simple as longer range direct interactions becoming more
relevant as the distance between top and bottom layers decreases since the experimental
work shows that the exchange spring effect is only evident because of the induction in the
Co60(AlZr)40 layer [298]. This is proven from figure 6.4, which shows the coercivity of
Figure 6.4: Coercive field of the top Co85(AlZr)15 layer vs temperature for different
thicknesses of central Co60(AlZr)40 layer in the SmCo/Co(AlZr) multilayers. This is
for temperatures up to Tc(Co60(AlZr)40) < T < Tc(Co85(AlZr)15). The image is from
unpublished results by Magnus et. al. [298].
the top Co85(AlZr)15 layer with respect to temperature. A strong relationship between
the thickness of the central layer and the coercivity of the top layer can be seen when
Tc(Co85(AlZr)15) > T > Tc(Co60(AlZr)40). At the largest thickness of the central
layer (L2 = 40 nm), the indirect interaction between the top and bottom layers is
considered to be minimal (acting as a bulk system), therefore at the temperature where
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the coercivity drops for L2 = 40 nm in figure 6.4, this corresponds to the critical
temperature of Co60(AlZr)40. With the smallest thickness, L2 = 10 nm, the coercivity
in the top layer remains high where one would note the onset of Tc(Co60(AlZr)40).
The induction in Co60(AlZr)40 is considered to play a role since at this point this
layer should have become disordered and hence no coercivity increase observed in the
Co85(AlZr)15 layer. If there were direct coupling between the top and bottom layers
then the coercivity should not fall to zero at temperatures significantly lower than the
critical temperatures of the top and bottom layers (reported to be > 380 K [298]). It is
therefore proposed that there is an increase in the ordering temperature of the central
layer by magnetic induction of the other layers with decreasing thickness and it is at this
increased Tc of the central layer that the coercivity in the Co85(AlZr)15 layer declines
to zero.
6.4 Simulation details
In the simulations, the multilayer is represented generally as BAC, where B corre-
sponds to the experimental Co85(AlZr)15 layer, A to the Co60(AlZr)40 layer and C to
the Sm8Co92 layer. A schematic of BAC is shown in figure 6.5 along with the intra-
and interspecies couplings.
Previous theoretical studies on the exchange spring effect [35, 299] model the system
one-dimensionally (perpendicular to the plane of the system), since within the plane it
is assumed that the magnetic properties are invariant [320]. A one-dimensional treat-
ment of the multilayer system could have potentially been used in this study, since
the boundaries are periodic in the plane and finite perpendicular to the plane of the
layers. However, in this study a more sophisticated approach is required, particularly
as I investigate magnetic induction. Parameters which are varied in this study that
rely upon the less simplified model are: the range of interaction between spins, which
although are further ranged they are also limited; and the rate of decay of interactions,
which controls how much weighting an interaction between another spin contributes to
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Figure 6.5: Schematic of the BAC system such that a layer of B has LB = 8 mono-
layers, A has 6 ≤ LA ≤ 50 monolayers and C has LC = 10 monolayers. The B spins are
coupled by JBB = 1, A spins are coupled by JAA and C spins are coupled by JCC = 1.
The interspecies couplings are given by JAB and JAC and the range of interaction is up
to 8th NN.
the energy of the system. Therefore, I model a three-dimensional system.
To determine a model which best describes the experimental system, two approaches
are considered: 1) to use the details from the experiment and prior knowledge (see
chapter 5) to best imitate the experimental system theoretically and compare the results
produced; and 2) to use the experimental results to identify which values of the model
parameters of the theoretical system yield the best agreement with the experiment. In
this project I start by using method 1), which follows with results of the bilayers, the
trilayer and varying LA. I then revisit the trilayer systems using the second methodical
approach. Accordingly, the simulation details and results sections will be divided into
two parts.
6.4.1 Method 1- system developed using experimental
details
The coupling strengths of the BAC multilayer were chosen as JBB = 1, JAB = 0.60,
JAA = 0.55, JAC = 0.60 and JCC = 1. Cobalt is considered to be the source of mag-
netism in the CoZr layers, whilst both Sm and Co contribute to the magnetic nature
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of the SmCo layer. The coupling strengths were chosen according to the cobalt content
given by the stoichiometry of the chemical formulas, since there was no found literature
relating the magnetic ion coverage with the average coupling strength of an amorphous
layer. Though a different property, studies have determined that the coverage of the
magnetic material (within the amount reported here) is linearly related to the average
magnetic moment of the magnetic ion (see figure 6.6) [321–323]. Using the exact frac-
Figure 6.6: Magnetic moment u (denoted as µ in the figure by convention) vs atomic
fraction x of alloying solute E for Co1−xEx materials. The key for the different E used
is given in the legend. Of interest is when E = Zr, where there is a linear relationship
between the magnetic moment and the Zr content. Image taken from reference [321].
tions of Co when normalised to the Co content of the hard layer, then JBB = 0.92 and
JAA = 0.65. It is through the understanding of the experimental details that the B and
C layers have ordering temperatures well above the measurement temperature, which
is considerably greater than the ordering temperature of A, that JBB is set to one just
like JCC . The reasoning for JAA = 0.55 for the A layer, is that though the Co content
is 60% and the relative coupling to the C layer should be JAA = 0.65, figure 6.6 shows
the decline in magnetic moment with Zr content is quite steep and the Co content is
therefore not likely to yield an equally strong exchange coupling. For the interspecies
coupling, the experimental work indicates that the B and C layers influence A and
hence we can consider that the JAB coupling must be larger than JAA. This was chosen
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as little greater than JAA.
The top layer (denoted as B here) is magnetically soft, however is said to have a
high critical temperature. Therefore I have modelled this layer with XY spins (not
as magnetically hard as Ising spins) and an intraspecies coupling of 1. The XY spins
ensure the spins can rotate within the plane of the layers. The central layer (denoted
as A) is also a magnetically soft layer but with a far lower critical temperature than the
B spins, I modelled these as Heisenberg spins. Introducing another degree of freedom
lowers the ordering temperature of A further from that given by a coupling strength
JAA = 0.55. The bottom layer (denoted as C) is a hard layer with a strong uniaxial
anisotropy, hence this layer is modelled as Ising spins with an intraspecies coupling of 1.
Figure 6.7 is a plot of the susceptibility vs temperature for the components of the
BAC multilayer as described so far, with LA = 10. The susceptibility peaks correspond
to the critical temperature of the respective layers. As implied by the experimental
details [298], Tc(A) must be much lower than Tc(B), to indicate that any significant
coercivity of B for T > Tc(A) is due to indirect coupling between B and C, which would
not be possible if Tc(B) ' Tc(A). In this case, both A and B spins would disorder at
the same temperature and no coercivity would be expected at temperatures beyond
this. The figure shows that the set of parameters chosen are suitable as there is no
overlap of Tc(A) with Tc(B) and a significantly small residual magnetisation of A as
T → Tc(B).
Assigning the coupling strengths with the respective magnitudes and choosing the
dimensionality of the spins in each layer according to how magnetically hard or soft the
material is ensures that the experimental system is correctly modelled in the simula-
tions.
The lateral size of the system is fixed as 32 × 32 spins since, as explained in the
previous project, this system size captures the physics of a finite 2d XY system quite
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Figure 6.7: χ vs T/JCC for the isolated components of the trilayer. The respective
peaks are for 8 monolayers of B, 10 monolayers of A and 10 monolayers of C. The spin
dimensionalities for each component are indicated in the legend, where I represents
Ising spins, X represents XY spins and H represents Heisenberg spins. Comparison
can be made with the peaks of the A layer being treated as XY or Heisenberg spins.
Each peak corresponds to Tc(x), where x = A, B orC.
accurately, balanced with computational effort. Though I do not specifically study
a 2d XY system in this project, important contributions which may result from an
insufficient system size should not be overlooked. The number of monolayers were cho-
sen according to the information given in figure 6.4, which shows that LC > LB, and
the thicknesses explored for the A layer were LA > LC > LB, LA = LC > LB and
LC > LB > LA. To compromise on computational effort, layers C and B are chosen
as 10 and 8 monolayers, respectively and the number of A monolayers is chosen as
LA = 6, 7, 10, 20, 30 and 40.
All simulations were run with the Hamiltonian used in equation 5.1 in chapter 5,
and with 8th NN. As before, d = 3 for the 3d system and σ = 1 for a fast decay of
attractive interactions. Monte Carlo simulations were run with teq = 10
4 MCS/s and
tobs = 10
5 MCS/s (remembering that 1 MCS/s corresponds to N attempted single spin
flips). The results for the equilibration of the energy can be found in Appendix B.
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6.4.2 Method 2- system developed using experimental
results
The experimental results indicate that the thickness of the A layer is able to influence
the coercivity of the B layer. Also, it has been found that the relationship between
the thickness of the central layer (known in the literature as the interlayer) and the
coupling strength between the magnetically soft and hard layers is dependent on how
strong the anisotropy is within the magnetically soft central layer itself [324]. There-
fore I vary both the intra- and interspecies coupling strengths between A and B (and
consequently between A and C since JAB = JAC), whilst increasing the anisotropy in
the A layer with a change in spin dimensionality. As mentioned before, the easy axis
and hence anisotropy of this system is defined by the hard material. Method 2 is an
iterative process in which to find the parameters which best reproduce the experimental
results. One parameter which is fixed in this process is the thickness of the system with
LB = 8, LA = 10 and LC = 10. This system size is reasonable for the maximum range
of interactions tested as well as limiting the computational effort.
Figure 6.8 shows how varying the intra- and interspecies coupling and the spin
dimensionality in the BAC trilayer affects the susceptibility for the A and B layers.
The peaks corresponding to the A layer are located at the lower temperatures whilst
the peak for the B layer is positioned at higher temperatures. The C peak at even
higher temperatures is not shown, however this is of no physical interest.
From this plot, one can see that increasing JAA, shifts the susceptibility peak to
higher temperatures signifying an increase in the critical temperature of the A layer.
Increasing the interspecies coupling between A and B (and hence the coupling between
A and C), decreases the height of the A peaks. A decrease and broadening of the sus-
ceptibility peak indicates an inhomogeneous field [325] acting on A, which is most likely
due to contributions from B and C when being more strongly coupled to A. Using XY
spins rather than Heisenberg spins also shifts the susceptibility peak of the A layer to
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Figure 6.8: χ vs T/JCC for various intra- and interspecies coupling strengths and
different spin dimensionalities for the BAC trilayer. This plot shows the contributions
from each component in the trilayer system, where the simulations do not go to high
enough temperatures to reveal the C peak. A range of 8th NN is used and fixed couplings
were JBB = 1 and JCC = 1. As indicated in the legend the spin dimensionality is either
given as XY denoted by “X”, whilst “H” denotes Heisenberg spins. The next number
represents the JAB and JAC couplings which are set as JAB = JAC , e.g. a 7 indicates
JAB = JAC = 0.70 or an 8 is JAB = JAC = 0.80. The next two numbers represent the
JAA coupling such that e.g. 55 is JAA = 0.55 or 40 is JAA = 0.40.
higher temperatures. In contrast, the critical temperature of the B layer is completely
independent of these changes. Therefore with an increase in JAA and a decrease in spin
dimensionality, Tc(A) approaches Tc(B) as one would expect.
This result has helped to show that the interspecies coupling is not the major con-
tributor to the amount of induction experienced by the A layer. It consequently has
shown that the difference between JAB and JAA (JAB − JAA) is also not a large con-
tributor to the amount of induction since when the intraspecies coupling is fixed and
JAB is varied, Tc(A) stays approximately the same and so it is the magnitude of JAA
which is of the most importance. Therefore, it is worth identifying how much more or
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less induced the A layer is depending on the JAA magnitude.
Figure 6.9 shows the magnetisation per spin of the first 5 monolayers of the 10
monolayers of A in the BAC multilayer compared with the bulk A magnetisation as a
function of temperature, which can otherwise be thought of as the magnetic induction
(∆M vs T/JCC). The bulk magnetisation of A is taken to correspond to the middle
monolayer of a 40 monolayered A system to avoid surface effects. The JAA couplings
were varied in this investigation and are indicated in the legend of figure 6.9. These
plots are produced by spline interpolation on Mathematica, therefore where some of
the data points are missing there is some odd behaviour which should be ignored. This
is at high temperatures and particularly for the JAA = 0.55 results where there are no
bulk A data points beyond T/JCC = 4.50.
One can easily see that when the intraspecies coupling for A is lowered, then the
amount of induction shown in the monolayers is greater. This is particularly evident
in the monolayers closest to the interface (figure 6.9 (a)) as opposed to the middle A
monolayers (figure 6.9 (e)). The difference in the amount of induction between the
three intraspecies couplings becomes smaller when the monolayer is further away from
the inducing B source, (e.g. monolayer 5).
The results from chapter 5, showed that increasing JAB so that JAB → 1 influences
the A monolayers to effectively behave like the B layer (similarly, layers A and B were
such that Tc(A) < Tc(B) with 8
th NN). However this only occurs for the A mono-
layer immediately neighbouring the B layer. The results in figure 6.8 are the average
magnetisation of the trilayers and therefore do not show monolayer specific differences.
Therefore with this prior knowledge, it seems that increasing the interspecies coupling
alone will not alter the influence that B and C have on the middle monolayers of A,
though it will still impact on the interfacial A layers.
Another parameter which could be manipulated to effectively enhance the range of
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Figure 6.9: Induced magnetisation, ∆M vs T/JCC corresponding to 5 monolayers
of the A layer in the BAC trilayer for JAA = 0.40, 0.55 and 0.70 (as indicated in the
legend). Each monolayer of A in the BAC multilayer from (a) monolayer 5 at the
centre of the A slab to (e) monolayer 1 at the A/B interface are modelled with XY
spins, couplings of JAB = JAC = 0.60 and JAA = 0.40, 0.55 and 0.70 (as indicated in
the legend). All were simulated with σ = 1 and 8th NN.
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Figure 6.10: Average magnetisation of an A slab with a thickness 40 monolayers vs
T/JCC , where JCC = 1 and JAA = 0.55. This is plotted for varying σ, a parameter in
the term r−(d+σ) as part of the Hamiltonian shown in equation 5.1. The simulation was
conducted with 4th NN and for σ = 0 to 2 in steps of 0.1, where σ increases from right
to left in the plot, as indicated by the arrow in the diagram. The NN result is included
for comparison.
induction in the trilayer system is σ. This parameter is part of a term used in the
Hamiltonian (shown below for convenience) to control the rate of decay of interactions
in the system.
H = −Jr−(d+σ)
∑
〈i,j〉
Si · Sj. (6.1)
Figure 6.10 shows how varying σ from 2 to 0 in steps of 0.1 affects the average magneti-
sation of 40 monolayers of Heisenberg A spins (slab of A) using 4th NN and JAA = 0.55.
One can see that the critical temperature increases with decreasing σ and approaches
a NN behaviour (leftmost plot in figure 6.10), which is consistent with the literature
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[283]. This is because the rate of decay of interaction is faster with a smaller σ and the
spins further away from a spin contribute less to the overall energy of the system than
with a slower decay. Figures 6.11 (a)-(c) show how varying σ alters the A layer in the
context of the trilayer.
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Figure 6.11: χ vs T/JCC for each component of the BAC trilayer. This plot corre-
sponds to slabs of the respective species in the trilayer. The B and C slabs remain the
same in the three plots with JBB = 1, JCC = 1 for 8 monolayers of B and 10 monolayers
of C. Also remaining fixed in the three plots is the A slab with 40 monolayers of XY
spins, JAA = 0.55 and 8
th NN. Only the A slab with 40 monolayers of Heisenberg spins
with JAA = 0.55 and varying σ (σ = 1, 0.5 or 0.1) changes in the three plots: (a) 1
st
NN, (b) 4th NN and (c) 8th NN.
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Each line in figures 6.11 (a)-(c) represent the susceptibility of each component that
makes up the BAC multilayer treated as distinct systems. Figures 6.11 (a)-(c) show
that as the range of neighbours increases in the Heisenberg A system from (a) 1st NN
to (c) 8th NN, the σ magnitude becomes more significant in determining Tc(A). In fact,
using σ = 0.1 with 8th NN, sets Tc(A) of the A slab with 40 monolayers of Heisenberg
spins to approximately that of the A slab with 40 monolayers of XY spins, σ = 1,
JAA = 0.55 and 8
th NN.
However, whilst decreasing σ increases the contribution of further ranged interac-
tions to the energy, limiting the range of interactions then has consequences. Using a
finite range, rc, (in this case 8
th NN) sets the interaction of a spin with another spin
a distance r > rc away to zero. Neglecting these interactions, which have a higher
weighting to the energy when σ is smaller could imply that estimates in the overall
magnetisation and other quantities of the system may be subject to approximation.
Figure 6.12 show plots of the magnetisation per spin vs temperature for the bulk
Heisenberg A system with JAA = 0.55 compared with the average of the 10 Heisenberg
A monolayers in the BAC trilayer for different σ. The coupling in the trilayer is set to
JAB = JAC = 0.60, JAA = 0.55, JBB = 1 and JCC = 1 with all the simulations run with
8th NN. This comparison is to show how the amount of induction from the bulk to the
trilayer is dependent on σ. A subtle difference can be realised with σ = 0.1 showing the
smallest amount of induction whilst σ = 0.5 and σ = 1 are quite similar. The difference
between σ = 0.1 and the other two σ is likely due to the “cut off” in the range of in-
teractions mentioned previously even though we can see that by decreasing σ there is a
greater shift to higher Tc. This is because with further analysis, using σ = 0.1, the mid-
dle monolayers of the A layer have a lower magnetisation than the bulk when T < Tc(A).
With the findings presented here, I decided to run the simulations with the following
parameters:
• XY spins for the B and A layers and Ising spins for the C layer to obtain an
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Figure 6.12: ∆m vs T/JCC . This is the induced magnetisation as a function of
temperature achieved by taking the magnetisation difference of the bulk A system with
the 10 monolayers of A in the multilayer. The bulk magnetisation is once again given
by the m vs T/JCC of the middle monolayer in a slab of A with 40 monolayers of
Heisenberg spins, JAA = 0.55 and σ = 0.1, 0.5 and 1.0 respectively (as indicated in
the legend). The A layer in the BAC multilayer are modelled with Heisenberg spins,
couplings of JAB = JAC = 0.60 and JAA = 0.55 and σ = 0.1, 0.5 and 1.0 (as indicated
in the legend). The odd feature at T/JCC ' 4.2 for σ = 1.0, is an artefact due to
limited data points. All are simulated with 8th NN.
in-plane system and the magnetically hard C layer.
• JAB = JAC = 0.90 for a strong influence on the A spins at the A/B and A/C
interface, which is appropriate for a system which indicates the B and C layers
indirectly couple via the A layer.
• JBB = JCC = 1 to treat the B and C layers as high Tc materials.
• JAA = 0.40 so B and C can influence A more strongly when the intraspecies
coupling of A is low and to treat the A layer as a low Tc material.
• σ = 0.50 so decay is slower with r−(d+σ)=r−3.5 this is to effectively increase the
range of induction.
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• 8th NN also to increase the range of direct coupling.
6.5 Results and discussion
As was mentioned in the previous section, method 1 and method 2 are presented sepa-
rately since they correspond to two different approaches to modelling the BAC trilayer.
Please note that all plots of m(T ) which do not compare the range of interactions,
will have a temperature scale defined by JCC = 1 as the exchange coupling in the C
layer remains fixed throughout the study and therefore ensures consistency. It is un-
necessary to investigate the C monolayers independently since they remain unchanged
throughout the simulations and are also not used for probing the system in the exper-
imental analysis. In the experimental work the C layer can rotate as a single domain
in the plane of the multilayer [301], but the angle of its direction relative to the other
layers (A and B) remain fixed. Therefore, to the A and B layers, the C spins remain
fixed and this layer will not move in these simulations.
6.5.1 Method 1
These results are presented for the separate components, A and B of the trilayer and
then for the A/B and A/C bilayers and finally the trilayer.
Results for a soft, low Tc ferromagnetic slab
Using 20 and 40 monolayers of Heisenberg A spins, figure 6.13 (a) shows the average
magnetisation of each system and the magnetisation of the middle monolayer of each
system (see figure 6.13 (b)), which are taken to be monolayer 10 and 20 respectively.
One can see that the average magnetisation is slightly different between the system
sizes, shown in figure 6.13 (a) whilst the middle monolayer of both system sizes has
approximately the same m(T ) profile (see figure 6.13 (b)). This is because the average
magnetisation of each system size takes into account surface effects, which are more
pronounced in smaller system sizes because surface monolayers contribute a greater
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proportion to the energy than in larger system sizes (see chapter 5).
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Figure 6.13: m vs T/JCC for an A slab with sizes 32×32×20 and 32×32×40. (a) An
average magnetisation of the respective system sizes whilst (b) is the magnetisation of
the middle monolayer in each system, which is taken to be monolayer 10 and monolayer
20, respectively. As Tc(A) remains constant for the middle monolayer of each system,
this is taken to be representative of the bulk Tc(A) value, unaffected by surface effects.
The ordering of spins in the middle monolayer are unaffected by surface effects.
Hence, Tc(A) of the middle monolayers represents the ordering temperature of the bulk
system. The critical temperature in this case, is found using the maximum peak in the
respective χ(T ) plot and is Tc(A) = 2.03.
Thickness effects for a soft, high Tc ferromagnetic slab
In chapter 5.4, I investigated a trilayer system which included one monolayer of XY
spins and J = 1. This was extended to 5 monolayers, as presented in appendix D. Since
8 monolayers of XY spins with J = 1 is studied in this project, it is worth investigating
how the magnetisation changes for a given thickness of XY spins.
Figure 6.14 shows how the critical temperature of the middle monolayer in the B
system changes with the thickness of B. It was important to study the middle mono-
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Figure 6.14: Tc(B) vs LB for thicknesses from 1 to 21. Error bars are obscured by the
data points. The dotted line at Tc/JBB = 5.37 indicates the maximum / bulk critical
temperature of a 3d B system with JBB = 1 and 8
th NN. The fit is achieved using the
model a exp(−bx) + c, where a→ −5.52, b→ 0.460 and c→ 5.37.
layer for the same reasons given in the previous section, since when the system becomes
large enough the magnetisation in the middle monolayers will have reached the bulk
value whilst the average magnetisation will differ between system sizes due to surface
effects. The critical temperature increases with thickness but also plateaus clearly for
LB > 10. Setting the limiting Tc(B) to Tc = 5.37 (3 significant figures), the thickness
is found to be LB = 17. Of course, the limiting Tc(B) is not to 3 significant figures and
calculating the thickness using more significant figures changes the thickness consider-
ably, but from figure 6.14, LB = 17 is a reasonable approximation to draw conclusions
from in relation to the change in Tc(B).
The reason that the smaller thicknesses are lower in ordering temperature is due to
the surface effects, which were discussed in the previous chapter and will become clear
from the magnetisation profiles of the system. With this in mind, using 8 monolayers
of B will have surface effects playing a role in the magnetisation of the B layer. Since
the results given here are for the middle monolayers then this also tells us how far
extending the surface effects are in the B system. For the 17 monolayers of B spins,
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the bulk magnetisation is obtained in monolayer 9. Hence for the 8 monolayers of B
used in this trilayer system, the surface effects are expected to permeate throughout
the B monolayers and possibly affect any layers directly neighbouring itself.
Results for a (soft high Tc/soft low Tc) ferromagnetic bilayer
The magnetisation per spin vs layer position for an A/B bilayer with LA = 40 mono-
layers at Tc(A) = 2.03 is shown in figure 6.15. This is to see the extent of magnetic
induction from the B monolayers into the A monolayers.
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Figure 6.15: Magnetisation per spin vs layer of the A/B bilayer with LB = 8 (yellow
shading) and LA = 40 (light orange shading), where JBB = 1, JAA = 0.55 and JAB =
0.60 at Tc(A)/JCC = 2.03. The dotted line indicates the magnetisation of the bulk A
system. The line through the points is a guide to the eye.
From figure 6.15, one can see the magnetisation of the A monolayer neighbouring
the B layer has m ' 0.5, so that approximately 38% more spins in this monolayer are
ordered than there is in the bulk A system at Tc(A) (indicated by the dotted line). The
magnetisation at the surface of the A layer is approximately zero, which is lower than
the order parameter at Tc(A).
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The point where the decay in magnetisation in the A monolayers meets the dotted
line in figure 6.15, is the point at which the induction from B ceases, because the bulk
magnetisation is obtained at this temperature. In the figure we see this occurs as a
small plateau at monolayer 35, which would indicate that if the trilayer system has
LA ≥ 27, then the coupling of B to C would be insufficient to observe the results as
seen in the coercivity if the induction were solely from the B monolayers. However, it
is clear to see that only the A monolayers closest to the B layer will play a role in the
indirect coupling of B to C. Monolayer 1 and monolayer 8 of the B layer both have
a lower magnetisation than the middle B monolayers. This would indicate that the A
layer disrupts the order in the B layer as the surface does.
Results for a (soft low Tc/hard) ferromagnetic bilayer
The magnetisation vs layer position for an A/C bilayer with LA = 50 monolayers at
Tc(A) = 2.03 is shown in figure 6.16. This is to see the extent of magnetic induction
from the C monolayers into the A monolayers.
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Figure 6.16: Magnetisation per spin vs layer of the A/C bilayer with LC = 10
(blue shading) and LA = 50 (light orange shading), where JCC = 1, JAA = 0.55 and
JAC = 0.60 at Tc(A)/JCC = 2.03. The dotted line indicates the magnetisation of the
bulk A system. The line through the points is a guide to the eye.
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Layers B and C only differ by their spin dimensionality, where the C spins are stiffer
than the B spins. With such a strong anisotropy from the Ising spins (C), figure 6.16
shows that the A monolayer at the A/C interface now has m ' 0.575 compared with
this monolayer in the A/B bilayer with m ' 0.5.
The point at which this decay of induction in the A monolayers meet the magnetisa-
tion of the bulk Tc(A), occurs at monolayer 44. This would indicate that if the trilayer
system has LA ≥ 36 and the induction were solely from the C layers, then the coupling
between B and C would be insufficient. The stiffness of the C layer is such that the
neighbouring A monolayers do not affect the magnetisation in the C layer unlike that
of the B layer and the surface monolayer of the C layer is also unaffected by surface
effects at this temperature.
From the simulated results thus far, the maximum number of A monolayers that
would allow for overlap in the induced order of the B and C layers is LA < (36+27)−1 =
62. The minimum size of LA, given that direct coupling is up to the third concentric
cube, is then LA ≥ 6. So overall the limits for the thickness of A is 6 ≤ LA < 62.
The soft high Tc ferromagnetic layer in different environments
From the bilayer results, it is clear that the A layers reduce the magnetisation in the B
monolayer at the A/B interface. However, this increase in coercivity of the B layer could
be relative to the thickness size, such that a smaller thickness reduces the magnetisation
in the B monolayer less than a thicker A layer. Figure 6.17 (a) shows the average m vs
T/JCC for the B layer with varying LA, whilst figure 6.17 (b) shows this for the B layer
at the A/B interface. Both of these plots are compared with the average magnetisation
of an 8 layered slab of B.
Figure 6.17 (a) shows that as the thickness of A decreases, the B layer shows no
change in the average magnetisation, whilst figure 6.17 (b) shows that the magnetisation
of the interfacial B monolayer in the trilayer is not the same as the average value,
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Figure 6.17: (a) Average m vs T/JCC for the 8 monolayers of the B layer in the BAC
trilayer. Plotted for LA = 6, 7, 10, 20, 40 and 50 monolayers. (b) m vs T/JCC of the B
layer at the A/B interface for the same thicknesses of A are used in (a).
however this value is then independent of the thickness of A. Rather this is just an
artefact of the B layer neighbouring an A layer.
Results of a (soft high Tc/soft low Tc/hard) ferromagnetic trilayer with vary-
ing thickness
The magnitude of magnetic induction is temperature dependent. Figure 6.18 shows the
magnetisation versus monolayer profile of the BAC trilayer at different temperatures
for a fixed thickness. By analysing the A monolayers close to the A/B interface, one can
see that at temperatures around the critical temperature, Tc(A) = 2.03, more mono-
layers are affected by induced order. This is clear as all the A monolayers should have
the same order parameter at the critical temperature and in a slab of A they should
be zero. The results coincide with spins fluctuating on all length scales at the critical
temperature. Therefore to determine the maximum inducing range of both B and C
in the trilayer, observations are made at the critical temperature.
In section 6.5.1 it was found that 6 ≤ LA < 62 using the plots of m vs layer for the
A/B and A/C bilayers. The thickness by which the B and C layers cease to interact
by induction can be verified by recording the magnetic order in the middle monolayers
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Figure 6.18: Magnetisation per spin vs monolayer profile for the BAC trilayer with
LA = 10 and 8
th NN at different temperatures T < Tc(A), T = Tc(A) = 2.03, T > Tc(A)
and T  Tc(A).
of the trilayer with increasing LA (figure 6.19). Knowing the order parameter at the
critical temperature as a function of thickness size, one can extrapolate the results to
find the thickness which yields the same order parameter as the bulk Tc(A) (m = 0.12
for Tc(A) = 2.03).
In figure 6.19, the dotted line represents the order parameter of the bulk A system
when Tc(A) = 2.03. The point at which the fitted line crosses the dotted line is the
thickness whereby the magnetic order in the bulk is obtained in the middle monolayers
and hence no further induction in the A monolayers is observed. To obtain this point,
the equations of the two lines are solved: 0.12 = 0.977x−0.509. The thickness at this
point is found to be 61.6 (to 3 significant figures) and hence LA = 62, which is consis-
tent with the thickness found by adding the A/B and A/C bilayers.
The BAC multilayer has an asymmetry in the magnetic induction from the B and
C layers. Therefore it is not exactly the middle monolayers in the trilayer for which the
induction is zero. However, this does not seem to cause any discrepancy between the
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Figure 6.19: Magnetisation per spin in the middle A monolayer vs LA in the BAC
trilayer at Tc(A) = 2.03, fitted to a power law given by ax
b where a → 0.977, b →
−0.509. The average order parameter of the two middle A monolayers is taken for even
A thickness sizes. The dotted line represents the magnetisation in the bulk A system.
two methods in finding the maximum thickness for induction (this may only be true
for the choice of trilayer given here and may not hold if B and C differed significantly
by couplings or degrees of freedom, etc).
Summary of Method 1
Investigating the A and B components independently as well as the A/B and A/C
bilayers, one can conclude that only the A layer demonstrates any significant change in
magnetic order in the trilayer. It is possible to see this from figure 6.20 which shows
how the magnetisation, as a function of temperature, changes with the thickness of A.
It is clear to see there is a considerable difference in these plots at temperatures above
the critical temperature where induced magnetic order is the sole contributor to any
order in the A layer. The smaller the thickness, the more induced order there is at
temperatures above Tc(A).
The fact that changes are only seen in the A layer of the trilayer could be due to
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Figure 6.20: Average m vs T/JCC of the A layer when LA = 6, 7, 10, 20, 30, 40 and
50. The entire temperature range for LA = 30 is not shown as this was part of an
investigation to analyse the critical region (see figure 6.19). The magnetic order of the
bulk A system is also included in the plot for comparison.
the coupling strength, but also could be a consequence of the range of interactions.
In this project 8th NN is used. We can see that range is important for the induction
of magnetisation by looking at a plot of the magnetisation vs monolayer profile for
different ranges of interaction (figure 6.21).
Figure 6.21 shows the magnetisation as a function of layer position for different
range of interaction at the same temperature and energy scale. This shows that with
further range interactions, the penetration depth of the magnetic order is greater in the
A monolayers than for a shorter range. This is evident from the decay shape.
From the results for Method 1, the magnetic induction in A does not play a role in
increasing the Tc of the B layer, which could imply the B spins do not become stiffer
and hence neither will there be a change in coercivity as a consequence. This is the
case even as the thickness of the A layer decreases and Tc(A) increases. The model
is insufficient in capturing the true physics in this trilayer system as the experimental
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Figure 6.21: Magnetisation vs layer profile for the BAC trilayer at T/Jeff = 1.01 for
varying ranges (1st, 4th and 8th NN). Jeff is the scaling factor used to set the energies
of the further ranged systems to that of the NN system so that the results are plotted
on the same energy scale. T/Jeff = 1.01 is chosen as a temperature little beyond the
critical temperature of all the ranges to show the extent of induction for each range.
This figure was plotted by Magnus, whilst the data is my own.
results indicate that B and C couple but from these theoretical results this is not the
case. Lastly, this may be due to a limitation in the range of interactions as increasing
the range of interactions does alter the magnetic order penetration depth in the A
monolayers (see figure 6.21) and shows that magnetic induction can be sustained for
higher temperatures (see figure 6.23).
6.5.2 Method 2
In method 2, an iterative process was used to identify which theoretical parameters
would best reproduce the experimental results by varying the spin dimensionality, the
inter- and intraspecies couplings and the rate of decay of interactions. The final param-
eters along with the reasonings were noted at the end of section 6.4.2. The parameters
are given again here for convenience: XY spins for the B and A layers and Ising spins
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for the C layer, JAB = JAC = 0.90, JBB = JCC = 1, JAA = 0.40, σ = 0.5 and the range
of direct exchange interactions is up to 8th NN. The system size is set as 32× 32× 28
with 8 monolayers of B, 10 monolayers of A and 10 monolayers of C.
In this section, I compare the trilayer results for method 1 and method 2 using this
fixed system size and show which system is more representative of the experimental
work.
The efficiency and sustainability of magnetic induction with temperature
and range
Figure 6.22 shows m vs monolayer of this BAC trilayer for T < Tc(A), T = Tc(A) =
2.03, T > Tc(A) and T  Tc(A) for (a) JAA = 0.40 and (b) JAA = 0.60. I have
included JAA = 0.60 to show that with a stronger coupling in this system, Tc(B) is
not too dissimilar to Tc(A) and would not be suitable for the results needed. Figure
6.22(c) summarises the induction results in plots of ∆M vs T/JCC for the JAA = 0.40
and JAA = 0.60 systems and also shows a comparison with the result from Method 1
where the parameters differ by Heisenberg spins for the A layer, JAB = JAC = 0.60,
JAA = 0.55 and σ = 1.0. It is clear to see that not only do the results for JAA = 0.40
show the greatest amount of induction in the A layer but it also shows a far greater
amount of induction over the temperature range than the system used in Method 1.
This is of course expected since a thorough investigation of the parameters were made
for Method 2 and parameters were suitably chosen to reproduce the experimental results
as closely as possible.
The plots of m as a function of the layer position (monolayers) for these three
BAC trilayers are shown for 1st NN, 4th NN and 8th NN in figure 6.23. Each range
is plotted for T = Tc(A) + ∆T , where ∆T is arbitrarily chosen here as 0.20 since the
magnetisation in the middle monolayers of A using 1st NN interactions in Method 1,
reaches a minimum with this shift in temperature. The bulk Tc(A) varies depending
on the range. ∆T is used to show the thermal extent each range can sustain induction
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Figure 6.22: m vs layer of the BAC trilayer for temperatures T < Tc(A), T =
Tc(A) = 2.03, T > Tc(A) and T  Tc(A). (a) JAA = 0.40 and (b) JAA = 0.60 with
all other parameters held constant. (c) ∆M vs T/JCC for Method 2 with JAA = 0.40
and JAA = 0.60 and for Method 1. This is the induced magnetisation as a function of
temperature achieved by taking the magnetisation difference of the respective bulk A
systems from the 10 monolayers of A in the multilayer. The inset in (c) shows ∆M
vs T/JCC for JAA = 0.60 overlaid on the respective plot for JAA = 0.40 for an easier
comparison.
from B and C in the A layers.
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Figure 6.23: m vs layer of the BAC trilayer for 1st NN, 4th NN and 8th NN. (a)
JAA = 0.40 and (b) JAA = 0.60 with all other parameters held constant, whilst (c) is
obtained using the parameters of Method 1. Each range is plotted for T = Tc(A)+∆T ,
where ∆T is arbitrarily chosen here as 0.20 and the bulk Tc(A) varies depending on
the range (T = 0.88, T = 1.92, T = 2.66 for (a); T = 1.32, T = 2.88, T = 4.00 for (b)
and T = 0.79, T = 1.57, T = 2.03 for (c)). A ∆T is chosen as an indication to the
sustainability of an induced magnetisation at T > Tc(A).
From figure 6.23(a) and (b), one can see that when using XY spins for the A layer
the decline in magnetisation from B to A and from C to A at the interfaces is smaller
than when treating the A spins as Heisenberg (see figure 6.23(c)). Hence the mag-
netisation in the other monolayers of A is higher than is shown for Method 1. This
difference in magnetic order of A compared with B and C is important for ensuring
induction penetrates further into the A layer but also to maintain the magnetic induc-
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tion from the inducing sources B and C at higher temperatures. Comparing figures
6.23(a) and (b), one would think there is a greater induction within the A layers when
JAA = 0.60 than with JAA = 0.40, however, this is not an inductive effect but just a
simple consequence of a stronger intraspecies coupling. This is clearly shown in figure
6.22(c), particularly the inset, where ∆M vs T/JCC for JAA = 0.60 is overlaid on the
respective plot for JAA = 0.40. In the inset, one can see that for JAA = 0.40, there is a
greater maximum induction than in the JAA = 0.60 system and the induction is larger
over the temperature range. This is because a smaller coupling within the A layer is
more magnetically susceptible to influence from stronger coupled B and C layers.
However, even with these improvements to model the behaviour of the experiment,
figure 6.24 shows that decreasing the thickness of A causes no noticeable change in the
magnetic ordering of the B layer. This can be explained quite simply from the analysis
of the A layers, which showed that when the intraspecies coupling is strong, then the
susceptibility of the spins to the induced magnetic order is low. One can see that
the B layer has a strong JBB coupling and hence is not easily susceptible to magnetic
induction from the A layers. The magnetic ordering in the A layer would have to be
comparable to the B layer to increase the effective thickness and hence increase Tc of
the B layer. From figure 6.14, one must be aware that there is a limit in the thickness
of B up to which the Tc increases no further with increasing thickness.
Summary of method 2
The parameters chosen in method 2 are shown to be a significant improvement from
the parameters chosen in method 1, as the range of induction and sustainability of
induction at higher temperatures is greater, which is more consistent with the results
of the experiment [298]. Due to a time constraint on the numerical work in this study, a
thorough investigation into the thickness dependence of the B layer magnetisation with
these new parameters was not possible, however, preliminary results show that even the
improvement in the model does not change the result from method 1, which is that the
magnetic order in the B layer is unaffected by the thickness of A in this study. In this
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Figure 6.24: m vs T/JCC of the B layer at the A/B interface for LA = 7 monolayers
and LA = 10 monolayers. Please note that data for LA = 7 monolayers is recorded up
to T/JCC = 5.99.
case, only the B monolayer at the A/B interface is considered. One would expect the
B layer would show some dependence on LA since the A layers, as shown in method
1, are clearly increasing in Tc and the decoupling region (A decoupling from B) is also
increasing. Hence, one should consider investigating another quantity such as the spin
stiffness to identify any other possible consequences of the proximity effect.
6.6 Conclusion
To conclude this chapter, I have modelled the BAC trilayer using two approaches, one
to start with the experimental details given about the system and analyse the results,
whilst the second is to start from the experimental results in order to identify the best
parameters to describe the system. Using both methods I have been able to show mag-
netisation profiles of the BAC trilayer which demonstrate that there is an overlap of the
magnetic induction in A from the B layer and the C layer, with method 1 showing that
with a smaller thickness in A, this overlap becomes more significant. As a consequence
of this result, the critical temperature of the A layer increases. Though the results in
the experiment are regarding the coercivity of the B layer, these results are compli-
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mentary in showing that there is an effect in the A layer from the two inducing sources
B and C. It does not however, show that the proximity effect causes any changes to
the B layer though this could be that the quantity being measured is not suitable. For
instance, the spin stiffness is more likely to demonstrate the effects of anisotropy and
hence relate more closely with the coercivity results.
Method 1 demonstrates an investigation of the extent of induction and the deter-
mination of the thickness by which the inducing effects of B and C no longer overlap.
Either by studying the two bilayers A/B and A/C or extrapolating trilayer results to
the bulk limit, the same thickness is found as LA < 62 for overlap. This indicates that
the range of interactions chosen, 8th NN and the rate of decay of interactions as chosen
in this method, σ = 1, enables the induction to penetrate deep into the trilayer. How-
ever, even with this, there is no change in magnetisation of the B layer, not even the B
monolayer at the A/B interface with different thicknesses of A. This was thought to be
due to the very sharp decline in magnetisation from the B monolayer to the A mono-
layer at the A/B interface, which is a consequence of the interspecies coupling. Method
2 shows an improvement of the model in Method 1, where the trilayer is in-plane and
has very strong interspecies couplings JAB and JAC . The experimental results show
that there is a strong magnetic induction, and therefore it is found that a smaller JAA
is more susceptible to induction from the harder B and C layers and a longer decay
rate σ = 0.5 is chosen to increase the weighting of magnetisation in neighbours further
away from each spin. The alteration improves the sustainability of magnetic induction
for higher temperatures than in Method 1, however gives an indication of the reason
for why the magnetic order in the B layer is not being affected with thickness, because
the intraspecies coupling of the B layer is relatively strong.
Once again, as shown in the previous chapter, the range of direct exchange in-
teractions has a significant impact on the observed physics of the system. A nearest
neighbour model would not have been sufficient in identifying the range of induction of
the B and C layers in this trilayer.
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In this thesis classical spin models have been used together with the Monte Carlo
method to study magnetic phases and phase transitions, impacted by lattice geometry,
confinement and long-range interactions. This has involved non-uniform finite spin sys-
tems with non-homogeneous interactions.
The Coulomb phase has been known to exist in rare earth magnetic pyrochlore sys-
tems, when there is an absence of long range magnetic order [205]. However, for the
first time, it is shown here that a pyrochlore structure filled with magnetic monopoles
and with long range magnetic order can exhibit the Coulomb phase (see figure 4.8).
This is through our new conceptual picture known as magnetic moment fragmentation,
where in this case, the magnetic moment appears to fragment into a fixed monopolar
part and a fluctuating dipolar part. This gives rise to both antiferromagnetism and
co-operative paramagnetism coexisting in the monopole crystal we simulate. Addition-
ally, characterisation of the phase transitions in this system (first and second order),
has lead to the construction of µ∗ − T ∗ phase diagrams which demonstrate how the
spin ice phase is connected with the monopole crystal phase (see figure 4.6). We expect
that the concept of magnetic moment fragmentation will not be limited to monopole
crystals but may be relevant generally in experimental systems demonstrating partial
ordering whilst in the presence of background magnetic liquid fluctuations.
When the thickness of cobalt is less than or equal to a single monolayer, then as
shown experimentally [100], cobalt does not exhibit ferromagnetic behaviour. However,
when stacked in a multilayer with a weaker coupled species, cobalt demonstrates ferro-
magnetism again [71]. The first theoretical explanation for this occurrence is presented
in this thesis by analysing the phase transitions in these confined magnetic multilay-
ers as a function of range of interaction and interspecies coupling strength. Bloch’s
law was used to observe changes in the low temperature region of plots of M(T/Tc)
and the β exponent was monitored to observe changes in the critical region in plots
of M(T/Tc) (see figure 5.16). A dimensionality crossover is identified in the strongly
coupled monolayer, which we describe by an increase in effective thickness resulting
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from a developing concept known as the double proximity effect. This effect occurs
when there is a two-way enhancement of the critical temperature in both the weaker
and strongly coupled species due to their proximity with one another. Understanding
the double proximity effect, we believe will be important when designing experimental
multilayers and in explaining exceptional behaviour in the monolayer limit.
Developing the models for the magnetic multilayer systems in chapters 5 and 6
clearly show that the choice of parameters for imitating experimental systems can be
difficult and sometimes conflicting. Given an A/B multilayer, where A and B have
the same spin dimensionality, Tc(A) < Tc(B) and the interspecies coupling, JAB, is
strong and fixed; then a weak intraspecies coupling, JAA, has a greater polarisability
in the interfacial A monolayers than for a strong JAA. This proximity effect however,
does not permeate very well to the bulk A monolayers as for a strong JAA (see chapter
6). Using magnetisation vs monolayer profiles as a function of the range of interaction
and coupling strength, were particularly useful when translating the theoretical results
to some experimental relevance, especially as experimental studies on these multilayer
systems are limited to bulk or single layer analysis (see figure 6.23 for example). These
results shed light on the extent of magnetic induction in weakly coupled layers from
those with a stronger coupling and clearly indicate interfacial and surface effects.
Long-range interactions have been involved in all the projects presented in this
thesis, however, most unique to the studies in thesis is the use of further ranged direct
exchange interactions. Long range direct exchange interactions are barely studied since
direct exchange is best observed when the orbital overlap is sufficient as a through-bond
interaction [1]. Consequently, long range indirect exchange interactions, such as RKKY
or DM are preferred in classical spin models. However, in some amorphous systems
at room temperature it can be challenged that DM, RKKY and dipolar interactions
make little to no contribution [326] and yet NN exchange does not capture the physics
properly. Therefore further ranged direct exchange interactions are the next logical
step to model and hence is used to study the amorphous systems in chapters 5 and 6.
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It was computationally challenging to modify existing code from nearest neighbour
interactions to further ranged exchange interactions, whilst ensuring there were periodic
boundaries in the xy plane and finite in the z and keeping the computational time low.
A test is made between spins in a coordination shell to the spin of interest to identify if
it is a neighbour of a particular range or not at all (where the number of coordination
shells increase with the range specified). The findings then have to be corrected for the
finite z dimension. This is more efficient than searching through N × N interactions,
however, increasing the number of neighbours, increases the equilibration time and has
meant a compromise on system sizes in some of the projects. It was also therefore
necessary to run most of the simulations using a supercomputer. Modifications to the
code also included the ability to use more than one spin dimensionality in one system
and to make observations of physical properties for each monolayer in a multilayered
system. My code development for each project is summarised in appendix A.
All the simulations conducted on the systems presented in this thesis were carried
out using the Monte Carlo method together with the Metropolis algorithm. This is
because it is able to efficiently sample large systems and can be suited to sample ac-
cording to the Boltzmann distribution through importance sampling, finding the lowest
energy state (discussed in chapter 3). In most instances, single spin flip dynamics were
implemented. However, the limitations of this method are quickly noticed and obtain-
ing metastable states in systems with frustration are prevalent. An occurrence was
noted when running the simulations for the system presented in chapter 4, where heat-
ing and cooling the sample from the starting configuration showed a discrepancy in
the results. It was only with longer equilibration times that the results from heating
finally coincided with those from cooling the sample, hence cooling was used to sim-
ulate the final results. The use of the Worm algorithm (multiple spin flip dynamics)
in chapter 4 by collaborators was used as another solution to avoiding metastable states.
More studies are required in the field of long range direct exchange interactions
with a power law decay of attractive interactions (r−(d+σ)). There seem to be hardly
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any recent studies on the consequences of different σ in more complex systems (i.e.
for higher spin dimensionalities n > 1 and spatial dimensionalities d > 2) and also
numerical studies on how this changes with the range of interactions. I have shown 2d
XY results relating Tc with the range for σ = 1 by an exponent which seems to be the
β exponent for the 2d XY universality class (see figure 5.8). This is apparently largely
as a coincidence of the range of interactions not being sufficient. Additionally since the
theoretical results of the magnetic multilayers did not agree perfectly with the experi-
mental results, mainly as a consequence of the range being insufficient, then it would
be worthwhile finding the critical range of interactions along with σ that would best
imitate the experiment without requiring an infinite range of interactions. Completing
this knowledge is clearly important in proximity effects where I have shown that some
features would not be observable without further ranged interactions.
The monopole crystal presented in chapter 4 has been an interesting venture, which I
would hope to see realised experimentally. As discussed at the end of chapter 4, there are
a few methods proposed in which to experimentally create a monopole filled pyrochlore
system, however, most of these methods constrain spins in specific, preferred directions,
which is problematic for the freedom of the magnetic moments to fragment and hence to
observe what is seen in this thesis. Recent studies, which include double charges in the
pyrochlore have shown that the best case scenario is with 50% singly charged monopoles
and 30% doubly charged monopoles, known as the staggered charge order [327, 328],
however should still show the magnetic moment fragmentation key characteristics [327].
Studies on monopole filled artificial spin ice has been somewhat more active and kagome
ice could lead to greater insight in this area already demonstrating monopole crystallites
with simultaneous spin disorder [253, 329].
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Appendix A
Code development summary
A.1 For chapter 4
Monte Carlo methods with a combination of single spin flip dynamics and the worm
algorithm were used in most of the simulations relevant to chapter 4. Existing Fortran
90 code created by Jaubert included a Monte Carlo method with single spin flip dy-
namics, which specifically kept track of the charges on the diamond lattice, the Landau
energy and ensured the formation of doubly charged diamond sites were forbidden. My
contribution to this project has been to manipulate this code and include the evaluation
of the density of monopoles, the order parameter, the heat capacity and the spin and
charge autocorrelation functions. With my preliminary results using single spin flip
dynamics, we decided that the density and order parameter of the monopoles as shown
in figures 4.3 and 4.5 should be generated using the worm algorithm at low tempera-
tures. I simulated and created the phase diagrams in figure 4.6 and the autocorrelation
functions in figures 4.9-4.11.
A.2 For chapters 5 and 6
Existing C++ code created by Banks was used and modified to simulate the multilayer
systems in chapters 5 and 6. The relevant sections of the existing Monte Carlo code had
incorporated hypercubic lattices with periodic boundaries, single spin flip dynamics and
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nearest neighbour interactions. I have modified this code by ensuring a finite boundary
in the z direction using a “dummy” layer, which is to set a single layer of spins with
S = 0 and J = 0. Therefore any spin coupling with this layer will effectively not have
an interaction. I have also included further range interactions with a power law decay
in interaction strength dependent on r. The range is specified by the user in the input
file, whilst the code automatically finds the relevant spins within that range. Since all
the systems I use in these projects are modelled as simple cubic, then an appropriate
maximum concentric shell is chosen for each spin given the range and then only the
spins within this shell and smaller are sampled to be neighbours of that spin. The finite
and periodic boundaries complicate this method. Once a list of the neighbours for each
spin is found, dependent on r, then I ensured that the energy evaluation and updates
also included the use of further range interactions.
I incorporated a parameter that enabled one to use more than one spin type in the
same system, which could be specified in the input file by the user. This parameter was
specific to the species in the input file and would set one or more of the spin dimensions
to zero. Additionally, the order parameter and susceptibility could only be evaluated
for an average of the entire system in the original code; I modified this so one could
evaluate the order parameter and susceptibility of each layer and hence the use of a
supercomputer was required in order to handle so much data. The further the range,
the longer the simulations for each temperature and therefore, simulations for each
temperature were run in parallel for large system sizes.
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Equilibration of the energy in
Monte Carlo simulations
It is necessary to ensure that all the systems used in this thesis have been equilibrated
before running any of the simulations. To determine this, I plot the energy of the
system as a function of Monte Carlo time and determine when the energy is constant.
Once this is known, then the equilibration time, teq and the observation time, tobs must
be longer than this. The following sections indicate the energy equilibration time for
each of the systems investigated in this thesis.
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B.1 Equilibration in the modified spin ice system
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Figure B.1: Equilibration of the Landau energy, UL, as a function of Monte Carlo
steps per spin, MCS/s for the monopole crystal system. This result is found for L = 5,
T ∗ = 0.20 and µ∗ = 0.57. From this result I assume that teq = 104 MCS/s is sufficient
for the simulations in chapter 4, though I do vary the system size depending on the
measurement.
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B.2 Equilibration in the magnetic multilayer sys-
tems
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Figure B.2: Equilibration of the energy per spin as a function of Monte Carlo steps
per spin, MCS/s for the double proximity multilayer in chapter 5. This result is found
for ABA system size 32× 32× 21 with JAA = 0.25, JBB = 1 and JAB = 0.45, thickness
of both A slabs: LA = 10 and thickness of B layer: LB = 1. The temperature was
T/JBB = 0.01. From this result I assume that teq = 10
4 MCS/s is sufficient for the
simulations in chapter 5.
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Figure B.3: Equilibration of the energy per spin as a function of Monte Carlo steps
per spin, MCS/s for the exchange spring multilayer in chapter 6. This result is found
for BAC system size 32 × 32 × 29 of spins with JAA = 0.55, JBB = 1, JCC = 1,
JAB = 0.60 and JAC = 0.60, thickness of B slab: LB = 8, thickness of A slab: LA = 10
and thickness of C slab: LC = 10 at T/JCC = 0.01. From this result I assume that
teq = 10
4 MCS/s is sufficient for the simulations in chapter 6.
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Appendix C
Neutron scattering theory
To explain the background of neutron scattering this report will follow the account of
Furrer [330]. The fundamental result of neutron scattering is finding the probability
that the incident beam of neutrons, with a wave vector k, is scattered with a new
wavevector k′. A wavevector, Q is defined as the difference between the wavevectors of
the neutron before and after scattering:
Q = k− k′ (C.1)
Where Q is the scattering vector in reciprocal space, k and k′ are wavevectors such
that k = 2pi/λ and λ is the wavelength. Since the incident wavelength of the beam
corresponds to the de Broglie wavelength, λ = h/p, then the momentum, p, of the
neutrons can be related to the wavevector by:
p = ~k (C.2)
and the energy is expressed as:
E =
~2k2
2m
(C.3)
where ~ = h/2pi, h is Planck’s constant and m is the mass. Therefore the energy
transfer to the material upon scattering the beam of neutrons is given by:
δE = ~ω =
~2(k2 − k′2)
2m
(C.4)
where ω = 2pif (i.e. δE = hf).
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When k = k′, then ~ω = 0 (i.e. there is no energy transfer): this is known as elastic
scattering. When δE 6= 0, then this is inelastic scattering and is where,
Q = (k− k′) + q (C.5)
where q is the wavevector of an elementary excitation.
For elastic scattering, Q = k − k′ = τ = (4pi sin θ)/λ and a coherent scattering
is obtained since Q · d = 2pin, where n is an integer [3]. Together these conditions
correspond to Bragg’s law, which is:
nλ = 2d sin θ (C.6)
where θ is the angle of incidence from the lattice and in the case of elastic scattering,
the angle of reflection should be the same magnitude as the angle of incidence. nλ
indicates the path difference between the beams scattered by adjacent lattice planes
with equivalent indices [331]. This determines constructive or destructive intereference
between plane waves.
In neutron scattering, the distribution of neutrons scattered by the sample is mea-
sured. The cross-section of scattering is dependent on the scatterer/ target. For nuclear
scattering, this is dependent on the position of the lattice points, whilst for magnetic
scattering, this is also dependent on the vectors of the spins [330]. The scattering cross-
section, σ, is the number of neutrons scattered per second divided by the flux of the
incident neutrons. The scattering information is then obtained for a small angle dΩ
and for an energy transfer between ~ω and ~(ω+dω). Therefore, the second derivative
of the cross section is taken with dΩ and dω to find d
2σ
dΩdω
. The reason for evaluating
within an angle dΩ is because experiments can only measure a small region at any one
time.
The cross section dependence on the angle and energy is most usually calculated
from Fermi’s “golden rule” of lowest-order time dependent perturbation theory [26].
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Included in this equation, is the interaction operator, Uˆ . For magnetic scattering this
is a dipole interaction between neutrons and electrons,
Uˆm = uˆ ·H (C.7)
where uˆ is the magnetic moment operator of the neutron and H is the magnetic field
with which the neutron interacts, generated by the unpaired electrons of the material.
The complexity is that this interaction of the neutron with the material needs to be
considered for the initial and final states of all the magnetic atoms in the material. With
mathematical manipulation, one can obtain the cross-section formula for an unpolarised
beam of neutrons in terms of the spin correlation functions:
dσ
dΩdω
= (γr0)
2k
′
k
F 2(Q) exp{−2W (Q)}
∑
α,β
(
δαβ − QαQβ
Q2
)
Sαβ(Q, ω) (C.8)
Where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, r0 is the classical electron radius, F (Q) is the Fourier
transform of the spin density, otherwise known as the form factor; exp{−2W (Q)} is
the Debye-Waller factor, α and β correspond to the x, y, z cartesian coordinates and
Sαβ(Q, ω) is the static magnetic scattering function which contains the pair correlation
function calculated in simulations. It is also defined as [3]:
Sαβ(Q) =
1
N
〈
Mα(Q) ·Mβ(−Q)〉 (C.9)
where,
M(Q) =
∑
r
Sr exp(iQ · r) (C.10)
A neutron scattering event is characterised by (Q, ω) where Q gives us information
about the miller indices of the material (hkl) and ω gives us information about the
energy as previously shown in equation C.4. The
(
δαβ − QαQβQ2
)
term in equation C.8
indicates that the neutrons can only couple to the magnetic moments which are perpen-
dicular to Q. If Q is parallel to the neutron spin direction (Q || uˆ), then no magnetic
scattering will be observed, but if the neutron spin direction has a non-zero perpendic-
ular component (Q ⊥ uˆ), then magnetic scattering will be observed. For an ordered
antiferromagnet, each plane of ordered spins will only have nuclear scattering since
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Q || uˆ, whilst between magnetic planes Q ⊥ uˆ.
From Bragg’s law, it is necessary to know the lattice planes of the material and
therefore to define the axes and the positions of the lattice sites/ vectors of the magnetic
moments. In real space the sites are given by positions (r) [3]:
r = ma + nb + pc. (C.11)
The lattice basis vectors are a, b and c, whilst m, n and p are integers. These positions
in reciprocal space, which is achieved by a Fourier transform of the real space and is
how results are produced in neutron scattering, have sites at positions (R):
R = hA + kB + lC (C.12)
where in the same way h, k and l are integers and are the miller indices of a crystal.
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Appendix D
Proximity effects in the
strong/weak coupled trilayer:
beyond the monolayer
Figure D.1 shows results of the ABA trilayer with an increased B layer thickness. This
is for a HA : XB : HA system with (10:5:10) compared with the original (10:1:10)
trilayer. The results in figure D.1 (a), do not show a low temperature feature “bump”
as there was in figure 5.16. This feature representing the decoupling region, implied
that there was an increase in effective thickness in the B layer, however, in this case
the β exponent is now β = 0.33 for monolayer 0 (representative of 3d behaviour), which
corresponds to a different universality class from the previous β = 0.25 in the 10:1:10
system (representative of a 2d system). It can be shown in experiments also that with-
out the increase in effective thickness or in actual thickness, the B layer is otherwise two
dimensional. An example is in δ-doped Pd(Fe) [288], whereby an increase from 0.5 ML
to 1 ML of Fe shows a crossover in the spin dimensionality of the Fe, by the polarisa-
tion in the neighbouring palladium layers causing an increase in effective thickness of Fe.
The B spins in the 10:5:10 system are in a 3d XY environment rather than just an
“effective” environment as in the 10:1:10 system caused by the induced A monolayers.
As a result, there is a large difference in the transition temperatures of the B layer
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monolayer
comparing the 10:1:10 system (Tc = 2.17) and of the average of the B layers in the
10:5:10 system (Tc = 4.80). The increase in transition temperature of the B layers is
shown to affect the A layers very little (see figure D.1 (b)).
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Figure D.1: (a) Average M vs T/JBB of the B layer in the trilayers HA:XB:HA
(10:1:10) and (10:5:10) with JAB = 0.45. (b) The average M vs T/JBB for one A layer
in the respective trilayer systems.
This means the A monolayers neighbouring the 5 B monolayers most likely still
behave like XY B spins as shown before, however, their effect of changing the spin
dimensionality in B does not occur because the increased thickness of the B layer
ensures a 3d XY behaviour to begin with.
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